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WE SELL MORE BECAUSE WE DO MORE
23 Years of Experience | Over $2 Billon Sold

Visit Casey’s YouTube Videos of these Homes at www.margenau.com

MCLEAN
$8,900,000
New Masterpiece Estate offering unsurpassed
quality. 20,000 sqft on over 4ac; Stone & precast

MCLEAN
$4,500,000
George Sagatov presents this French Country
Home on 3ac w/elegant features. Newest design.

MCLEAN
$2,895,895
Langley HS. New home on over 1ac lot. 6BR;
3-car gar; library w/built-ins; gourmet kitchen.

VIENNA
$1,895,895
Maymont. Like new home offered at 300k under
original price. Fin LL. 8BR, 8BA, 4 car garage.

VIENNA
$1,689,000
New Dean Design home on a 2 acre lot near Wolf
Trap, Tysons Corner & new metro. 4BR 5BA.

VIENNA
$1,599,900
Maymont. Like new home 5 BR w/4 car gar.
Cherry HWF’s, high end kit. LL w/media rm.

GREAT FALLS
$4,498,988
New 12,000sqft Versailles home, now ready on
a 5 acre lot with a private pond. 6BR, 9BA, 4car.

GREAT FALLS
$4,420,000
Stunning 12,000 sqft M&A Custom Home on one
acre cul-de-sac lot in neighborhood of like homes.

GREAT FALLS
$3,390,000
New 5BR stone estate by master builder
George Sagatov. Windsong; finely detailed.

GREAT FALLS
$3,195,712
Entertainer’s paradise with backyard to die for.
2 sunrooms; top class pool lounge & media rm.

GREAT FALLS
$1,400,000
Short Sale! 7ac w/private lake connecting to the
Potomac! House has great bones but needs work.

GREAT FALLS
$1,279,018
Contemporary home on 5ac lot in equestrian
community of Tally Ho. Hickory HWF’s; pool.

1307 Dolley Madison Blvd. McLean, VA 22101

Reinvent

Your Home to Enrich the Way You Live..
This whole house renovaTion Transformed a dark and consTrained floorplan To an open, funcTional, and luxurious space.

Now Serving Maryland Inside the Beltway!
design/build | additions | kitchens and baths | basements | outdoor spaces
Serving Northern Virginia for 24 years | 703.425.5588 | SunDesignInc.com
A tradition of exquisite design, expert remodeling and enduring relationships.
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From, Lilian

McLean Office
703.790.1990

Lilian Jorgenson 703.407.0766 www.Lilian.com

SOLD IN 1 DAY!

EVANS FARM TOWNHOME
MCLEAN, Listed at $2,095,00

MCLEAN

SOLD IN 2 DAYS!

HANNAH HILLS, CUSTOM ALL BRICK HOME
OAKTON, Listed at $1,800,000

$3,490,000

MCLEAN

$2,499,999

$1,499,000

OAKTON

$1,499,000

VIENNA

THE RESERVE

VIENNA

Thank you
so much for
your business
and referrals
throughout
the year.

May you have a wonderful holiday season,
shared with family and friends, and many
good wishes for the upcoming year. - Lilian

$1,875,000

and more...
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A LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER
I can remember when my wife Michelle (then girlfriend) used to say, “let’s go
shopping in Tysons Corner.” We lived in College Park, MD then. It was one
level, The Hect Company on one end, Woodies on the other. Then over to Mr.
Muggs for a beer. It was Tysons Corner. Not much to do but shop.
So now it’s “Tysons” The New Downtown (They dropped the corner). Change.
At a recent Tysons Update meeting someone said “If you build it they will
come,” here they say,” if you don’t build it, they’re coming anyway.” Michael
Caplin, Executive Director of the Tysons Partnership shares some thoughts on
“The New Tysons.”
It’s a gift for generations to come. The work and donation of the Liljenquist
Family Collection of Civil War Photographs is a treasure to behold. We can
never do enough research on the war that was unlike any war fought on
our shores, but what the Liljenquist family has put together and given us is
something we can behold and study for generations to come. Thank you.
Patsy Norton and Jeanette Sterbutzel are back from Haiti and volunteering
with the “kids” – Heartwarming and generous of time and heart (and money).
Read about The Helping Haitian Angels-join them if you can.
Speaking of giving-It’s the season for it. Local charities, organizations and
groups are desperate for your help, both monetarily and physically –Keith
explores and gives us ideas. Thanks, Keith.

Lauren Simmons

Account Executive
lauren@vivatysons.com

Linda Barrett

Account Executive/Contributing Editor
linda@vivatysons.com

Celebrate Tysons

Kenneth Abdo
Administrator
kenny@vivatysons.com
General inquiries and comments about this publication
can be sent to comments@vivatysons.com.
www.vivatysons.com
www.facebook.com/vivatysons
www.twitter.com/viva_tysons
www.tasteoftysons.com
www.tysonstoday.com
www.tysonshealthandbeauty.com
www.celebratetysons.com
Subscriptions for VivaTysons Magazine are available for $12 per year
or $20 for two years. Please address requests to Calamity Media,
P.O. Box 506, Dunn Loring, VA 22027 or you can subscribe online
at www.vivatysons.com.
Volume 5, issue 4. Copyright © 2012 by VivaTysons Magazine Inc.
VivaTysons Magazine is published every two months by Calamity
Media, P.O. Box 506, Dunn Loring, VA 22027. All rights reserved.
All editorial material is fully protected and should not be reproduced
in any matter without written permission. Calamity Media makes
every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information we publish, but
we cannot be held responsible for any consequences or claims due
to errors or omissions. Retailers wishing to carry VivaTysons at their
locations and readers wishing to correspond with us are asked to
write us at comments@vivatysons.com.

Take some time to decorate your home and your heart. Carly and Keryn, (our
resident Martha Stewarts) have some super decorating suggestions for you.
Deck your halls.
Party time? Going to a Go-Go? Get home safely… Keith has some options for
you for those late night party rides home.
Save the Forest? We only have one left in Tysons, and a coalition trying to
keep it. Read about their efforts by Pamela Kondé, President, of the Greater
Tysons Green Civic Association. Thank you, Pamela.
Have you been to MOM’s Organic Market yet? Park your leaf, get a charge
while you shop! It’s here. Foods with old fashioned goodness and flavor and a
place to recharge your rocket ship. Check it out.
Jeff Detwiler, VP of Long and Foster helps us understand the dynamics of
inventory on our housing market.
Keryn shares some thoughts and traditions on New Year’s Celebrations around
the world, and Judy Caplan keeps us on track with our weight goals.
Some paintings to admire from Jill Banks, and restaurant reviews from Allison
and Jeannine.
This is our fourth year publishing our hometown magazine and hope you are
enjoying the people and places as much as we enjoy meeting and “illuminating
them.” Please remember our area independent merchants while shopping this
holiday season. They’re counting on your support-let’s keep them busy!
All of us here at Viva wish you and yours best wishes for a safe and glorious
holiday and wonderful years to come.
Cheers,
Johnny, Carly, Keryn, Michelle, and Kenny
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Locations November 1-30
November Visiting
Artist kathleen
falls church mcfall

(referred to in the selected events)

Cherry Hill Farmhouse
312 Park Ave
703.248.5171
www.cherryhillfallschurch.org
Stifel & Capra
260 W. Broad St
703.533.3557
www.stifelandcapra.com

Red, White, and Bleu
127 S. Washington St
703.533.9463
www.redwhiteandbleu.com
Falls Church City Hall
300 Park Ave
703.248.5001
www.fallschurchva.gov
Falls Church Community Center
223 Little Falls St
703.248.5077
www.fallschurchva.gov
The State Theatre
220 N. Washington St
703.237.0300
www.thestatetheatre.com

Stifel & Capra
Falls Church

Joining us in the Alcove
Gallery on the second floor
this month is Kathleen
McFall. Kathleen earned
a BFA at James Madison
University and spent her
post-college years working
as a graphic designer. It
wasn’t until her youngest
child reached school age
that she rediscovered her
love for painting. Kathleen
works in watercolor, acrylics,
and oils, but loves to dabble
with drawing media as well.
Kathleen draws many of her
motifs from the garden and
landscape of her home in
Virginia, as well as coastal
North Carolina, where her
grandmother lived.

November 6

Wine Flights from
Around The World
& Chef Selected
Cheese Pairing
Ritz Carlton Tysons Corner
McLean | 5:30-7pm

Great Falls Join us for exceptional wine

Colvin Run Community Hall
10201 Colvin Run Rd
703.435.5620
www.colvinrun.org

McLean

Claude Moore Colonial Farm
6310 Georgetown Pk
703.442.7557
www.1771.org

10

flights select Tuesdays in
Entyse Wine Bar & Lounge.
Each series featuring a
different wine region of the
world with a perfectly paired
cheese tasting. Wine Flights
include five rare wines
presented individually or as
a full flight for $2 (taste), $8
(flight of 5), or $10 (full glass).
Cheese pairing plate, $18 per
person. Prices excludes tax
and gratuity.
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November 8

Tim O'Brien with
Special Guest:
Old Man Luedecke
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $24

This expert guitar, fiddle,
banjo, mandolin, and
bouzouki player is described
as “chameleon-like” for his
ability to seamlessly shift
from one genre to another.

November 9

Chaise Lounge
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $20

This ’60s-inspired big-band
Jazz group pairs vibrant
melodies with the glowing
vocals of Marilyn Older.
Chaise Lounge is a D.C.based, ’60s-inspired band
whose style is, as described
by its members, “music that
sounds like it was recorded
at Capitol Recording Studios
in 1962,” “early stereo,”
or “perhaps lounge with a
capital ‘L.’”

THE VICTOR WOOTEN
BAND AND THE
JIMMY HERRING
TANGO MILONGA
BAND
Colvin Run Community Hall
State Theatre
Falls Church | 7pm | $30

Jimmy Herring is one of the
most acclaimed guitarists
of his generation. Plying his
skills in context ranging from
classically song-driven rock
to technically demanding
Jazz fusion, Herring's playing
combines a restless, Jazzinspired improvisational
zeal with the immediacy and
intensity of his rock 'n' roll
roots. Five-time GRAMMY
Award winner and threetime winner of Bass Player
Magazine's "Bass Player
of the Year" award, Victor
Wooten is a virtuoso on the
bass. In the midst of his time
as bassist for Bela Fleck
and the Flecktones since
the group's 1988 formation,
Wooten has managed to craft
an impressive solo career that
includes collaborations with
a number of artists such as
Stanley Clarke, Marcus Miller
and Chick Corea, as well
as the release of six
studio albums.

Great Falls | 9pm | $12

From The
Jayhawks, An
Evening with
Gary Louris and
The Pines
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 8pm | $20

Over the last three decades,
singer, songwriter and
guitarist Gary Louris has
built a deeply compelling
body of music whose artistry
and integrity has won the
loyalty of an international
audience and the respect of
both critics and his peers.
Best known for his seminal
work with The Jayhawks,
Louris is one of the most
acclaimed musicians to come
out of Minnesota's teaming
rock scene.

November 10

COLVIN’S DANCE
FOR EVERYONE

Colvin Run Community Hall
Great Falls | $12
Beginner West Coast Lesson
6:30pm to 7:15pm.
Intermediate Lesson 7:15pm
to 8:00pm.

vivatysons.com

Dance 8:00pm to 11:30pm.
DJ music mix of
contemporary and classic
dance music including west
coast swing, east coast swing,
hustle, latin, country western
2-step, waltz, and more.
No partner or prior dance
experience required.

Eddie From Ohio’s
Julie Murphy
Wells
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 7:30pm | $25

With a voice The Washington
Post says can “growl or purr,”
Julie Murphy Wells, the
soulful lead singer of Eddie
From Ohio, showcases her
cabaret and Jazz talents. Best
known as the lead vocalist of
Virginian folk foursome Eddie
From Ohio, Julie Murphy
Wells has also released solo
albums of originals and
covers, including a riveting
version of “Down to the River
to Pray.”

Charlie Hunter
Duo
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $15

Guitarist Charlie Hunter is
a musician on a journey.
Never to be satisfied with
a ravishingly successful
recording career spanning
17 albums, he has continued
to explore his own musical
tastes, following the
currents of his musical self.
Continuing the evolution of
his style and sound, Public
Domain is Charlie Hunter's
solo take on 11 bona fide
classic tunes that have been
around long enough for their
copyrights, but not their
charms, to have expired. His
first solo album in 10 years,
the material chosen for Public
Domain, all of it close to

vivatysons.com

Hunter's heart, is woven into
the fabric of our collective
cultural history. Since the
debut of Charlie Hunter Duo
in '93, Hunter has recorded
17 albums and worked with
Miles Perkins, Les Claypool,
John Ellis, Bobby Previte,
Leon Parker, Mos Def, Norah
Jones, Adam Cruz, and John
Mayer to name just a few.

November 10 & 11
36th Annual
McLean Antiques
Show & Sale

McLean Community Center
McLean | 10am | $7
An exceptional group
of dealers representing
American, English, and
European antiques,
decorative accessories,
furniture, folk art, porcelains,
silver, paintings, prints,
linens, Oriental carpets and
rugs. A glass repair service
will be available on site, and
much more.

November 11

Veteran’s Day
Ceremony
Falls Church
Falls Church
Community Center
Falls Church | 11am

Each year the Recreation
& Parks Division honors
veterans with a ceremony
held at the Falls Church City
Veterans Memorial (223 Little
Falls Street). This tribute
recognizes all those who
served in the armed forces.

Alex Goot

Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $15

on the piano at age 5 when
his parents bought a piano.
He started to get serious
about piano by the age of 12.
Alex performed his first gig
when he was only 15 years
old and he began recording
music in 2004 at the age of
16. Goot soon gained quite
a following after posting
his songs on his MySpace
website. In early 2010, he
began posting videos of his
covers of popular modern
pop songs, and occasionally
videos of his original songs .
His popularity has continued
to soar each time he posts a
new video. Today, his videos
have been watched over 30
million times, and is now
considered one of the top
cover artists on YouTube.

November 13

November 14
Derek Webb
+ Page CXVI

Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7:30pm | $20
With Derek Webb's highly
anticipated new album
"Ctrl" hot off the presses
he's hitting the road for a
handful of intimate acoustic
performances of the entire
album (plus crowd requests),
featuring Page CXVI as his
opening and backing band.
With press and fan reviews
already heralding "Ctrl"
among his best albums, these
rare full-album performances
are not to be missed.

November 14 & 15
Karla Bonoff &
Steve Forbert
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $27

Michael Tolcher
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7:30pm | $15

Hailing from just south of
Atlanta, Georgia... Michael
Tolcher smoothly blends
many genres of music to form
his own powerful, hooky,
and senses-pleasing sound.
His ﬁrst breakthrough as
an original artist/songwriter
happened at the Olympics in
1996. In 2003, Michael signed
a record deal with Octone
Records (now A&M/Octone).
He put out his ﬁrst full CD in
2004, "I Am", and proceeded
to tour the country for the
next three years selling over
100,000 copies. With over 100
new songs written, Michael
recorded his long awaited
follow up to 'I Am' after
ending his relationship with
A&M/Octone.

Forbert’s clever acoustic
anthems will complement
Bonoff’s heartfelt ballads,
which have been covered
by Linda Ronstadt and
Bonnie Raitt. GRAMMY
Award-winning songstress
Karla Bonoff’s resumé
includes acclaimed albums,
film soundtrack hits, and
writing credits for songs like
Linda Ronstadt’s “Someone
to Lay Down Beside Me”
and Wynonna Judd’s “Tell
Me Why.” Hailed as “the
new Bob Dylan” in the late
1970s, Steve Forbert crafts
thoughtful, articulate folkrock tunes, the themes
of which range from the
expansive and political to
the intimate and personal.

Alex Goot is a one man band
from Poughkeepsie, New York.
Goot began messing around

november-december 2012 | VivaTysons
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Iris Lounge
1524 Spring Hill Rd
703.760.9000
www.irisloungeva.com
Ritz Carlton Tysons Corner
1700 Tysons Blvd
703.506.4300
www.ritzcarlton.com
Tysons Corner Center
1961 Chain Bridge Rd
703.847.7300
www.shoptysons.com
Capitol Grille
1961 Chain Bridge Rd
703.847.7300
American Girl
1961 Chain Bridge Rd
703.847.7300
McLean Community Center
1234 Ingleside Ave
703.790.0123
www.mcleancenter.org

Vienna

Wolf Trap
The Barns
1635 Trap Road
703.255.1900
www.wolftrap.org
Jammin' Java
227 Maple Ave E
703.255.566
www.jamminjava.com

Maplewood Grill
132 Branch Rd SE
703.281.0070
www.maplewoodgrill.com
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November 16

American Girl
Historical
Character
Scavenger Hunt
American Girl
Tysons Corner Center
McLean | 4-6pm

Your girl will go on a
scavenger hunt throughout
the store, collecting fun
facts about each historical
character along the way.
She’ll discover what it was
like to grow up in America’s
past, and find hidden clues
needed to solve a fun puzzle.
And she’ll get a free American
Girl poster at the end!

AER

State Theatre
Falls Church | 8pm | $13
Aer's reggae-pop-rap is
straight out of Brighton,
Massachusetts, so don't
expect gun talk and Crip
Walking from the aptly titled
album. "Bright Side" which
is sunny, breezy, suburban
stuff, influenced by rooftop
smoking sessions — probably
overlooking the Boston
College campus — plus folks
like Sam Adams, Asher Roth,
and other frat rap that's feelgood-till-you-die.

Howard Levy with
Chris Siebold
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $25

A founding member of Béla
Fleck and the Flecktones now
releasing his own acclaimed
recordings, this Jazz master
is one of the most important
harmonica players alive.
Musical mastermind Howard
Levy has developed his
unique harmonica style
over the course of a storied
career, revolutionizing the
instrument and taking it into
new territory. From rock and
bluegrass to his signature
Chicago Jazz styling, guitarist
Chris Siebold has shared his
mastery of multiple genres
with musicians such as
Howard Levy over his
20-year career.
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An Evening with
Ellis Paul
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7:30pm | $20

Ellis Paul is one of the
leading voices in American
songwriting. He was a
principle leader in the wave
of singer/songwriters that
emerged from the Boston folk
scene, creating a movement
that revitalized the national
acoustic circuit with an
urban, literate, folk-pop style
that helped renew interest
in the genre in the 1990's.
His charismatic, personally
authentic performance style
has influenced a generation of
artists away from the artifice
of pop, and closer towards
the realness of folk. Though
he remains among the
most pop-friendly of today's
singer-songwriters - his songs
regularly appear in hit movie
and TV soundtracks - he has
bridged the gulf between the
modern folk sound and the
populist traditions of Woody
Guthrie and Pete Seeger more
successfully than perhaps
any of his songwriting peers.

November 17
Lez Zepplin

State Theatre
Falls Church | 7pm | $20
Lez Zeppelin is a New York
City-based all-female tribute
band, performing the work
of Led Zeppelin. It sounds
like too much of a gimmick
to be any good; four women
get together and form a Led
Zeppelin cover band. Maybe
good for a laugh or two, but
that’s about it. Except these
girls rock. Shannon Conley
can croon and caterwaul just
as well as Robert Plant. Steph
Paynes manages to match
Jimmy Page’s guitar note for
note, not only technically, but
passionately as well.

COLVIN’S DANCE
FOR EVERYONE

Colvin Run Community Hall
Great Falls | $12

Beginner West Coast Lesson
6:30pm to 7:15pm.
Intermediate Lesson 7:15pm
to 8:00pm.
Dance 8:00pm to 11:30pm.
DJ music mix of
contemporary and classic
dance music including west
coast swing, east coast swing,
hustle, latin, country western
2-step, waltz, and more.
No partner or prior dance
experience required.

Chew the Fat

Claude Moore Colonial Farm
McLean | 1-4pm
What can you do with fat?
Many things! Come help
the farm family make soap,
candles and dubbin, all of
which use lard (pig fat) or
tallow (beef fat). Weather
permitting – call ahead.

Lucy Wainwright
Roche + Lindsay
Fuller
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $12

Lucy has been compared
to Joni Mitchell and Patti
Griffin by NPR -- was born
in NYC into an influential
musical family. She rebelled
against the family business
by teaching elementary
school for several years
before getting involved in
music. Since 2007, Lucy has
released two EPs and a studio
album entitled "Lucy" (2010),
toured the U.S., Canada, and
Europe, and has performed
with a number of musicians
including the Indigo Girls,
Neko Case, and Over the
Rhine. Lindsay plays a raw
nerve of an acoustic guitar on
every tune but one. Her deep
mournful vocal style, which
has garnered comparisons
to Patti Smith, Gillian Welch,
and Nick Cave, sounds as
though it comes from a place
of necessity and nowhere
else. The result is a rowdy
yet affecting telling of stories
involving all the things that
make the beauty and violence
of the human experience so
damn curious. Fuller sings,

vivatysons.com

selected events
"Some folks can't help but
build a bomb or leave a
wake." Indeed.

The Grandsons

November 18

An acclaimed quartet
committed to producing the
best of Americana rock ’n’
roll, bolstered by top-notch
horns and clever, perceptive
lyrics. Dubbed “the hardest
working band in D.C.,” the
Grandsons are a celebratory
mainstay of the metro area’s
thriving music scene.

An Evening with
Tom Russell
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $22

Tom Russell is a master
storyteller and "Mesabi,"
his new release for Shout!
Factory, corrals some of the
acclaimed singer-songwriter's
most compelling tales to
date. A thread runs through
its songs, a zigzagging but
determinedly solid line
that connects the perilous
bordertown of Juarez, Mexico
to the real and faux glitz of
L.A., and the bleak iron range
of Minnesota-the Mesabi of
the album's title.

November 20

Wine Flights from
Around The World
& Chef Selected
Cheese Pairing
Ritz Carlton Tysons Corner
McLean | 5:30-7pm

Join us for exceptional wine
flights select Tuesdays in
Entyse Wine Bar & Lounge.
Each series features a
different wine region of the
world with a perfectly paired
cheese tasting. Wine Flights
include five rare wines
presented individually or as
a full flight for $2 (taste), $8
(flight of 5), or $10 (full glass).
Cheese pairing plate, $18 per
person. Prices exclusive of tax
and gratuity.

November 23

The Nighthawks

State Theatre
Falls Church | 7pm | $20
Washington's favorite bad
boys, the Nighthawks are
masters of electric Chicago
Blues and the kings of sh*t
kicking roadhouse rock.
They're not called "America's
Best Bar Band" for nothing.

vivatysons.com

Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $18

Stomp Status CD
Release + Future
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 10pm | $10

Stomp Status formed about
a year ago after a jam
session. The members are
comprised of four George
Mason University Jazz
alumni/students. They
decided to create a music
that blended each members
creative juices, and brought
about a style that is deeply
rooted in funk, soul, Jazz,
and blues. Future is a
genre-melting soul infused
progressive rock band;
featuring two extraordinary
guitarists, a stellar rhythm
section, phenomenal and
vibrant female vocalist/
instrumentalist. Together
they deliver an energetic
and connected performance
every show. Future has a
style drenched in eclecticism
each musician adding their
own influences to the "wall
of sound" style of groove
oriented, vivid and
elevating music.

November 24
Civil War
Thanksgiving
Reenactment

Cherry Hill Farmhouse
Falls Church | 11am-2pm
Cherry Hill Farmhouse hosts
this event the Saturday
after Thanksgiving. Visitors
can drop by any time to
experience Thanksgiving
circa 1863, complete with
reenactors and parlor
entertainment. This is a

fascinating event that brings
history to life! The event is
free, but donations
are appreciated.

John Eaton

Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 7:30pm | $25
Renowned piano player,
vocalist, musicologist, and
humorist with a reverent
and inventive take on the
great American songbook.
Cotton Club Blues & Concert
Hall Rhapsodies: The Music
of George Gershwin &
Harold Arlen. An evening
of classics by these two
genius composers including
“Fascinatin’ Rhythm,”
“Someone To Watch Over
Me,” “I Got Rhythm,” “Stormy
Weather,” “Over the Rainbow,”
and “Blues in the Night.”

LOCAL SCENE:
Heather Mae +
TheyCallMePiano +
Amanda Lee + Sara
Davenport
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 5:30pm | $10

Heather Mae has been called
one of the "best songwriting
voices of our generation" and
"one to watch." This ukewielding singer-songwriter
has a charm when she is on
stage and with her band, The
Make Believe, by her side,
her sound will break into
your heart while you tap your
toes. THEYCALLMEPIANO is
a rising artist who writes a
diverse blend of songs based
on her personal experiences.
Her music style is difficult to
label but generally falls into
the pop-rock genre. Ranging
from acoustic ballads to heavy
synth beat driven dance
songs, she colors her music to
best portray the often hidden
messages within. Amanda’s
dynamic voice can calm you
like lullaby and then surprise
you when she lifts into a high
soar. In her live performances,
she incorporates the
looper pedal to layer sweet,
haunting vocal harmonies.
Her lyrics are simple yet

rich with meaning. Like an
Edward Hopper canvas, Sara
Davenport's songs speak of
loneliness and separation,
but her voice delivers the
promise of a brighter day.
Sara draws inspiration from
singer-songwriters such as
Sara Bareilles and Michelle
Branch, and colors it with her
own life experiences.

Feed God Cabbage
+ Poor Man's
Copyright
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 10pm | $10

The Washington DC area
has watched Feed God
Cabbage blossom into an
established group that is
vital to the local music scene.
The bands blend of music
is a unique combination of
punk-rock/reggae and has
distinguished the group as a
local favorite. This four piece
out of Northern Virginia has
continued to pack venues,
rock crowds, and play some
of the most incredible events
on the east coast. FGC has
shared the stage with many
on-demand national acts
including: SOJA, Tribal
Seeds, Passafire, HR from Bad
Brains, and Ballyhoo! Be on
the lookout for more to come.

November 25

Natalie York +
Lexie Hayden

Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7:30pm | $10
Natalie York is a singer/
songwriter who combines
the sass of the Stax soul
sound and the sensitivity of
contemporary folk to produce
viscerally romantic songs
to tug at your heartstrings
and haunt your dreams.
Eighteen year old singersongwriter Lexie Hayden has
been singing and playing
music since she was about
eight years old. Even though
she was born and raised in
Northern Virginia, she has an
unforgettable country twang
to her voice that you
won't forget.

november-december 2012 | VivaTysons
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November 28

Church Street
Holiday Stroll

Historic Church Street
Vienna | 6-9pm
Stroll amid the sights and
sounds of the holiday season
and visit our Church Street
merchants. The Freeman
House, caboose, train station,
Knights of Columbus hall
(former 1st Baptist Church)
and Vienna Presbyterian
“little chapel” will be open.
Santa will arrive around
6:30 p.m. and help Mayor
Seeman light the holiday tree.
Afterwards, Santa will visit
with children on the front
porch of the Freeman House!
Holiday entertainment by Wolf
Trap Elementary Singers,
Emmanuel Lutheran Church
King’s Kids Choir, Louise
Archer Elementary Singers,
Town of Vienna Community
Band, Green Hedges School
Jazz Ensemble, First
Baptist Church Men's Choir,
Vienna Choral Society, and
Fairafax Jubilaires. Roast
marshmallows at supervised
bonfires. Free hot chocolate,
and petting zoo. Bring a toy
to donate! There will be a
Toys For Tots collection
on site, sponsored by
Coldwell Banker.

November 29

Men Without Hats
State Theatre
Falls Church | 7pm | $19

Men Without Hats bouncy
classic "The Safety Dance"
remains one of the defining
moments of the early 1980's
with its irresistible catchy
bass line and addictive lyrics.
Beyond "Safety Dance", the
band received international
success with their 1987 hit
"Pop Goes the World". Led by
charismatic front man Ivan
Doroschuk, the band has
re-emerged, starting with a
breakout show at the 2011
SXSW and followed by an
extensive, well-received tour
across North America with
80's stalwarts the Human
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League and The B-52's. The
band recently released its
seventh studio album Love in
the Age of War.

wrap inexpensive holiday
gifts for friends and family.
All gifts are priced between
$1.00 – $6.00.

November 30

Big Sam’s
Funky Nation

Eileen Ivers &
Immigrant Soul
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $27

This nine-time All-Ireland
Fiddle Champion blends
traditional sounds with
contemporary pop and
world music.

Tracy Grammer
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $15

Folk music authority Andrew
Calhoun of Waterbug Records
comments: "No one sings
Dave Carter's songs better
than Tracy. He chose her
to be the voice of his songs.
His vision, their vision, was
that they shared something
they both saw. She is half the
reason why they were great."

November 30December 2

30th Annual
McLean Holiday
Crafts Show

McLean Community Center
McLean | $2
Friday, 11am-7pm
Saturday, 10am-6pm
Sunday, 11am-4pm
80 fine American artisans
from across the country
convene for this highlyregarded and muchanticipated juried show. This
show features fiber arts,
wood, ceramics and pottery,
jewelry, glass, holiday decor,
items for children, gourmet
foods, paper art, photography,
soft sculpture, paintings and
drawings, and more!

December 1

Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 7:30pm | $22
Proclaimed the “hot purveyors
of funk” by Miami New Times,
this New Orleans-based band
performs high-octane jams
electrified by a mighty horn
section. The five-member
band is led by trombone
master “Big Sam” Williams
(formerly of the Dirty Dozen
Brass Band) who the San
Francisco Chronicle hailed
as “the top man on the slide
trombone in the birthplace
of Jazz.”

Set It Off + Sparks
The Rescue
+ Handguns
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 6pm | $10

In just three short years,
Set It Off has grown from a
humble start on YouTube
to writing and releasing
original music that has
garnered over 24k fans on
Facebook, over 250k music
video views, millions of song
plays, and earned themselves
performances alongside My
Chemical Romance, A Day To
Remember, Against Me!, and
more. Channeling modern
rock influences into anthemic
choruses and themes of
lust, loss, and embracing
your inner demons, Sparks
The Rescue return with 12
impressive edgy pop-rock
tracks on new album "Worst
Thing I've Been Cursed With."

The Souljazz
Orchestra
+ 8 OHMS

Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 10pm | $15

Children’s Holiday
Shop
Canada's hardest-working
Cherry Hill Farmhouse
Falls Church | 10am-2pm
Volunteers will help
children purchase and
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super-group, the Souljazz
Orchestra, have been
perfecting their signature
sound for over a decade now:
a percussive explosion of

Soul, Jazz, Afro, Latin and
Caribbean rhythms, driven
by majestic horn-drenched
melodies, all backed by
an arsenal of overheated
primitive keyboards.

December 1 & 2
Holiday Craft
Show
Falls Church
Community Center
Falls Church
9am-4pm
11am-4pm (Sunday)

Deck the halls during the
holiday season with special
gifts from the annual Holiday
Craft Show. More than 60
crafters show their wares at
the Community Center selling
unique handmade items and
baked goods during the first
weekend in December.

december 1-31

december Visiting
Artist sandra hill
Stifel & Capra
Falls Church

Joining us in the Alcove
Gallery on the second floor
this month is Sandra Hill.
Sandra Hill is an awardwinning artist working
primarily in watercolors
and acrylics. Recently she
has been creating abstract
collages and has won several
awards for her work in
this genre. Sandra teaches
watercolor through the
Arlington Artists Academy.

December 5

An Intimate
Acoustic Evening
w/ Tyrone Wells
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 8pm | $25

Tyrone Wells' fourth fulllength album, Where We Meet,
ushers in a new beginning
for the critically acclaimed
singer-songwriter. Not only is
it his first full-length release
since leaving a major label, it
signifies his next evolution.
Embracing both sides of
his sound,

vivatysons.com
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Wells seamlessly balances
acoustic vulnerability and
pop rock irresistibility
over the course of eleven
unforgettable anthems.

December 8

December 6 & 7

Come experience a Civil
War Christmas at Cherry
Hill. Costumed reenactors
will discuss the latest
news, events and trends
of the period. Join in the
conversations or watch
as they welcome friends,
neighbors and soldiers who
have gathered for some
holiday cheer in the midst
of the conflict. The house
will be decorated in period
decorations including a
patriotic tree. Visitors will
enjoy music, readings, and
parlor games. There will be
a craft room for children,
which will include ornament
making. Light refreshments
will be offered. Admission
is free. Donations
are appreciated.

Schooner Fare
Barns at Wolf Trap
Vienna | 8pm | $27

Lauded by The Kingston Trio
and The Clancy Brothers,
this folk duo wins audiences
over with spectacular
harmonies and imaginative
arrangements. Schooner
Fare’s delightful display of
vocal harmonies and maritime
melodies is one of the longestrunning annual acts at The
Barns at Wolf Trap, first
performing in 1985.

December 7
FIRSTfriday

Stifel & Capra
Falls Church | 5-8pm
Falls Church artist Elizabeth
Loftis will be featured this
month at Stifel & Capra.
Elizabeth's painting was
initially inspired by the
beautiful colors and patterns
of southern Africa. For 30
years, Elizabeth accompanied
her Foreign Service husband
to postings on four continents
and one South Pacific island.
Her paintings frequently
reflect images found in
nature, and to these she adds
patterns or colors derived
from her experiences and
imagination. Elizabeth has
studied art in New Zealand,
Switzerland, France and the
US. Her paintings remind
some people of block prints,
batiks, or weavings. Elizabeth
will have many of her popular
cards for sale, along with her
paintings and prints. Also on
hand FIRSTfriday, meet our
resident artists and enjoy the
newest art & artisan offerings
along with tasty snacks. Free,
open to the public.

vivatysons.com

A Civil War
Christmas

Cherry Hill Farmhouse
Falls Church | 10am-3pm

COLVIN’S DANCE
FOR EVERYONE

Colvin Run Community Hall
Great Falls | $12
Beginner West Coast Lesson
6:30pm to 7:15pm.
Intermediate Lesson 7:15pm
to 8:00pm.
Dance 8:00pm to 11:30pm.
DJ music mix of
contemporary and classic
dance music including west
coast swing, east coast swing,
hustle, latin, country western
2-step, waltz, and more.
No partner or prior dance
experience required.

December 9
Wassail

Claude Moore Colonial Farm
McLean | 1-4pm
In the dead of winter
the apple trees need
encouragement to bear well
during the coming year.
Gather in the Farm’s orchard
to wassail the trees with
singing, dancing and chants
to ensure a “howling crop.”
Enjoy hot spiced cider, sugar
cakes, a bonfire and 18th

century games. Weather
permitting – call ahead.

The Farm Goes Into
Hibernation
Claude Moore Colonial
McLean | 4:30pm

The 18th century visitor site
at The Claude Moore Colonial
Farm at Turkey Run closes
for the winter months and
will open to the public for the
2013 season on April 1 at 10
am. The GateHouse Holiday
Shop will remain open
through Sunday, December
23, 2012.

Tyler Ward

rock music seems to be
a contradiction from the
direction popular music has
strayed as of late. The need
for genuine lyrics, purposeful
direction, and accessible
melodies has been long
overdue. The Dangerous
Summer have crafted a
throwback to the days when
music was charged with hope
and contained a much-needed
brand of sincerity.

December 12

Will Hoge:
Let Me Be Lonely
Tour 2012
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7:30pm | $18

Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $12
Tyler Ward has transformed
his life and music in the last
two years from living in his
parent's basement, to living
in his parent's basement
as an industry leader for
the new wave of music.
Currently, ranked as the 26th
Most Popular Musician on
YouTube with over 920,000+
subscribers, Tyler releases
one new video each week.
Combining original music,
covers, and showcasing
featured artists, Tyler's
passion is to connect with
people through music.

December 9 & 16

Will Hoge has made a career
of writing and singing
powerful songs about life's
cruel and dark turns. Not
long ago, he fell victim to
one such turn. As Hoge rode
his scooter home from the
studio, he was struck by an
oncoming van that had veered
into his lane. There were no
skid marks. Launched off his
bike, Hoge ended up bloodied,
broken-boned, temporarily
blinded, and near death.

December 14

TANGO MILONGA

Colvin Run Community Hall
Great Falls | 9pm | $12

Holiday Tea

December 15

Enjoy this special holiday
tea at Cherry Hill. This
year we will have Civil War
period holiday decorations,
including a patriotic tree. The
tea as always will include
tea sandwiches, assorted
sweets, warm scones, and a
bottomless cup of tea.

Colvin Run Community Hall
Great Falls | $12

Cherry Hill Farmhouse
FallS Church | 2-4pm | $28

December 11

The Dangerous
Summer
+ Young Statues
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7:30pm | $10

COLVIN’S DANCE
FOR EVERYONE

Beginner West Coast Lesson
6:30pm to 7:15pm.
Intermediate Lesson 7:15pm
to 8:00pm.
Dance 8:00pm to 11:30pm.
DJ music mix of
contemporary and classic
dance music including west
coast swing, east coast swing,
hustle, latin, country western
2-step, waltz, and more.
No partner or prior dance
experience required.

Straightforward, earnest
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December 16

Little City
Studios Holiday
Open House

Stifel & Capra
Falls Church | Noon-5pm
Join the 14 artists of Little
City Studios for an Open
House, just in time for last
minute holiday shopping.
Artists will be on hand,
giving demonstrations and
talking about their work.
Featured will be paintings,
jewelry, fused glassware,
cards, prints, and other artist
made unique items. Artists
will be offering special items
and discounts for the Open
House only. Stop by and visit
the artists in their Little City
Studios. Open to the Public.
More info at:
littlecitystudios.com.

December 24

Good For The
Jews: Putting The
Ha! In Hanukkah
Tour feat. Rob
Tannenbaum +
David Fagin
Jammin’ Java
Vienna | 7pm | $20

They've appeared on "The
Today Show" and on NPR
(twice!), and have played in
rock clubs and synagogues,
at the Boston Jewish Film
Festival, and the Brown
University Hillel, the Kansas
City JCC, and the historic
Sixth & I Synagogue in
D.C., as well as the Leeds
(U.K.) International Jewish
Arts Festival. They have an
especially strong appeal with
young Jews, though our
following extends to anyone
with an unorthodox sense
of humor.

Recurring
Wagyu Burger
& Wine
Capitol Grille
Tysons Corner Center
McLean
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Famed Wagyu beef, crafted
into a burger of the highest
order, paired with a glass
of renowned Silver Oak
Alexander Valley Cabernet
Sauvignon or Belle Glos "Las
Alturas" Pinot Noir, for a
mere $25. Enjoy this refined
duo at the bar. Now through
November 11th.

Reinhardt Liebig,
consumMate
pianist
Maplewood Grill
Vienna | 8pm

Performing on Wednesdays,
Fridays, and Saturdays.
His repertoire includes a
variety of popular, blues,
Jazz, and classical standards.
Reinhardt is equally at home
playing Jazz standards,
blues, classical, and the
popular song form with some
Broadway tunes thrown into
his performances.

Lou is a vocalist who does
Jazz, blues, and ballads, with
a touch of soul. He plays the
piano, keyboard, and a
great guitar.

fridays

wednesdays

Join Entyse, Wine Bar
& Lounge for live Jazz
Entertainment, The
Christopher Linman Jazz
Ensemble. As the Jazz
trio plays for your musical
entertainment, enjoy an
upscale food and wine
experience in a warm and
relaxed environment.

Wine’d Down
Wednesdays

Ritz Carlton Tysons Corner
McLean | 5:30-8:30pm
Every Wednesday at Entyse,
Wine Bar & Lounge. Sample
Sommelier Vincent Feraud's
hand selected wines by the
glass, or step up to the fresh
market seafood station where
you can create your own
tasting of jumbo shrimp,
crab claws, and fresh
Louisiana oysters prepared
right in front of you
by our chefs.

thursdays
Sushi Thursdays

mondays

Ritz Carlton Tysons Corner
McLean | 5:30-8:30pm

Jazz Jam Monday

Every Thursday at Entyse,
Wine Bar & Lounge. Watch as
our expert guest Sushi Chef
creates savory maki, sashimi,
and specialty rolls for guest's
delight. Enjoy drink specials
and the luxury of creating
your own sushi experience
that will leave guests asking
for more!

Maplewood Grill
Vienna | 8pm

Monday is Jazz night at
8pm. Great, straight ahead
Jazz hosted by drummer
Karl Anthony with guest
musicians. If you play,
bring your sax.

Tuesdays
Salsa Night
Iris Lounge
McLean | 7:30pm

Red, White and Bleu
Falls Church | 6pm

Every other Thursday.
Come and join us in our
tasting room for our Thirsty
Thursday Beer Tastings!
Tasting room open from
6-8pm every other Thursday.

Live Jazz Night

Terry Lee Ryan

Live Jazz Night – The
Christopher Linman Jazz
Ensemble will keep you
entertained from 7-11pm.

Pianist and vocalist, he plays
blues, popular standards,
and especially N'awlings-style
funky piano music. Our piano
bar is an "institution" in the
area - don't miss it! If you
can't go to the cresent city,
then come to Maplewood Grill
on Thursdays.

Lou Neeley
Maplewood Grill
Vienna | 8pm
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Ritz Carlton Tysons Corner
McLean | 8pm-Midnight

saturdays
Farmers Market

Falls Church City Hall
Parking Lot
Falls Church | 8am-12pm
Open year-round, the market
hosts more than 15 local
farmers and producers in the
winter, and more than 40 the
rest of the year. Vendors offer
fresh, locally grown fruits and
vegetables, cheeses, meats,
baked goods, plants, and
wine. The Fairfax County
Master Gardeners also staff a
booth at the market to answer
gardening questions.

Thirsty Thursday
Beer Tastings

Salsa Night – Lee “El
Gringuito”, and Kat “La Gata”
teach the hottest Salsa dance
moves! Classes go from 7:309pm, then hot Salsa dancing
until 2am.
Iris Lounge
McLean | 7pm

Jazz Fridays

Maplewood Grill
Vienna | 7pm

If you would
like to submit
an event for the
months of January
and February,
please send
an email to:
events@
vivatysons.com
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Natural Gas. Efficient by Nature.

Spend less to find yourself in hot water more often.
Get a rebate of up to $250 on natural Gas water heaters for a
limited time.

Replacing an electric water heater with a high-efficiency natural gas model can save
serious money on utility bills. In fact, natural gas heats water up to twice as fast at about
half the cost of electricity. And now, for a limited time, the rebates on high-efficiency
natural gas water heaters, can keep up to $250 in your pocket.

once these rebates are Gone, they’re Gone.1

Rebates are available on a first-come, first-served basis. There are 1,400 rebates for the
purchase of a new, qualified natural gas tankless water heater and 1,400 rebates for the
purchase of a new, qualified storage water heater. The unit must be installed by a licensed
contractor from now through April 30, 2013, to be eligible for the corresponding rebate.

rebates on other natural Gas products.

The Washington Gas Energy Efficiency Program is offering 12,550 rebates totaling nearly
$1,000,000. The products and services included in the program include natural gas water
heaters, boilers, programmable thermostats and heating system checkups.
For all the details and list of eligible products go to washingtonGasrebates.com/viva.
1 For Washington Gas Virginia customers only. Qualifying appliances may be found online at
washingtongasrebates.com. Appliances must be installed in a residential dwelling within
the Washington Gas Virginia service area. Rebates are limited to one per appliance type per
household. Applicants cannot apply for a rebate for the same appliance from Washington
Gas and from any other rebating source. Washington Gas maintains a list of Trade Allies by
appliance category that can be found at washingtongasliving.com.

NEW THIS FALL

Pazzo Pomodoro
(pot . so pomodoro)
“The Crazy Tomato”
Come and enjoy our Neapolitan inspired menu of
made-from-scratch dishes that represent a modern,
but traditional authentic cuisine.

BUON APPETITO!

118 Branch Road SE

VIENNA
www.PazzoPomodoro.com

vivatysons.com
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arts & theatre

From aspiring artists to local theatre companies.

1st Stage Theater (1ststagespringhill.org)

The Alden Theater

Hailed as "high-octane entertainment" (Talkin' Broadway), Altar
Boyz is a holy inspiring story of five small-town boys - Matthew,
Mark, Luke, Juan, and Abraham - trying to save the world
one screaming fan at a time. Their pious pop act may have
worked wonders on the Ohio bingo-hall-and-pancake-breakfast
circuit, but when fate brings them to New York City, they find
themselves up against the hard edges and soft temptations
of the Big Apple. With angelic voices, sharp parody, sinfully
spectacular dancing, and a touching story, Altar Boyz is
destined to rock the masses of all ages and all denominations!

As we enter that part of the year that’s all about the holidays,
Ben and Bruce look into their bag of silent cinema and pull
out some apropos short films as a prelude to the seasonal
onslaught. Rarities such as “The Courtship of Miles Sandwich”
presenting a travesty on how Thanksgiving began and the “Our
Gang” kids getting into the spirit during a snowstorm in “Good
Cheer” are just a couple of the delights that will be on tap
during this festive and (mostly) funny program.

Great Falls Studios

Great Falls Foundation for the Arts

This is an ongoing event that features new displays every
month. It is an exhibition of art by the members of Great Falls
Studios, mounted in cooperation with Katie’s Coffee House.
The coffee house is located at 760 Walker Rd.
Call 703.759.3309 for more information.

Constantly changing art exhibition by 14 painters in a loft
studio. Includes portraits, still lifes, landscapes, and abstract
pieces. Open daily whenever an artist is at work. 1144 Walker
Rd, Ste G at the Leigh Corners Shopping Center (near Dante
Restaurant). Same entrance as Magic Scissors, Atelier is at the
top of the stairway.

November 23 – December 30 • See website for times
Altar Boyz

Katie’s Coffee House
Revolving Art Exhibition

Seneca Hill Animal Hospital
Revolving Art Exhibition

November 14 • 7:30 pm
Silent Stocking Stuffers

"Atelier"
Revolving Art Exhibition

An exhibition of art by one or more members of Great Falls
Studios that changes periodically. It's mounted in cooperation
with the Seneca Hill Animal Hospital, Resort & Spa, and is
ongoing, with new displays every three months. Seneca Hill
Animal Hospital, Resort & Spa, 11415 Georgetown Pk.
Call 703.450.6760 for more information.
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Creative Cauldron
November 2-18
Fridays • 7:30pm
Saturdays • 2:00pm & 7:30pm
Sundays • 2:00pm
Oliver Twist

December 7-23
Fridays • 7:30pm
Saturdays • 2:00pm & 7:30pm
Sundays • 2:00pm & 4:00pm
Christmas Cabin of Carnaween

Creative Cauldron celebrates the bicentennial year of Charles
Dickens birth with an original adaptation of one of his most
vivid and compelling stories. Told through the lens of a
contemporary graphic novel, this production will shed new light
on the tale that has captured the imaginations and pierced
the hearts of audiences for over two centuries. It is presented
as part of our Learning Theater Workshop, a program that
provides opportunities for student actors to perform
with professionals.

This delightful Irish folktale has become our signature
production for the holidays! Set in the days of the great potato
famine, the tale follows the journey of a tinker's child who longs
for one day having a home of her own. The years go by and
her dream would go unfulfilled were it not for the wee people
who come to her aid on a beautiful snowy night on a hillside
in Carnaween. The Washington Post called it "poignant and
bracing...a reminder of the season's rich ideals," when it first
premiered in 2009. Accompanied by live traditional Irish music
and just the right measure of Irish charm, this Christmas
classic is sure to warm even the hardest hearts this
holiday season.

Vienna arts society

Maverick Mosaics

November 16 • 7-9pm
43rd Annual Treasury of Art

Vienna's largest art show of the year, a juried exhibition
featuring over one hundred artists from around the region.
Meet the artists and enjoy light refreshments and music by
the Serenada String Quartet at the awards reception Friday,
November 16, 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm.
Show hours are:
Friday, November 16 • 10:00am-9:00pm
Saturday, November • 17, 10:00am-9:00pm
Sunday, November 18 • Noon-4:00pm
Vienna Community Center, 120 Cherry Street, Vienna, Virginia,
22180. Free and open to the public. Call for more information
703-319-3971 or visit www.ViennaArtsSociety.org.
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December 8 • 10am-4pm
December 9 • 10am-2pm
Mixed Media Mosaics

Using collections of natural and man-made materials
you are guided through the creative and technical process
to embed materials into a setting bed. This is a wonderfully
spontaneous and freeing approach to mosaic creation.
Works are not grouted.

December 3 • 4pm-6pm
Sunday, December 9 • 3pm-5pm
Children's Make a Gift Workshop
A longtime Maverick tradition - drop the kids off and give
them the thrill of making their own holiday gifts. We will have
several projects for the children to choose from including small
mosaics, sculptures, jewelry, and ornaments. Suggested ages
8-12. Materials and use of tools are included.
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by Keith Loria

I

f you’re in Reston and notice someone staring at you,
fear not, it could just be Virginia artist Jill Banks, who finds
great inspiration for her paintings in those around her.

“When I’m sitting around, I’m always looking at the people
around me and interested in finding out more,” she says.
“The chance to do portraits and figurative work is a way to
stare at people in a whole new way.”
A self-proclaimed “city person,” Banks has lived on the
outskirts of Chicago, New York, and now Washington, D.C.,
and enjoys talking to the people that she meets.
“Sometimes it’s hard to talk to people and get their life
stories in our everyday lives,” she says. “That’s one of the
things I love about painting. I paint what I want, but I want a
lot of different things.”
Last year, Banks completed her “100 Faces in 100 Days”
project and blogged about each subject at jillbanks.blogspot.
com. The exhibit has been shown at the Great Falls Library
and at the Gallery in the Artists’ Atelier.
“I’m a realist, sort of. I paint a lot of figurative work and
I love urban scenes. Even if I do landscapes, it’s always
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involving people,” Banks says. “When I painted 100 paintings
in 100 days, it really was a commitment. I continue to work
at learning new skills.”
One of the things Banks is pursuing is being able to paint
street scenes and interiors with people moving about and
figuring out compositions on the fly.
“I enjoy seeing what new things I can learn,” she says.
“I am inspired by the subject I am painting and it leads me
towards the next one I want to paint.”
Banks wasn’t always an artist, although she admits to
having a curiosity about the field when she was a child.
“But then you grow up and pursue other things,” she says.
For Banks, that was a marketing and communications firm
she started and ran for 16 years.
“It was a firm I started to make slide presentations for
businesses to help them visually express their ideas,” she
says. “I think I bring a lot of those skills over to this new
career of mind. It makes it easier to relate to people, to
talk to them about art and marketing and making it as a
professional artist.”
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arts & theatre
When Banks retired in 2003, she
decided to try her hand at painting.
She studied with master artists Danni
Dawson, Robert Liberace, and Nelson
Shanks and took classes for five years
at the Torpedo Factory.

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR,
STATE FARM IS THERE.®
WE LIVE WHERE YOU LIVE.™

“I started taking classes nine years ago
and I didn’t know what would grow out
of that,” she says. “I learned how to
work with different materials and make
what you see come alive on canvas. I
studied and painted almost every day
for nine years.”
Now, Banks’ work is exhibited
nationally, has garnered many awards
and is in collections throughout the
U.S. She also teaches through the Great
Falls Foundation for the Arts.
Banks shares studio space at the
Artists’ Atelier with 13 other talented
artists in Great Falls, allowing her the
chance to talk and share with other
professional artists about supplies,
shows, and philosophy.
“It’s a big open modified space and we
can come and go as we please. This was
an opportunity to share studio space
and although we are in our different
corners, I find lots of inspiration in that
environment,” she says. “You can walk
in and have a sense of what you want
to paint, but it’s interesting to walk
around and see what’s on other people’s
easels and new on their walls.”

For your insurance and financial needs, see State Farm Agent:

Jonna S Wooten

8148 Electric Avenue
Vienna, VA
703-560-7804
LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR

PO26038

STATE FARM IS THERE.™

statefarm.com®
State Farm® Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

04/02

Est. 1982

RistoranteBonaroti

In 2012, Banks juried into the Visiting/
Guest Resident Artist Program at the
Torpedo Factory, spending her time
interacting with visitors from around
the world and gaining some new fans.
She also tackled the challenges of plein
air painting, painting in and around
Hilton Head and Beaufort, SC, in the
glass shower and on the balcony of a
hotel room in NYC, and on farms in
Maryland and Virginia.
“I love what I do and painting what
I see,” she says. “Making a change
to this career has been a wonderful
thing and I am excited about the
opportunities ahead.”
author: Keith Loria is a freelance writer who
writes regularly about sports, business,
entertainment and the arts. When he's not
writing, the Oakton work-at-home dad can be
found playing with his daughters Jordan
and Cassidy.
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Since 1982, affectionately nicknamed “Bonaroti’s” Sergio Domestici’s
classic Italian cuisine has received acclaim from all major
magazines and critics in the Washington Metro area.
Warm and romantic, Bonaroti’s is a favorite of Italian fine dining patrons
and enjoys the praise of visiting dignitaries and the stars.

Sergio Domestici
OWNER & HOST- Sergio attended Santa Margherita culinary
school in Ligure, Italy. After traveling the U.S., he opened his
first restaurant, Michelangelo, in Arlington in 1979.

428 East Maple Ave, Vienna | 703.281.7550 | BonarotiRestaurant.com
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by Charles S. Donnavan

H

oliday season is full of fun parties and events, and
while it’s perfectly fine to enjoy some cocktails with
your family, friends, or office mates, it’s vital that
you don’t get in a car and drive after you do.

Safe Ride, LLC

On average, someone is killed by a drunk driver in the U.S.
every 48 minutes. That number rises during the holiday
season. Plus, out of nearly 1,000 automobile fatalities
recorded in Virginia last year, almost half were the result
of drunk drivers.

Safe Ride, LLC was created as a Public Safety Project
to safeguard the life and property of citizens in the
Washington, D.C. Metro area.

These are alarming statistics and something that can be
avoided with simple common sense, and a phone call.

The company’s founder Alan Guevara lost a friend in a
drunk driving accident and wanted to do something to help
keep people from getting behind the wheel. He found people
with similar goals, and the company was born.

Thanksgiving Eve, sometimes referred to as “Black
Wednesday,” is unofficially considered the busiest bar night
of the year, which means it’s also the biggest night of the
year for drunk driving. Thanksgiving weekend is the most
traveled holiday period of the year with almost 90 percent of
those traveling by car. This combined with the busiest bar
night of the year is a deadly mix.
While law enforcement has done its part by actively
enforcing existing 0.08% BAC (blood alcohol content) laws,
using sobriety checkpoints, and holding those serving
alcohol responsible, it’s not enough.
There are three tips that the Center of Disease Control and
Prevention offers for individuals set to spend the night on
the town drinking: Prior to any drinking, friends should
designate a non-drinking driver within the group. If you’re
hosting a party where alcohol will be served, remind your
guests to plan ahead and designate their sober driver; offer
alcohol-free beverages; and make sure all guests leave with
a sober driver. If you have been drinking, get a ride home or
call a taxi.
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While that last step is a vital one, there are several local
organizations and companies that have made getting a ride
when you’re impaired easier and more convenient.
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The Safe Ride Project was conceived out of sheer concerns
for his friends and family in hopes that none of his loved
ones will ever become a horrific statistic.
“What we do is show up with two drivers so one can pick
them up and another can drive the vehicle home,” Guevara
says. “Our cost is basically the same as a roundtrip fare,
which is what you would be spending to get home and then
go back the next day to get your car back.”
Those who call on SafeRide’s professional drivers will
incur a pickup fee of $25 with a $3 per mile charge to your
predetermined destination. One destination is included with
this service and each additional destination thereafter that
will incur an additional $5 per stop requested by
the client.
You can even make a reservation up to a week in advance if
you know you are going to be at a party or bar and will be
drinking heavily and unable to drive home.

vivatysons.com
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“It’s truly time to institute this invaluable community
service so that fewer families and friends will have to
endure the loss of a loved one due to alcohol-related
vehicular accidents,” Guevara says. “We plead with you, the
next time you are out having a good time, keep in mind that
at the end of the night to stop the madness!”

Participating Taxi Companies in the program are:
• Alexandria Yellow Cab (Alexandria)
• Barwood, Inc. (Montgomery Cnty)
• Fairfax Yellow Cab (Fairfax Cnty)
• Loudoun Yellow Cab (Eastern Loudoun Cnty)
• Manassas Cab Company (Prince William Cnty)
• Red Top Cab Company (Arlington Cnty)
• Silver Cab of Prince George's County (Prince George's Cnty)
• Yellow Cab of District of Columbia (District of Columbia)
• Yellow Cab of Prince William County (Prince William Cnty)

WRAP’s SoberRide

Drivers Incorporated

The Washington Region Alcohol Program’s SoberRide
program is a non-profit that helps ensure Washington, D.C.
and Virginia-area residents aren’t risking their lives or the
lives of others by driving impaired during the holidays.

Another company offering safe rides home is Drivers
Incorporated, which has been operating out of McLean
since 2007.

Plus, with a taxi, you risk your vehicle being towed due
to confusing local ordinances or perhaps you will find a
vandalized vehicle upon your return.

Since 1993, the McLean-based program has provided more
than 52,000 rides home on days such as Christmas, New
Year’s Eve, Halloween, St. Patrick’s Day, and The Fourth
of July. That’s a lot of drunk drivers off the road and
statistically probably saved more than a handful of lives.
“Those in need of a designated driver can receive a cab ride
of up to $30. If the ride costs more than $30, customers
just pay the difference,” says Kurt Gregory Erickson,
President and CEO of WRAP. “We make it as easy as
possible with an 800 number. This year we will start on
Dec. 16 and run nightly 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. all the way and
including New Year’s Eve. I’m not too sure we can be more
convenient to the would-be drunk driver out there.”

The organization has partnered with more than 100 area
bars and clubs to ensure that diners and club goers have a
safe and convenient ride home when they drink too much.
Drivers Incorporated’s mission is to provide a great,
fully vetted driver for anyone who would like to ride in
the comfort of their own car, as the company provides
designated drivers.
“Whether celebrating an extraordinary day or having a night
with friends, this service is the easiest way to achieve peace
of mind,” the company says in a press release. “With our
service, no one chooses between drinking and driving, and
there is absolutely no reason not to enjoy the night.”
Prices are $20 for pickup plus three dollars per mile.

All anyone has to do to receive the free or discounted cab
ride is call 800-200-8294 or #8294 on an AT&T cell phone.
Those who use the service must be 21 or older.
“I wish everyone knew about it,” Erickson says. “It’s all
privately paid for and we have some great sponsors who
have helped us keep the program going.”
Last New Year’s Eve, almost 1,400 people used the service,
a 43 percent increase over 2010.
All calls must originate in Montgomery and Prince George's
Counties in Maryland; the Cities of Rockville, Bowie,
College Park, Gaithersburg, Greenbelt and Takoma Park
in Maryland; the District of Columbia; Arlington, Fairfax,
Prince William and Eastern Loudoun Counties in Virginia;
and the Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, Fairfax,
Manassas and Manassas Park in Virginia.
You cannot reserve a SoberRide or schedule a pickup
in advance.
“You don’t need to worry about waiting long, either. It’s the
same as if you were calling the cab yourself,” Erickson says.
“If you live in McLean but are in Rockville, the closest cab
company to you will be dispatched. The cab companies are
being reimbursed 100 percent so you are the same as
any customer.”
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The service doesn’t need to be used exclusively for drunk
drivers. Those going in for outpatient surgeries, Lasik, or
even need rides to the airport can take advantage. Any
situation where you can drive to the location but shouldn’t
drive back, Drivers Incorporated will help.
According to its mission: “When you make us a part of
your night, you can enjoy yourself without worrying about
getting home.”
For details or rides, call 703-994-3931.
Driving people home in their cars has been a widely known
concept around the world. In South Korea, a hundred
thousand replacement drivers make the streets safer.
From mutual-assistance associations in France to drivers in
Italy with foldable motorcycles, drivers for your vehicle have
been getting people home safely.
With options like these available, anyone who drinks and
drives is irresponsible.
author: Charles S. Donnavan is a freelance writer who writes regularly about
sports, business, entertainment and the arts. When he's not writing, the
Oakton work-at-home dad can be found playing with his daughters Jordan
and Cassidy.
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Where can all of your guests stay
this holiday season?

Embassy Suites
Tysons Corner
$
8517 Leesburg Pk
Vienna, VA 22182
(703) 883-0707
embassysuites.com

Best Western Tyson's
Westpark Hotel
$
8401 Westpark Dr
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 734-2800
book.bestwestern.com

Vienna Wolf
Trap Hotel
$

440 Maple Ave W
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 281-2330
viennawolftrapmotel.com

Courtyard Tysons
Corner Fairfax
$$

1960A Chain Bridge Rd
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 790-0207
marriott.com
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Fairview Park Marriott
$$
3111 Fairview Park Dr
Falls Church, VA 22042
(703) 849-9400
marriott.com

Courtyard Dunn
Loring Fairfax
$$
2722 Gallows Rd
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 573-9555
marriott.com

Inns of Virginia
$$

421 W Broad St
Falls Church, VA 22046
(703) 533-1100
innsofva.com/
fallschurch.aspx

The Westin
Tysons Corner
$$

7801 Leesburg Pk
Falls Church, VA 22043
(703) 893-1340
thewestin.com
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Comfort Inn
$$

1587 Spring Hill Rd
Vienna, VA 22182
(703) 448-8020
comfortinn.com

Staybridge Suites
$$

6845 Old Dominion Dr
McLean, VA 22101
(703) 448-5400
staybridge.com

Residence Inn
$$

8616 Westwood Center Dr
Vienna, VA 22182
(703) 893-0120
marriott.com

Crowne Plaza
Hotel Tysons
Corner - Mclean
$$$

Hilton McLean
Tysons Corner
$$$

7920 Jones Branch Dr
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 847-5000
hilton.com

Ritz-Carlton
$$$$

1700 Tysons Blvd
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 506-4300
ritzcarlton.com

YELP.COM
Visit Yelp for more
information about
these options as well
as reviews, other
accommodations,
and prices.

1960 Chain Bridge Rd
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 893-2100
crowneplaza.com
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Cindy Pavell, M.S.

health educator & Fitness specialist

Fitness + Wellness blends
• Fitness Training
• Wellness Coaching
• Postural Alignment

For optimum health results!

Breathtaking
Vineyard
Weddings

Cindy specializes in
health education and
speaks on a variety
of health, lifestyle,
and exercise topics
to all forums including
businesses, organizations
and schools.

Come to our Bridal Show
October 7, 2012

Call today!

Free Wine Tasting at the Bridal Show with this Ad.

36716 Charles Town Pike
Purcellville, VA 20132
540-668-6216
www.hillsboroughwine.com

(p) 703.298.8198 • (f) 571.282.3388
fitnesspluswellness.com • cpavell@cox.net

featuring luxurious hot tubs, firepits,
outdoor furniture and fine accessories

Mention this ad
to receive an additional
10% off your purchase.
Excludes specially priced floor models.
Offer expires January 15, 2013.

Relax,
we’ve got your backyard!
since 1986

Conveniently located in Reston, VA
homeescapes.com
703.467.1700
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Quality of Life Plus

VETERANS DAY BBQ
Sunday, Nov. 11, 2012 H 2:00pm - 6:00pm

The Pavilions of Turkey Run

Colonial Farm Road H McLean, Virginia 22101

EmpowEring HEroEs

Vienna’s

Favorite Pet Supply Store.

THroUgH TECHnoLogY

We offer truly unique
products for your pet!
•

Toys and Grooming
Supplies

•

Nourshing Supplements
and Health Aids

•

Dry, Canned, Raw or
Freeze Dried Food

ProFeed, For when your
pet needs an upgrade.

703.242.7387

www.profeedpet.com

234 Maple Ave E • Vienna, VA 22180

QL+ develops innovative
assistive technologies
to help our nation’s
wounded warriors
live, work
and play
Admission:
Adults $55
Age 6-18 $25
Age 5 and under FREE!
Find out more at www.qlplus.org
Ticket price includes a delicious BBQ meal, music and
entertainment, unique auction and raffle items, inflatable rides,
crafts and other family activities. Cost of admission is 100%
tax-deductible. All proceeds benefit those injured in the line of duty.

A coMMunity BAnk,
FocuSed on you!
experienced Mortgage Lenders offering

today’s new Purchasing options.
the Area’s Most competitive rates

Buying, Building or refinancing.
no-closing-cost options Available
to Qualified Applicants.

Vince curcio
VP and Sales Manager-Virginia
571- 319 - 4837
vcurcio@eaglebankcorp.com
(NMLS #102096)

BALLSton | reSton | roSSLyn | tySonS corner
MerriFieLd | coMing Soon: oLd town ALexAndriA
Md | dc | VA | www.eAgLeBAnkcorP.coM
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Brilliance & Value
since 1988

Unprecedented Value, Price, Quality,
Service and Selection.

529 Maple Ave. West
Vienna, VA 22180
703.255.5050
www.theprincessjewelers.com
Jewelry | Diamonds
Custom Design | Repair | Appraisals

vivatysons.com
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P

by Keith Loria
eople love the holidays; visiting with family, enjoying
lavish meals and exchanging gifts are looked forward
to all year long.

But not everyone is lucky enough to have a hot meal,
a family member to see, or even a warm place to sleep.
That’s why the holiday season often pulls a little harder on
the heartstrings of people’s charitable nature. There are
thousands upon thousands of charities available, and no
shortage of different organizations close to home that are
looking for help.
Even though Northern Virginia is considered one of the
wealthiest jurisdictions in the country, it still faces a
poverty rate of about five percent. This means, based on
U.S. Census figures, that more than 90,000 people are
living in poverty and 30 percent are children.
Here is a list of local charities helping people and animals
in all sorts of ways. Even if you can’t decide on a favorite,
every little bit helps. And remember, charitable donations
are needed all year long, not just when the rest of us are
feeling festive.
National Capital Area’s Holiday Project
The Holiday Project of the National Capital Area, Inc. is
an all-volunteer non-profit organization, serving people
in Washington D.C., Maryland, Virginia, and Delaware,
that organizes groups of people to visit with nursing
home residents and hospital patients. During the holiday
season, they sing carols and hand out gifts.
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The Holiday Project of the National Capital Area, Inc.
513 Bashford Lane #5, Alexandria VA 22314
703-370-0370
www.holidayproject.org
Center for Children and Families Holiday
Sharing program
The charity looks for people to sponsor a family or a
disabled or senior resident and provide them with gifts.
Register online by December 3rd to receive their wish list.
Volunteers are also needed to deliver gifts.
703-746-5663
www.alexandriava.gov/holidaysharing
Arlington-Alexandria Coalition for the Homeless
The Arlington-Alexandria Coalition for the Homeless, Inc.
(AACH) does more than offer shelter to homeless people,
it provides them with a foundation to rebuild their lives.
Created in 1985 by concerned citizens of Arlington and
Alexandria, AACH works in coordination with public
agencies, businesses, and community groups to give
homeless people the support, shelter, counseling, and
employment training they need to regain self-sufficiency.
AACH
3103 N. Ninth Rd.,
Arlington, VA 22201
703-525-7177
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PRS, Inc.
For the past 48 years, PRS has been providing support
to individuals with mental illnesses, emotional and/or
behavioral disorders, through wellness, recovery, and
community integration.
PRS clients are persons living with severe mental illnesses
such as schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder or major
depression, mild intellectual disabilities, substance abuse
disorders, or pervasive developmental disorders who can
benefit from skill training and supports.
With PRS supports, clients are taking critical steps to lead
strong and fulfilling lives.

its trendy skull and crossbones branded merchandise,
including T -shirts, hoodies, and yoga pants, MAG is
also partnering with other organizations committed to
improving the lives of those struggling in contaminated
countries, particularly in southeast Asia.
Via its partner Hill Tribe Art, you can buy beautiful hand
woven silk ceremonial scarves or intricately-designed
jewelry created by hand by artists in villages in SE Asia.
Through another partner, MAG is also offering Laotian
cookbooks to help promote Lao culture with proceeds
going to clean up bombs left behind in that country from
the Vietnam-era conflict.

The organization collects money through its Friendship
Campaign, an ongoing appeal for charitable contributions.
These dollars make a difference in every program and
service they offer: allowing more clients access to Day
Program Services, Employment Services, and
Residential Services.

And for those on your list who have been very good and
are looking to really help change the world, MAG is
offering a Citizens Diplomacy Trip to Laos, Vietnam, and
Cambodia where you can view the sights with well trained
guides and also view MAG’s operations close up and see
how people’s lives are truly changed when their land is
finally cleared.

To make a donation, checks can be written to the address
below. For more information, visit www.PRSinc.org.

To donate or for more information, visit
www.maginternational.org/usa/MAGforChristmas.

PRS, Inc.
1761 Old Meadow Road, Suite 100
Mclean, VA 22102

The Abused and Homeless Children’s Refuge

Food for Others
Food for Others is the largest distributor of free food
directly to people in need in Northern Virginia. The charity
provides the assistance vitally needed by unemployed and
low-income neighbors in the community.
The 501(c)(3) tax exempt nonprofit organization provides
a safety net for people who suddenly face unforeseen
emergencies such as a family illness or the loss of a job or
a spouse.
Food for Others is funded in part by the Fairfax
and Arlington County governments and also receives
funding from foundations, churches, and many
generous individuals.
Financial contributions to Food for Others are taxdeductible. Donations can be made to the address below.
For more information, visit www.foodforothers.org or call
703-207-9173.

The Abused and Homeless Children’s Refuge sponsors
Alternative House, which exists to provide immediate
shelter and crisis intervention to children and youth who
have been abused, abandoned, are homeless, or who have
run away.
Since 1990, Alternative House has provided emergency
shelter, food, clothing, counseling, and crisis intervention
to more than 2,000 youth and their families. Alternative
House provides shelter and counseling for abused and
homeless children and adolescents, as well as community
outreach programs to prevent drug use and violence.
Its programs strive to help young people live in stable
family settings that offer nurturing parents or caregivers.
Donations can be made to the address below. For more
information, visit www.TheAlternativeHouse.org.
The Alternative House
P.O. Box 694
Dunn Loring, VA 22027
Sexual Minority Youth Assistance League (SMYAL)

Food for Others
2938 Prosperity Avenue
Fairfax, VA 22031

The only Washington, D.C. metro area service organization
dedicated to supporting lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and questioning youth.

MAG America
MAG America removes landmines and unexploded
ordnance from countries recovering from conflict.
This Christmas you can help MAG during its “All I Want
is MAG for Christmas” promotion. In addition to sales of
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The organization provides life skills development,
counseling, health/wellness education, and community
outreach/education. It also has spent a great deal of its
efforts lately on stopping bullying, a growing concern in
our area.
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Last year, SMYAL had thousands of interactions with more
than 900 young people and educated more than 2,500
adult professionals.

Donations can be made to the address below. For more
information, visit www.BlackStudentFund.org.

Donations can be made to the address below. For more
information, visit www.SMYAL.org.

The Black Student Fund
3636 16th Street, NW
4th Floor
Washington, DC 20010

SMYAL
410 7th Street SE
Washington DC 20003-2707

Friends of Homeless Animals

Food & Friends
Food & Friends helps people with cancer, HIV/AIDS,
and other life-challenging illnesses by providing free,
home-delivered, freshly prepared meals and groceries
in conjunction with nutrition counseling by
registered dietitians.
Food & Friends is a volunteer supported, regional
nonprofit organization that meets the daily nutritional
needs of people living with life-challenging illnesses,
and their families and caregivers in the Washington
metropolitan area through the following three programs:
Freshly-prepared meals, Groceries-to-Go, and
Nutrition Education.
Since its inception, Food & Friends has provided over
7.5 million meals to more than 10,000 individuals living
with HIV/AIDS and other life-challenging illnesses in the
Washington metropolitan area.
Donations can be made to the address below. For more
information, visit www.FoodAndFriends.org.

Friends of Homeless Animals (FOHA) is a no-kill animal
shelter located in Northern Virginia, dedicated to caring for
abandoned and abused dogs and cats while they wait for
their permanent, loving homes.
FOHA works to find qualified adoptive homes for all
the animals in its care, while keeping the commitment
to providing a safe and healthy haven for as long as
necessary. Approximately 500 dogs and cats per year
have found permanent, loving homes with its help.
Donations can be made to the address below. For more
information, visit www.FOHA.org.
FOHA
P.O. Box 415
Aldie VA 20105
WETA
For those that enjoy watching and listening to the
programs of the not-for-profit public broadcasting station,
WETA, funding is always needed to keep the words going.
WETA serves the Greater Washington community,
producing and broadcasting radio and television programs
of intellectual integrity and cultural merit that inspire,
enlighten, and entertain.

Food & Friends
219 Riggs Road, NE
Washington, DC 20011
The Black Student Fund
The mission of the Black Student Fund is to offer AfricanAmerican children in grades Pre-kindergarten through
12, particularly those from low-income households, the
opportunity to attend and graduate from the metropolitan
D.C.-area independent schools.
Established in 1964 to racially desegregate the
independent schools of the National Capital area, the Fund
serves as an advocate for all black children and strives to
assure that black students and their families have equal
access to every educational opportunity.
The Black Student Fund has provided scholarships to over
3,000 black children influencing and changing their lives.

For 50 years, WETA TV has provided compelling, in-depth
programs that not only enrich and enlighten but also
inspire many individuals to become informed and vital
contributors to their communities.
In addition to being the sole broadcaster of beautiful
classical music in the Washington region, Classical WETA
90.9 FM is also the only source in local radio for opera,
and live and recorded classical concerts.
For more information, visit www.WETA.org.
author: Keith Loria is a freelance writer who writes regularly about sports,
business, entertainment and the arts. When he's not writing, the Oakton
work-at-home dad can be found playing with his daughters Jordan
and Cassidy.
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by Keith Loria

A Helping Hand

Habitat for Humanity

For those of you who want to help but may not have any
extra money to give, volunteering your time can be just as
helpful and rewarding.

Since 1990, Habitat for Humanity has built or renovated
50 homes for families in need in the city of Alexandria, and
Fairfax and Arlington Counties. The goal of the organization
in the next five years is to build on this success by adding
another 50 homes in the area. Construction experience is
helpful but not necessary. For more information,
visit www.habitatnova.org.

As a volunteer, you can make a difference in another
person’s life.
Fairfax Government offers an array of volunteer
opportunities in the county ranging from helping to
clean up the parks to neighborhood watch programs,
and fire and rescue. Information can be found at
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/volunteering.
Here are some other local places to lend your time and help
someone in need.
Bethany House
Bethany House of Northern Virginia, Inc. was organized
to help women and their children, who have suffered from
domestic violence, regain health and dignity and become
reestablished in their community by providing temporary
housing and support. Volunteers donate an average of 2-16
hours weekly and assist with office and clerical services,
outreach assistance, and help to facilitate small group
activities. Other volunteers help to maintain the shelters and
put on special events. Some volunteers also help in Joseph’s
Coat to receive, sort, price, and tag donated items. For more
information, visit www.bhnv.org.
VITAS Innovative Hospice Care of Northern Virginia
VITAS in Vienna is looking for kind and caring professional
beauticians to pamper hospice patients living at home, in the
hospital, or in long term care facilities. All VITAS volunteers
receive comprehensive training that includes hospice
philosophy, caring for the terminally ill, and grief and loss
education. Pampering can include: filing, polishing and
buffing nails; gentle shampoo, set and style; haircut; helping
with makeup. For more information, visit www.vitas.com.
Alzheimer’s Family Day Center
Volunteers are needed at the Alzheimer’s Family Day
Center in Fairfax to do a variety of things such as visit with
participants, entertain, assist with activities, and help with
meals. Hours of operation are Monday through Friday,
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Saturday club volunteer opportunities
are also needed. Volunteers must be at least 16 years old,
complete an orientation, and have a negative TB test.
For more information, visit www.alzheimersfdc.org.
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Literacy Council of Northern Virginia
The Literacy Council is the oldest nonprofit adult literacy
program in Virginia, serving the counties of Arlington
and Fairfax and the cities of Alexandria, Falls Church,
and Fairfax. Since 1962, the Literacy Council has trained
thousands of volunteers to provide one-on-one tutoring
to adults in our community. It is an affiliate of Laubach
Literacy International, a national literacy organization that
certifies trainers and provides instructional materials and
support. For more information, visit www.lcnv.org.
In2Books eMentor
For those with little time on their hands, you can mentor
a child without ever leaving your home. The ePals
Foundation is currently accepting virtual volunteers from
around the country to participate in an exciting program
called In2Books, a curriculum-based eMentoring learning
experience for high-needs students that has been shown
since 1998 to raise participating students' standardized
reading test scores and help them become better readers,
and writers. The commitment lasts for the full school year,
from September-June. Duties are fulfilled on your time
from home, and take about 1-2 hours a month. For more
information, visit www.in2books.com/penpal.
Northern Virginia AIDS Ministry (NOVAM)
Be a friend and a mentor to a child affected/infected by
HIV/AIDS. NOVAM matches a qualified adult with a child to
spend time together doing fun activities like going to movies,
museums, biking, etc. twice a month. Volunteers must be 18
years or older, have their own transportation and complete
an application process. Training is required. Mentors
interested in being matched with a teenager and bilingual
mentors are especially needed. For more information,
visit www.novam.org.
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around town

Bringing you a quick glance of local events, fundraisers, charities, and more in your area.

At The Grand Opening Party of Lofty Salon’s “Chic
Boutique," friends and customers wow at the fab unique
items and beauty accessories. A great time and
a super selection.

Georgia Mechlin from Janet Iredale Mineral Cosmetics
demonstrates the newest in skin care options.

Michelle Doherty shares a smile with Beth and Amy
from Dr. Mary Gharagozloo’s table at the McLean
Chamber’s "Suites and Sneakers" event on October 2 at
Claude Moore Colonial Farm in McLean.
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around town

Bringing you a quick glance of local events, fundraisers, charities and more in your area.

The Viva Tysons Team and guests, celebrate it’s fourth
anniversary at Westwood Country Club in Vienna.

Tom Ivy and Joan Fletcher share a laugh at the McLean
Orchestra’s “Instrumental to Business” function
on Wednesday, September 12th, 2012 at Panache
Restaurant in Vienna.

It’s coming to Church Street, Stacie Meruvia and Sam
Aboulhosn plan to open Vienna’s "New Chocolate
Shoppe," Cocoa Vienna, this December.

vivatysons.com
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Real Estate Education Series:
Contract Review and Standard Forms Update
November 13, 2012
11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
The Westin Tysons Corner
7801 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia
$30 Chamber members; $35 Future members
Join us for the November installment of our Real Estate Education Series.
We will discuss contract review and conduct a standard forms update.

It's 5:00 Somewhere
Promoting Your Business After Hours
November 15, 2012
6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Claude Moore Colonial Farm
6310 Georgetown Pike, McLean, VA
Chamber members: FREE; Future members: $10
Our November mixer will be held at Claude Moore Colonial Farm,
in conjunction with their Holiday Open House.
Held at the farm's GateHouse Shop, the event includes a festive holiday buffet and eggnog.
Shopping opportunities abound, Farm and Chamber members receive 10% off purchases during the event.
The Farm is a great place to shop for both adults and children, with unique gifts at great prices.
Estate items and used books will also be available for sale.
For more information on the farm, visit www.1771.org.

Building Blocks: Giving Children a Strong Foundation
Thursday, November 8, 2012
6:00 PM - 9:30 PM
Westwood Country Club
800 Maple Ave. E, Vienna, VA
Join us for a chance to:
Build colorful block towers for a chance at prizes -- a Kindle, designer jewelry, event tickets, and more!
Snag exclusive auction items, such as a weekend at an exclusive boutique hotel, a behind-the-scenes
tour of a CNN production, and a wine tasting for you and up to 20 friends.
Honor Retiring Executive Director Elizabeth Page and Center supporters.
Meet Celebrity CBS Radio Host Jenny Glick, mistress of ceremonies.

For more information please visit www.mcleanchamber.org
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Left to right: Walter Alcorn (at Podium), Sharon
Bulova, Barbara Byron, Tim Steinhilber,
Marcia McAllister.

Tim Steinbilber, Marcia Twomey, Pierce Coffee.

Chamber members and Chamber President
Marcia Twomey.

Chamber members and guests enjoy their lunch.

Delegate Jim Scott, and Marcia McAllister
(Communications Director Dulles Metro
Rail Project).
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Marcia Twomey, Marcus Simon, Marcia McAllister,
Sharon Bulova and Delegate Jim Scott.
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L’Auberge Provençale Country Inn
& French Restaurant, circa 1753
by Allison Chase Sutherland

D

iscover the scenic byways of Virginia as you escape on
a romantic weekend getaway to this irresistible French
Country Bed & Breakfast Inn in the Shenandoah
Valley, at the edge of Skyline Drive, a stone’s throw from
Tysons Corner. Upon your approach, you will pass fields
of Black Angus cows gathered around tall trees and rock
outcroppings in the fields nearby. You will find yourself at
a most elegant inn of historical note. If you keep your eyes
peeled, you will spy a stone marker at the entrance engraved
with original name for the main house, Mt. Airy, dating back
to around 1753.
Innkeepers Celeste and Alain Borel will welcome you to this
tranquil hideaway with fresh fruit and cookies, cocktails,
wine, coffee, tea, or juice on the porch or terrace (in the
warmer months), or in the inviting sitting room any time
of year. Cozy up beside the fire on chillier afternoons
in the fall or winter. As eloquently articulated at www.
laubergeprovencale.com, the inn “beckons you to explore the
growth of spring, the deep shade of summer, the brilliance
of fall, and the solitude of winter.” It may snow in Virginia,
but at least you need not brace yourself against the Mistral,
that strong, wintery wind that inspires poets and imbues the
character of Provence with a feisty and hardy spirit.

You may well be greeted by dogs Phoenix
and Bernadette upon arrival at the rustic
Villa la Campagnette.

It is clear that the engaging Alain, originally from Avignon,
where I studied many years ago, thoroughly enjoys this
enclave that he has infused with the very essence of Provence.
The lilt of his accent du Midi, that familiar hint of the
undulating intonation of the South of France, is a memory
brought to life. I suddenly realized that I missed Provence
more than I knew. So for those who dream of spending
a year in Provence, or a semester, as did I, the inn is
just over an hour’s drive and you’re there.
No passport required.
Select from among eleven meticulously appointed rooms and
suites, in the main house or the Petite Auberge. Just imagine
the sun-drenched colors of the paintings of Cezanne and Van
Gogh, Provençal fabrics, and faux-painted walls with ochre
from Roussillon, all thanks to the talents of the savvy Celeste.
Sink into a heavenly bed anytime you feel like a nap. You’re
on Provence time. You can even purchase these ultra-soft
sheets and pillowcases to continue the luxurious experience
chez vous.
Skip the spa and hit the in-room steam shower with
aromatherapy. Invigorate your day with essences such as
energizing ginger and cooling spearmint. Just fill up the little
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receptacle of the steam shower with the Hydro Therapies
fragrance and breathe. Then snuggle up to your own
fireplace – some with real firewood – which you don’t often
chance upon in an inn. From your overstuffed armchair, you
may sip your green tea and gaze upon a view of the orchard,
gardens, fields, mountains, sky, and beyond. I can almost
hear the sound of the cigales…
In the warmer months, the inn can provide gourmet picnic
baskets for two. Or visit Locke’s Store and pick up a gourmet
sandwich in the tiny village of Millwood on your way to visit
the historic water-powered Burwell-Morgan Mill. You can still
get grits and flour milled by the original mill, so as to bring a
little history home.
Pencil in a visit to the world-class, truly state-of-the-art
Museum of the Shenandoah Valley and its neighboring
Glen Burnie, the stately home of the founder of Winchester,
with its impressive house and gardens. Just a hop from the
inn, literally five minutes, you’ll find the State Arboretum
of Virginia with walking and driving tours. Venture out to
the surrounding Virginia wine country, with gems such as
Veramar with its breathtaking mountain vistas, just outside
of Berryville, or possibly explore the nearby Shenandoah
Caverns. Wherever you turn, you’ll find opportunities for
cycling, antiquing, golfing, horseback riding, and even hot air
ballooning over the beautiful Blue Ridge, if you’re so inclined.

Your cheerful gourmet breakfast in the sunflower-hued Sun
Room may include fresh fruit, house-made granola, thinly
sliced pork tenderloin medallions with sautéed mushrooms,
a delicately sweet crêpe with seasonal golden delicious
apples and fresh whipped cream, local farm-raised eggs over
a fried green tomato, and an inimitable applewood smoked
bacon. One thing is for certain – here you will always get an
authentic homemade French croissant, so be sure to save
just a little room. And don’t forget the bistro brunch
on Sundays.
With their own vegetable and herb gardens, as well as a
fruit orchard, replete with cherries, Anjou pears, peaches,
apricots, persimmons, and even pawpaws, you can’t really
get more local. They strive to support sustainable farming
in the area by using fresh organic meats, cheese, eggs, and
produce. In keeping with this respectful environmental
philosophy, the inn was not surprisingly designated a
Virginia Green inn as certified by the state.
So refresh your spirit and nurture yourself with a little Eau
de Puits – pure, natural deep well water from their own well.
There’s a bottle in your room. And on the wall, a sketch of
Pont St. Bénézet brought me back to – yes that's right – the
Pont d’Avignon. On y danse et on y danse. So go ahead and
dance. You're in Provence.

After a day out in the fresh air of the valley, you’ll start
to anticipate the exquisite dinner that awaits you back at
the inn. The cuisine of talented Executive Chef Benedict
Zappone is described as French Provençale Moderne and it
will equally tantalize the eyes and the palate. Savor five- or
seven-course dinners Wednesday through Monday. I would
have to suggest skipping lunch altogether. It’s really the only
way to do it.
The amuse-bouche at times seems to be the most intriguing
aspect of dinner. Envision dollops of beet purée, luscious soft
and creamy goat cheese, diced fresh beets, radish, turnip,
zucchini, carrots, and tomato strewn with flower petals. On
your artisan cheese plate you may find blueberry mint jam,
pear and raisin chutney, a flavorful tapenade, balsamic
reduction, fresh Thai basil, baked garlic cloves, champagne
grapes, and crostini artistically placed among cheeses such
as a pungent Roquefort, the king of blues, P’tit Basque from
the Pyrénées, luscious Saint André, buttery Camembert, and
a mild goat cheese, Le Chevrot.
Standouts included herbed gnocchi with zucchini purée,
roasted beets, and manchego, local Fields of Athenry pork
belly with fennel, lavender, and compressed peach, Atlantic
salmon with corn and fava bean succotash, tomato and
basil, and Fields of Athenry New York strip with Swiss
chard, Royal Trumpet mushrooms, onion soubise, and sauce
Rouennaise. Your intermezzo may feature champagne sorbet
with basil leaf and candied Meyer lemon and a shortbread
cookie or a light and refreshing chilled watermelon soup. The
affable and knowledgeable son of the owners, front manager
and sommelier Christian Borel, would be delighted to help
you navigate their extensive award-winning wine list.
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With window views on three sides, overlooking
countryside, horse barns, and the beautifully
landscaped pool terrace, La Chambre
Ensoleillée, the Sunsplashed Bedroom of Villa la
Campagnette is bright and sunny year-round.
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Villa la Campagnette provides the perfect
romantic escape.

Villa La Campagnette, 1890
Meander just three miles from the inn,
past rolling fields edged by black rail
fences with graceful grazing horses, on
the country roads that lead to the evercharming and more secluded Villa La
Campagnette. Enjoy the sound of gravel
under your tires on the pine-lined drive
up the shady lawn as you approach the
villa. You may be greeted by the dogs,
Bernadette, a Bernese Mountain dog,
and Phoenix, a Basenji, who are just as
friendly as their owners, and a plaque
reading “On this site in 1897, nothing
happened,” attesting to the whimsical
nature of the place.
The original wood plank flooring
reminds you of the true history of the
place. In the parlor, each santon, each
rooster, each objet d’art is lovingly
and artistically placed. Here again
you’ll find the rich Provençal ochre
hues, from crimson to burnt orange to
golden yellow. This sun-splashed villa
is illuminated by sunlight – from the
terrace by the pool to the skylights in
the Provençal-tiled bathrooms.
With eighteen well-tended landscaped
acres, horse barns in the back fields,
and magnificent flower gardens in the
summertime, including the more gently
scented white lavender, here you really
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The jovial and delightful Alain Borel, owner of
l’Auberge Provençale and Villa la Campagnette,
gives a smile in the Sun Room.

get to experience the countryside.
The journey, of course, is quite nice,
but sometimes life is a destination. You
may need to frequently pinch yourself.
I already know, as with Provence, that
I will yearn to return here.
The old-growth maple shades the pool
like an Old World tree. How restorative
it is to wake up to morning mist over
the fields out your window, and to walk
and breathe among the old growth trees
that have stood the test of time – that
have seen history. Hawks fly overhead
in poetic synchrony. And in the late
afternoon, you might just hear the
distant whistle of the train – on its own
journey with its own story. Now it’s
time to make your own.
So that dream you keep having – about
taking that trip to France like you’ve
always talked about. Well, now it’s just
around the corner. So as for that dream
– it’s time to live it.
Thanksgiving & Christmas
Head over for Thanksgiving dinner
between noon and seven to partake in
a feast of local wild turkey with roasted
chestnuts, quail, and venison. Enjoy
a brisk walk in the crisp countryside
air and then warm up before a
cozy fireplace.

Starting December 12, the Inn presents
the 13 desserts of Provence. Pick out
your Christmas tree from the field from
several Christmas tree farms nearby.
Some even serve hot apple cider to take
the chill off. Christmas Eve dinner is
served at the festively decked halls of
the inn and a holiday breakfast basket
for two is delivered Christmas morning,
just like Père Noël, with little gifts from
the Inn. Joyeux Noël!!
L'Auberge Provençale
Country Inn
& Fine Dining Restaurant
Chef Alain & Celeste Borel
13630 Lord Fairfax Hwy,
White Post, VA 22620
Phone: 800.638.1702 or
540.837.1375 Fax: 540.837.2004
www.laubergeprovencale.com
celebrate@laubergeprovencale.com
Scenic byways map
www.virginiadot.org
author: Allison Chase Sutherland, a restaurant
reviewer/travel writer and photographer, author of
‘allicucina’ international cookbook, multilingual
voiceover talent, and foreign language instructor.
www.allivoice.com.
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GCA-  LA  PRECISION
ANTIQUE HOROLOGY

Since 1972

VIENNA WATCH & CLOCK SHOP

GUIDO CALVETTY ALAVE

Celebrate your Special Event with Assaggi Osteria
Looking for a great private space to hold your next event?
Assagi Osteria, located in the heart of downtown McLean, Virginia is your answer.
We offer some exciting choices including:
The Main Room - Open and spacious with seating capacity of up to 70 people
The Wine Room - for those special occasions up to 32 people
Loggia Room - warm and cozy with seating up to 20 people

Please contact our Catering and Event department at
703.918.0080 or info@AssaggiOsteria.com
and make your reservation today.
6641 Old Dominion Dr, McLean, VA 22101 • www.AssaggiOsteria.com

Master Watchmaker | Antique horologer
ROLEX TRAINED & CERTIFIED #168
STATE OF THE ART EQUIPMENT
TIMELY & GUARANTEED REPAIRS

Antique ·∙  Vintage ·∙  Modern
Mention this Ad for ONE of the Following:
Free Battery with Any Repair
$10 Off Any Basic Repair
$50 Off any Advanced Repair

703.255.0055

WWW.GCALAPRECISION.COM

320 Maple Ave. East, Building E, Vienna

Viva Tysons Magazine

NEW
for everything

is introducing a
web destination

health, beauty,

and wellness.
our portal will be offering a new way

to find the health

TYSONS
HEALTH & BEAUTY

vivatysons.com

and beauty services
you need around the area.
www.tysonshealthandbeauty.com
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Design a nourishing holiday season.

by Laurie Young

O

ne winter my grandmother gave me a quilt, every
stitch hand-sewn and created especially for me.
It is a beautiful thing, a balancing act of thoughtful
design and uninhibited riots of color. The fabric swatches
she used in the design contain scatterings of bright florals
from the 60s and vivid geometrics from the 70s,
all carefully harvested from clothes my mother,
aunts and uncles wore growing up.
My grandmother worked on a large quilting frame in the
living room. When neighbors and family dropped by to
visit, they would scoot their chairs close together and
sew a few squares as they talked, each topstitching their
own unique design into it. For my grandmother and her
community this was a leisurely social activity, as much
about enjoying the quilting process as completing it. There
was a sense of pride in giving their gifts, coupled with the
equally satisfying promise of beginning anew each time.
In this way, those who created my quilt became a part of
its story and design, receiving as much joy as they gave.
In the few quiet weeks when autumn has just turned to
winter, there is time to thoughtfully design your holiday
season, time to consider how much of yourself will be
crafted into moments with friends and family, and time to
plan how you will give and receive gifts that nourish you.
Nourishment comes in many forms, and is about more
than just food. It is as much about feeling connected to
your values, work, friends and family as it is about eating
well. Consider how other areas of life “feed” you, just as
my grandmother found sustenance through quilting and
community. Following are some ideas to consider as you
design your holiday:
Real Nourishment Lasts
The holidays are often a time of overindulgence in
food and drink. Indeed, overindulgence may even be
considered part of the merriment, as we step away
from our regular routines and escape the demands we
normally place upon ourselves. By choosing to add in
other forms of nourishment, though, you may find that
gatherings become less about food and drink, and more
about sharing in community and creating sustained
connection. By slowing down—our eating, our schedules,
our conversations and ourselves—we can truly savor the
moments that make up the holidays.
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Seek out quiet moments to settle your mind and nervous
system, so that you can focus not only on giving to others
but also receiving from them openly and in equal measure.
This calming and awareness supports all forms of healthy
nourishment, and feeds the underlying craving we all
feel at this time of year: the desire to create meaningful
moments with those we care about.
For a mindful eating practice that offers a simple,
enjoyable experience of slowing down and savoring the
moment just as it is, see the sidebar on the next page.
Let this be a guide for your eating, and just as
importantly, the pace of your holidays and
interaction with others.

Simple Stovetop Apple Crunch
Keep it simple, sweet and healthy with this easy
recipe you can make in minutes.
1 apple, sliced into 8 or 12 wedges
½ cup chopped nuts of choice (walnuts, pecans
and pine nuts combine well)
1 tsp. extra virgin olive oil
½ tsp. vanilla extract
1 Tbsp. maple syrup or honey
1) In a sauté pan on medium-high heat, sear the
apple slices in olive oil so that they are browned on
both wedge sides.
2) Add nuts but do not stir too much or you will break
up the apples. Sauté until the roasted nut aroma
starts to bloom.
3) Add vanilla and honey, toss well and remove from
heat. Enjoy!
Recipe courtesy of: Bonita Woods Wellness Institute
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Time is a Gift
It’s not uncommon to feel increasingly hurried as
Thanksgiving arrives and quickly turns into December.
There is so much to do. And yet, when we speed up during
the holidays, we are actually fighting against nature
itself. It is in the season of winter that the natural world
gracefully slows down and settles in, resting quietly until
spring. In this place of stillness, nature gains strength for
the warmer energetic months. And so do we.
Struggling against nature causes stress. Achieving a
balance of thoughtful activity and quiet time, eases it.
You may find that you actually get more done, or certainly
that what you choose to do is expressed in a more relaxed,
enjoyable way. And consider, too, that for many of those
closest to you, the gift of time—time to gather together,
engage in unhurried conversation, and exchange stories—
is far more meaningful than anything you can buy.
Gifts Hold Stories
I remember the excitement of the holidays as a child and,
in those years, receiving an equal balance of store-bought
presents and handmade gifts—gifts like honey from my
aunt’s beehive, a poem written by my father about the
moment of my birth, and of course my grandmother’s
quilt. As the pace of life has increased, however, personal
or locally made gifts—the ones where you know the maker
and can tell a story about their origin—seem to have
dwindled in number.

It takes time and thought to give gifts that have
meaningful stories attached to them. When the focus
of our gifting is grabbing last-minute items at the mall
and figuring out how to check each person off our list,
something important is lost. Gifts that hold stories are
both functional and sentimental, meant to be used, loved,
and remembered by the recipient.
I have forgotten many presents I received over the years.
But I know that my aunt’s honey tastes like home,
and I can read my father’s poem and sleep under my
grandmother’s quilt. In one way or another, the whole of
my family history is woven into the gifts they shared
with me.
Certain things last. The things in which love, gratitude,
and authentic elements of self are sewn in. Objects are
simply small tokens that represent the deeper, more
lasting meaning embedded within them. In this way,
my grandmother’s quilt is much larger than the space it
occupies in my room. It contains her heart and soul, the
pattern of my family, and expands past the boundaries of
room and memory, extending throughout time.
author: Laurie Young is a certified health counselor and owner of NutriCurious.
She supports clients in developing individualized eating and health plans
using practical tools and personalized coaching. She offers private sessions,
and teams with other health practitioners to help clients Jump Start their
Health through 6-week small group programs incorporating nutrition and
movement. Learn more about her services at www.nutricurious.com or
contact her directly at laurie@nutricurious.com.

Savoring Food and Life Just as It Is
For many of us, slowing down doesn’t come naturally;
it takes practice. Begin by choosing a simple, healthy food
that you enjoy eating such as dark chocolate or ripe fruit.
Remember, the purpose is to slow down and use each of the
five senses to fully experience food and how we eat it. Find
a quiet space in your home, where you can devote at least
five uninterrupted minutes of time. Get comfortable in your
seat, and place the chocolate or fruit in front of you.
Look
• Take a deep breath and ask yourself what you see.
Mentally describe the shapes and colors. What visual
memories do you associate with this food?
Smell
• Pick up the food. Continue slow, deep breathing as you
close your eyes and smell it. Is it pungent or sweet?
Linger, enjoying the complexity of its scent. Anticipate
what it might taste like. What memories do you associate
with smelling this food?
Feel
• Is your mouth watering? What is the texture of the food?
Now take a bite and describe to yourself how it feels in
your mouth. Breathe.

Taste
• Chew slowly. Begin exploring the “subtle” flavors of your
food, those you may not usually notice when you are
eating quickly. Like a fine wine, many foods are complex
and take time to release all of their flavors. Make mental
notes of flavors you recognize. Take a deep breath and
pause. What’s different?
Listen
• Listen to all sounds—the sound of chewing, the breaking
of the food as you take another bite. Listen to what’s
going on in the world around you. Does it affect your
experience? Hear your own thoughts. Notice how different
it is to eat with all senses engaged. Can you experience
the next bite just as fully? Even more deeply?
• Repeat, slowly and with awareness.
Use the pattern of this eating exercise as a model for
experiencing the world. When you slow down and savor food
mindfully, engaging all the senses, you savor life. Mindful
eating leads to mindful living. Food is much more than a
means to satisfy hunger; it feeds your body and your soul.
Cherish the act of slowing down and savoring the experience
of eating food in a way that will shape your destiny.

Courtesy of: Matthew Corrigan, CMT, RYT – Certified Massage Therapist & Registered Yoga Teacher, www.pranahealthworks.com
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by Chef Bonita Woods, CNC, CDM, CFPP, FSSMC

W

e are in the full embrace of fall and going in to winter.
The days are increasingly shorter and the air is
dramatically cooler. We bid a fond farewell to summery
salad and yogurt cravings, then dive head first into the cold
weather comfort food season. One simple way to help curb
those carb cravings is to bump up on your potato intake. Often
maligned as an unhealthful starchy carb, this misunderstood
tuber has more to offer than culinary folklore admits.
We have all know that a fully loaded baked potato owes its fat
and calories to the butter, sour cream, cheddar cheese and
bacon. The actual potato is an energy sustaining treat filled
with fiber, protein, vitamins, and micronutrients. One medium
potato (3.5 ounces) has about the same calories as a piece of
bread but takes a lot longer to digest. (Just remember: don’t
peel your potato! Most of the fiber and nutrients are in and just
beneath the skin.) The starch in a white potato can ferment
when teamed with dietary sugar or other starches…but when
teamed with vegetables, the potato fermentation helps to break
down the produce and allow for better nutrient absorption.
What does this mean? A baked potato slathered in sautéed
onion, garlic and broccoli then topped with a sprinkling of
cheddar cheese is a super healthful meal! Yum. You can make
me a plate of that.

While we generally associate potatoes with Ireland, you will find
them in recipes for almost every cuisine in the world. Originally
from Peru, all potatoes, sweet potatoes, and yams started in
the Andes Mountains and spread across the globe. Just think
about this. Potatoes are so yummy; every culture that met
them kept them and made the potato part of their culinary
culture. If you look through international cookbooks, you will
find a wonderful variety of interesting and healthful recipes.
I also love to read through American cookbooks from 50 to 100
years ago, when potato was a common addition to baked goods
like sandwich bread and chocolate cake.
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There is such a wonderful variety of potatoes available these
days. A visit to the grocery store can reveal all the colors of
the rainbow represented in the potato bins. You will also find
a luxurious spectrum of taste and texture that can be really
fun to combine together with your meal. While sweet potatoes
and yams are not related to the other potatoes, they can be
combined or substituted equally in most recipes. FYI- sweet
potatoes are higher in fiber and nutrients and lower in starch
and calories than the white variety, but both are great when
combined with a produce rich meal.
Adding potato to your meals can be easy and simple. Sauté
some diced potato, vegetables, and meat; then, add broth and
gently simmer for at least an hour. Viola! You have a delicious
and hearty stew. The starch from the potato will thicken the
broth, so cut them large enough that you don’t mind losing
half the volume of each slice. The best thing about stews is that
they taste better the day after they are made.
I like to bake a few potatoes on the weekend and keep them in
my refrigerator to add to my meals through the week. I slice
and sauté sweet potato with shredded kale and ginger. Or, I will
slice up a baked potato then roughly mash it with my fork and
form into patties to pan fry with my dinner. Or, I will peel the
potato and blend its “meat” with my pancake batter. Or, I will
simmer a diced baked potato with canned white beans, a bag
of frozen vegetables and some oregano, garlic, and onion. So
many opportunities to add potato health with very little effort.
Let the creativity commence!
author: Chef Bonita Woods teaches the fun side of nutrition through her
nonprofit wellness education center, the Bonita Woods Wellness Institute.
Chef Woods also manages nutrition and corporate wellness programs with the
Soma-Solutions Wellness and Nutrition Centers. You can learn more about her
projects at www.BonitaWoods.org.
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Mashed Potato and Cauliflower

Lentil and
Potato Stew

Ingredients:
• 1 small head cauliflower, chopped (or one bag frozen
cauliflower flourettes), cooked and hot
• 2 cooked potatoes, peeled, cooked and still hot
• ¼ cup olive oil or butter
• 1 head garlic, peeled, roasted, sautéed, or steamed
• Salt and pepper to taste
• ¼ tsp paprika
• Steaming hot water, broth, or hot milk
Method:
1) M
 ix all the ingredients (except the liquid) together in a large mixing
bowl. Add enough butter and/or oil so the mixture is not too dry.
2) Mix in the hot liquid, just enough to get desired texture.
3) Adjust seasoning to taste.
Note: You can make this in a bowl using an electric mixer or in a food
processor on pulse.

Ingredients:
• 1 onion, chopped
• 2 medium carrots, diced
• 2 stalks celery, sliced
• 2 tsps olive oil
• 1 - 2 tsp paprika
• 3 - 4 garlic cloves, crushed
• 1 tsp dried basil
• 1 tsp dried oregano
•	1 carton (32 ounces)
vegetable broth
• ¾ cup dried lentils, rinsed
•	2 cans (10 ounces each)
diced tomatoes
•	3½ cups potato
(any variety), cubed
• ½ tsp salt
• ¼ tsp pepper
Method:

Luxurious Chocolate and Sweet Potato Torte

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1½ cups sugar
1 cup packed cooked, skinned, and mashed sweet potato
1 cup almond flour
½ cup unsweetened dark-chocolate cocoa powder
1/8 tsp. salt
4 large eggs
2 oz. bittersweet chocolate
1 Tbsp coconut oil
1 Tbsp raw honey

Method:
1) Preheat oven to 375°F. Coat 9-inch springform pan with cooking spray.
2) Blend sweet potato, one cup sugar, almond flour, cocoa, and
salt in food processor 30 seconds, or until smooth, scraping bowl
as necessary.

1) I n a stew pot or high sided
frying pan, sauté onion,
celery, potato, and carrots in
oil for three minutes.
2) A
 dd the herbs and spices;
cook one minute longer to
activate the aromatics in
the seasoning.
3) S
 tir in the tomatoes and bring
to a light boil. Cook until the
acidity is cooked out, about
three to five minutes.
4) S
 tir in broth and lentils. Bring
to a boil. Reduce heat; cover
and simmer for 18-22 minutes
or until lentils are tender.
Reduce heat; cover and
simmer 10-15 minutes longer
or until potatoes are tender.

3) Separate the eggs, placing whites in bowl of electric mixer. Add yolks
to sweet potato mixture; pulse to combine. Transfer sweet potato
mixture to large bowl.
4) Beat egg whites with electric mixer at medium-high speed until it
starts to firm up. Add remaining ½ cup sugar one tablespoon at a
time and beat until stiff, glossy peaks form.
5) Fold one-third egg white mixture into sweet potato mixture with
spatula. Gently fold in remaining whites. Pour batter into prepared
pan. Bake 45 minutes, or until toothpick inserted in center comes
out clean. Cool ten minutes in pan on wire rack. Remove springform
sides; cool completely.
6) Melt chocolate in small saucepan over low heat. Whisk in coconut oil
and honey. Spread chocolate mixture over top of cake. Let stand until
chocolate icing sets.
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by Judy Caplan

T

he holidays are fast approaching. This wonderful
time of year is filled with good fellowship, food, and
fun... and lots of calories often leading to weight gain
and weight loss resolutions. How can you make this year
different and avoid that beginning of the year regret?
Here are five simple tips:
Be Aware: Make awareness part of the holiday spirit.
Ask yourself, “Where do I want my weight to be to on
January 2nd?” Jot the answer down on a piece of paper and
post it where you can see it every day; on your bathroom
mirror, on your dashboard, or on your computer screen.
For example: “I want to weigh 135 on January 2nd.”
Now don’t lose sight of that goal.
Exercise: Set into motion actions that will lead to achieving
your goal. For instance, continue your exercise program.
If you don’t have one, now is the time to start. Don’t wait
until the first of the year to begin. Exercise is a great calorie
burner. Exercise also increases endorphins which promote
a sense of well being, something you will need lots of at this
stressful time of year.
Set a Carb Limit: Depending on your activity level, allow
yourself a daily total of four to six carbohydrate servings
(including alcohol). Think of a drink as a piece of bread (one
carb serving) with a pat of butter on top. Since there will be
sweets and alcohol everywhere you go, each time you eat
a cookie or have a drink, you have to subtract some other
carbohydrate from your diet that day, so plan ahead. Here
are some other examples of one carbohydrate serving:
One slice of whole wheat bread
½ of a hamburger bun
8 pretzel sticks
3 Hershey kisses
¼ of a medium order of French fries
One can of soda (2 carbs)
Keep a Food Log: This helps you know how many carbs
you have eaten and how many you have left. One strategy
is to limit carbs during the week. Fill up on salads, fresh
veggies, lean protein, and healthy fats.
Here is a sample menu:
Breakfast: Egg white omelet with spinach and low fat
cheese, topped with salsa and 2 slices of avocado.
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Or
½ cup cooked oatmeal or whole grain cereal with sliced fruit
and almond milk plus one teaspoon ground flaxseed.
Or
2 slices (45 calories each) whole grain toast with one
tablespoon natural peanut or almond butter and natural
fruit spread.
*Coffee or skinny latte
Lunch: Large salad with lean protein – grilled chicken, low
fat cheese, shrimp, salmon, or beans. Vinaigrette (made
with olive oil).
Or
If you did not have carbs at breakfast (oatmeal, cereal,
toast), eat a sandwich on whole wheat bread with nitrite
free turkey, a dab of olive oil mayo, lettuce, tomato, onion,
pickle (if non meat eater make with hummus or low
fat cheese).
Or
Chipotle bowl with chicken or beef, beans (no rice), peppers
and onions, salsa (no corn salsa), cheese, no sour cream,
and a dab of guacamole.
Dinner: Green salad with vinaigrette, lean protein of your
choice, and steamed or roasted veggies (no potatoes).
Snacks: One piece of fresh fruit with 12 raw almonds,
cashews, or walnuts or fresh cut up veggies dipped in 1/3
cup hummus.
*Coffee is a calorie free food but can lead to hunger pangs,
so limit intake.
Make a Party Plan: Have a plan before you attend a party
because good intentions can quickly fly out the window.
Alcohol, besides adding calories, diminishes your ability to
stay focused on your goals. Set a number of drinks for the
night and stick to it.
You never want to go to a party hungry. Telling yourself
you won’t eat all day so it is okay to indulge at the party
is a formula for disaster. At the party avoid fried food, any
appetizer that sits on bread, and creamy dips. That leaves
veggies and protein. Save the carbs for your set amount of
alcohol or a bite or two of something yummy.
author: Judy Caplan is a registered dietitian with a private practice in
preventive health in Vienna, VA. Her latest books are available on iTunes
and at www.gobefull.com.
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Join the excitement!
L i v e Elegantly!
The active assisted living community of McLean/Falls Church

GMU COLLEG

QUALITY I

ALTH
E OF HE

MENT
MPROVE

& HUMA

of the

N SERVICES

Y E A R AWA R D

Chesterbrook Residences not only offers luxurious amenities, fabulous cuisine and
a 24-hour licensed nursing team, but a lively social and cultural schedule as well.
From excursions to local shopping, concerts, theaters, Kennedy Center events and
other DC attractions, the excitement never ends.

Availability is Limited.
Call Today!

703.531.0781

2030 Westmoreland Street • Falls Church, VA 22043 • www.chesterbrookres.org
Coordinated Services Management, Inc. - Professional Management of Retirement Communities since 1981
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by Cindy Pavell M.S.

What is osteoporosis?

What does it look like?

Did you know that 44 million people have osteoporosis?
(Cleveland Clinic). Osteoporosis gradually deteriorates
your bones. It is a disease of which you may not be aware,
since bone is lost without any signs, until a bone breaks
and you fall.
“The word osteoporosis literally means "porous bones."
It occurs when bones lose an excessive amount of their
protein and mineral content, particularly calcium. Over time,
bone mass, and therefore bone strength, is decreased. As a
result, bones become fragile and break easily. Even a sneeze
or a sudden movement may be enough to break a bone in
someone with severe osteoporosis.” (Medical-dictionary.com).

What are the risk factors for osteoporosis?

How does exercise impact osteoporosis?

• Gender – Women are higher risk than men
• Age – Older people at higher risk
• Body size – Petite women are at greater risk
• Ethnicity – White and Asian women at highest risk
• Genetics – If family members have had it, you are at greater risk
•	Medication – “Long-term use of corticosteroid medications,
such as prednisone and cortisone, interferes with the bonerebuilding process” (Mayo Clinic).
• Smoking
• Inactivity
• Anorexia
• Alcohol – Too much can cause bone loss
•	Sex hormones – Low estrogen levels in women and low
testosterone levels in men increase risk
•	Calcium and Vitamin D intake – Low intake makes you more
prone to bone loss.
		-Recommended calcium intake for ages 9-18
1,300 mg/day; vitamin D 600 IU/day.
		-Recommended calcium intake for ages 19-50
1,000 mg/day; vitamin D 600 IU/day.
		- Recommended calcium intake for ages 51-70
1,200 mg/day (males 1,000); vitamin D 600 IU/day
		- Recommended calcium intake for 71+
1,200 mg/day; vitamin D 800 IU/day.

Exercise increases your bone density. If you were an exerciser
as a child you helped greatly to increase the health of your
bones. The bulk of your bone production happens by the age
of 35.
Your bones require the proper amount of “overload” in order for the
bone to respond; this is key to increasing density and strength.
According to the National Osteoporosis Foundation, the best
exercises for building and maintaining bone density are:
•	Weight-bearing exercise, such as walking - that makes you
work against gravity while staying upright. High impact
(jumping rope, plyometrics) is best for building bone for those
who do not currently have osteoporosis.
•	Muscle-strengthening exercise, such as weight-lifting - that
makes you work against gravity in a standing, sitting, or
prone position. These exercises should be done 2-3 days per
week using the overload principle.
Choose an activity you enjoy! Dancing, hiking, tennis, walking,
team sports are several options. Our bodies and our bones
NEED movement to stay healthy!! Your health is worth the
time and effort!

author: Cindy Pavell, M.S. is a health educator and fitness specialist since 1988, Cindy welcomes any questions, suggestions
for topics, and/or feedback. Fitness + Wellness, cpavell@cox.net • Twitter: cepfitwell, www.fitnesspluswellness.com.
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Because your home should never be just
another listing
Because you deserve attentive, boutique
quality service
Because marketing should focus on your
home, not your agent
Because experience matters

Lyons & McGuire
ExcEEding Your ExpEctations

703-406-9009

Call today to experience the
Lyons & McGuire difference!

great falls $1,399,000
356 gallop Wood Pl.
fabulous expansion Over 7000 sq. ft
On Private 2 acre Cul-de-sac lot

great falls $1,445,000
395 Patowmack Ct.
light filled 6 Br/5Ba incl.
Bedroom & Bath on Main level

great falls Call fOr PrICe
2 Private Wooded lots off springvale
Buy separately or together

great falls $949,918
1104 Morningwood ln.
extensively renovated Inside
and Out. With enormous Pool.

great falls $875,000
11612 holly Briar ln.
updated Kitchen & renovated Baths
3/4 acre Backing to Common space

sOlD

sOlD

sOlD

great falls $950,000
9503 neuse Way
Pool & fab Master suite w/ room
size Walk-in Closet & new Bath

great falls $ 835,000
9413 Vernon Dr
sold in 2 days w/
Multiple Offers

great falls $1,350,000
9899 Windy hollow rd.
Colonial with Contemporary flair
6100 finished sq.ft

anne MarIe CharaOuI
BuYer agent
703-597-6350

vivatysons.com

Find us on
Facebook

gIna jOnes
teaM aDMInIstratOr
703-636-4983
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No equipment needed, just a few minutes of motivation to
keep you healthy during the holiday season.
by Keryn Dohanich

D

uring the holidays, we often find our schedules unpredictable, full of travel, and full of delicious food. All of
these factors lead to leaving behind our normal gym and exercise schedules and opting for a more sedentary
lifestyle. However, this doesn’t have to be the case, here are three easy workout routines that require no
equipment, other than yourself. A little self-motivation and a few minutes between holiday parties can make a big
difference to your health during the holiday season. Make a goal to keep the weight off this holiday season, rather
than a resolution to loose it in the New Year.
Vacations range from the hustle and bustle of a set schedule, to plenty of leisure time with family and friends.
No matter what the speed of your vacation we have the right workout for you. Even fitting in a few exercises will
make a difference to your overall holiday health. Opt for a longer workout when you have the time and you will be
healthy and ready to face the New Year.

10 MIN 25 MIN 45 MIN
50 Jumping Jacks
20 Squats
20 Squat Jumps
20 Alternating Lunges (per leg)
25 Push-ups
30 Mountain Climbers
50 Crunches
60 Second Plank Hold
2 Minutes Stretching

10 Squat Jumps
50 Jumping Jacks
20 Alternating Lunges (per leg)
10 Push-ups
50 Crunches
60 Second Plank Hold
2 Minutes Stretching
Repeat this exercise
routine as you have time
during the day.

Repeat this exercise
routine until you reach the
25 minute mark.

50 Jumping Jacks
30 Butt Kicks
25 Alternating Lunges (per leg)
10 Push-ups
15 Tricep Dips
30 Leg Raises
15 Standing Calf Raises
40 Crunches
20 Bicycle Crunches
60 Second Plank Hold
4 Minutes Stretching
Repeat this exercise
routine until you reach the
45 minute mark.

In addition to adding exercise into your vacation, use metabolism boosting foods in your holiday recipes to increase
your battle against the holiday bulge. This list of metabolism-friendly foods should also be a guide when attending
holiday parties or going out to eat. Making smart decisions during the holiday season will have you enjoying the
festivities without the inevitable guilt on January 1st.

METABOLISM BOOSTING FOODS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Tomatoes
Beans
Soybeans
Spinach
Fish
Chick Peas

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cottage Cheese
Flax
Sweet Potatoes
Ginger
Lemons
Egg Whites

•
•
•
•
•
•

Oats
Lima Beans
Olive Oil
Brussel Sprouts
Almonds
Avocado

•
•
•
•
•
•

Apples
Garlic
Yogurt
Cinnamon
Cocoa
Blueberries
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At Classic Wines
you will find an outstanding
selection of wines
from regions such as:
USA • ITALY • FRANCE
SOUTH AMERICA • AUSTRALIA
NEw ZEALANd • IBERIA
CENTRAL EUROPE
EASTERN MEdITERRANEAN

Our Specialty is Making Life More Personal!
vienna * reston * leesburg * georgetown

703.759.0430
9912-C Georgetown Pike
Great Falls, VA 22066
ClassicWinesGreatFalls.com

thedandelionpatch.com

PROVIDING YOU

FITNESS SOLUTIONS
Both programs utilize state-of-the-art
techniques that combine strength training,
cardio conditioning and nutritional
guidance for the complete fitness solution
- leaving you feeling better, looking better
and performing better than you
ever thought possible!

PROUD TO BE THE OFFICIAL HEALTH AND FITNESS SPONSOR OF THE
AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATIONS “STEP OUT WALK TO STOP DIABETES”
FOR THE THIRD CONSECUTIVE YEAR.

10%

OFF MINIMUM PURCHASE OF 36 SESSIONS
OR WITH A 3 MONTH MINIMUM MEMBERSHIP COMMITMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY. NEW CLIENTS ONLY. OFFER EXPIRES 12/31/12.

FT FAIRFAX - 5597 GUINEA ROAD, FAIRFAX, VA 22032

CALL TODAY 703.250.5333 | FITNESSTOGETHER.COM/FAIRFAX

GET FIT. TOGETHER.

FT TYSONS- 2235 CEDAR LANE, STE 102, VIENNA, VA 22182

CALL TODAY 703.289.9909 |FITNESSTOGETHER.COM/TYSONS

vivatysons.com
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Dance the Night Away!

Featuring Live Music &
Entertainment Nightly!
New Orleans' very own...

♪ Terry Lee Ryan
♪ Tom Saputo
♪ Rafael Javodov
♪ Bennie Potter &
Western Electric

Free
rs!
Appetize
5pm-7pm
Ar
At the b

♪ Michael Terrence
See our website for schedule.

Visit www.SerbianCrown.com for Special Events and Discounts!
1141 Walker Road at Colvin Run Road, Great Falls, Virginia

703-759-4150

Open for Lunch & Dinner | Catering & Carry-Out Available | infoserbiancrown@aol.com

T

aste of

YSONS

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4
1
1
1
1
1
1

place • the atmosphere • the food • the wine • the attire • the peop

cups sugar
can (14 oz.) evaporated milk
cup butter
bag white chocolate chips
pint marshmallow cream
tsp. vanilla
bag Andes Peppermint Crunch Baking Chips

Directions:
Melt butter in a large pan and add the milk and sugar. Cook over
medium heat until it reaches 236 °F, stirring constantly. Be sure
and use a candy thermometer so your consistency turns out right.
You don’t want rock hard fudge or soft runny fudge either! Remove
from heat and add chocolate chips, marshmallow cream and vanilla.
Stir until melted and blended. Gently fold in about ½ the bag of
peppermint crunch then pour into a buttered 9 x 13 pan. Sprinkle
the remaining crunch on top. Cool completely.

Check out
www.TasteOfTysons.com
we have a few videos that
feature some great dining
venues in our area.

www.YourHomeBasedMom.com
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•
•
•
•
•

1½ oz bourbon
1½ oz butterscotch schnapps
1 oz Godiva chocolate liquor
Dash of cream
Marshmallow Fluff, for
rimming the glass
• Graham cracker crumbs,
for rimming the glass
Coat the rim of a martini glass
with Marshmallow Fluff. You
may need to add some water in
order to get the consistency to
coat the rim. Once rim is coated
with Marshmallow Fluff, coat
the rim once again with graham
cracker crumbs.
Add all liquor and cream into a
martini shaker filled with ice and
shake vigorously before pouring
into decorated martini glass.

www.Delish.com

Jacques’ Brasserie is open Tues-Fri. 5:00pm-9:00pm, Sat. 5pm-9:30pm, Sun. 3pm-7:30pm

332 Springvale Rd. ● Great Falls, VA ● www.laubergechezfrancois.com

Café RenaissanCe

Come for an Exemplar y Fine Dining Experience in Vienna, Virginia
Open Table’s Top 50 in the US for Romantic
Best Service and Best Overall Restaurants
Wine spectator Award of Excellence
Northern Virginia Magazine’s Best 50 Restaurants

163 Glyndon street se, Vienna , Virginia 22180
www.CafeRenaissance.com 703.938.3311
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Every Day is Cinco de Mayo!
Dreaming of Tex-Mex cuisine? Think El Tio Tex-Mex Grill in Falls Church!
Offering authentic southwestern dishes such as crispy Fish Tacos,
savory Chicken Quesadillas, and sizzling Beef Fajitas.
iAy, delicioso! Remember … at El Tio, every day is Cinco de Mayo.
Open Daily for Lunch and Dinner

El Tio Grill
7630 Lee Highway, Falls Church, VA
703.204.0233

www.eltiogrill.com

COME SEE WHY WE’RE
VIENNA’S FAVORITE SPORTS BAR!
• Serving Traditional American Classics •
• Watch all of your favorite sports on our WIDE SCREEN TV’S •
• “THE KABOB ZONE” with our area’s most authentic Persian delights •
• HOOKAH in all your favorite blends •
• PARTY ROOMS for up to 140 people •
• KARAOKE on weekends •

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cup all purpose flour
¼ tsp baking powder
¼ tsp baking soda
¼ tsp salt
2 tsp pumpkin pie spice
1 15-oz can pumpkin purée
½ cup sugar
¼ cup brown sugar
2 large eggs
1 tsp vanilla extract
¾ cup half and half
(or evaporated milk)

Directions:
Preheat the oven to 350˚ F.
Line a 12-cup muffin tin with
paper or silicone liners.
In a medium bowl, whisk
together flour, baking powder,
baking soda, salt, and
pumpkin pie spice.
In a large bowl, whisk together
pumpkin purée, sugar, brown
sugar, eggs, vanilla, and half
and half until well combined.
Add in dry ingredients and
whisk until no streaks of flour
remain and batter is smooth.
Fill each muffin cup with
approximately one third cup
of batter.
Bake for 20 minutes. Cool
cupcakes in pan. They will sink
as they cool.

SPORTS BAR & GRILL
262-D Cedar Lane, SE, Vienna, VA 22180 | 703.698.8010
www.NeighborsRestaurantVa.com
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Chill cupcakes before serving.
Top with whipped cream.

www.BakingBites.com
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Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 -2 sheets of store bought pastry dough
1
½ cup of ricotta
¼ cup of cheddar cheese
1 Tbsp freshly cut chives plus longer pieces to decorate
1 egg
10 cherry tomatoes, cut in half
1 mini cupcake baking tray with holes lightly greased with butter

Directions:
Preheat oven to 400 ˚F. Using a round cutter, cut out rounds of
slightly defrosted pastry and place in lightly greased baking tray holes.
You may have to re-roll the ends a couple of times if you’re only using
one sheet of pastry.
Mix together the two cheeses, egg and chives in a bowl. Top with
tomato half if desired (or put the tomato on after its had its time in the
oven). Spoon ½ teaspoon into each case. Bake for 10-15 minutes until
pastry and cheese is golden. Decorate with chive pieces.

www.NotQuiteNigella.com

Bring the Bunch to Brunch

Chef  JP  cooks  up  some  every  Sunday  sure  to  please  ev-
eryone  on  your  Sunday  Bunch
Menu  includes:  Steak  and  Eggs,  
Omelets  du  Jour,  Brioche  French  
Toast,  Marcel’s  Breakfast  Platter,  
their  world  famous  Eggs  Benedict  
and  more!  

132  Branch  Rd,  Vienna,  VA  22180  |  703.281.0070
W W W. M A P L E W O O D G R I L L . C O M

vivatysons.com

Brunch  is  served  every  Sunday  
from  10:30am  -  2:30pm
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An Authentic Little Greek Taverna in Vienna
by Allison Chase Sutherland
allicucina – culinary impressions

T

racing his origins from the islands of Chios and Crete,
my friend Demetrios can never get enough Greek
food. Don’t mention that you went to a Greek festival
without him. Those key Greek flavors – lemon juice, olive
oil, oregano, and ground black pepper – keep calling him
back. “It’s Greek 101.” So what better person to check out
the Plaka Grill in Vienna. Demetrios immediately honed in
on the importance of using authentic Greek ingredients.
“When I go to a Greek place, I want Kalamata olives.” Peter
Drosos, owner of Plaka Grill, agrees. He first picked up
his Greek family’s culinary secrets and then went on to
earn his culinary arts degree just outside Athens, gleaning
the culinary wisdom of the ages. He later did stints in
Thessaloniki and Ioannina to, as he puts it, “learn the
nuances of making gyro and souvlakia.” Indeed, this is
far beyond your average gyro joint. From the imported
Greek yogurt, olive oil, feta cheese, and oregano to, yes,
the Kalamata olives, “the goal is to prepare all dishes using
ingredients that are indigenous to Greece.” Here, Demetrios
also liked the fact that the Kalamata olives were pitted.
“Nice touch,” he noted.
One wall is a vivid, colorful painted scene of the Plaka
in Athens, reaching up into the hills of the Acropolis up to
the Parthenon. The mural even includes the family dogs
Athena and Tanner. A little Greek background music added
to the ambience, making Demetrios feel right at home.
“It made you feel like you were in a little taverna in Greece –
not rushed, a place where you could relax and take it easy.
That's a great thing that people just don't get here.”
Constantina Koukios, whose family roots hail back to
ancient Olympia, loves how “the Mediterranean cultures
tend to look forward to gathering together with family
and friends to really savor a meal nicely prepared with
the freshest ingredients.” Plaka Grill offers an inviting
setting to dine, with its sleek granite tables and modern
wooden chairs.
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The Mezze Platter is a quick way to take a tour for two of
Greek starters, with light, whipped taramosalata, a dip
of caviar blended with lemon and olive oil; tzatziki, Greek
yogurt with cucumbers, garlic, and herbs; hummus with its
hint of cumin but no tahini; tyrokafteri, a spicy blend of feta
cheese with hot and sweet peppers; the puréed Kalamata
olive tapenade; and feta cheese and Kalamata olives,
drizzled with olive oil, oregano, and red pepper flakes, all
served with pita triangles. It also included my favorites
tiropita, feta cheese and herbs, with just a hint of nutmeg,
wrapped in phyllo pastry; and spanakopita, spinach, leeks,

vivatysons.com
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feta cheese, and herbs wrapped in phyllo pastry. Sort of
like a baba ghanoush, melitzanosalata is a purée of roasted
eggplant, lemon, and garlic. And frequent diner Gloria
raved, “The calamari is fried just right."
The Plaka gyro is marinated medallions of pork slow
roasted on a vertical spit, sliced and served Plaka-style with
tomatoes, onions, fries, and tzatziki. The chicken and pork
souvlaki skewers are tender and flavorful. Even the bifteki
is remarkably flavorful.
But my favorite had to be the pastitsio with its layers of
pasta, spiced ground beef and cheese, topped with a light
fluffy beschamel with the golden touch of the oven. The
Plaka salad, a traditional Greek salad, is served on the
side and gives just the right balance, with its tomatoes,
cucumbers, Kalamata olives, onions, peperoncini, romaine
lettuce, and feta cheese, drizzled with a savory, lemony
house vinaigrette. Constantina Koukios describes the
tomatoes in Greece as so delicious that you barely need
any salt – just a little olive oil. “Spectacular!” she says,
clearly reminiscing at the thought. Demetrios continues,
“The tomatoes in Greece are killer. They're so red. And
the seafood is so fresh. The olive oil, the lemon – oregano
is even an antioxidant. You're going to live till you're a
gazillion years old if you eat like that.”
So let's check in with our expert Greek guide Demetrios to
help us navigate our way through the Plaka.

Demetrios's Picks
Lamb Kapama with its hint of cinnamon was, “tender and
succulent, and the combination of the orzo and tomato with
the lamb was delicious. I could eat a whole plate of that.”
Moussaka – “Just the right amount of crema on top.”
Pork Souvlaki – “Nicely marinated and charbroiled.”
“I’ve been to pretty much every Greek place around, so for
me to get excited over Greek food – that's a big deal. And
this was genuinely really good. I'll come back to this place.”
Plaka Grill offers several Greek beers, such as Zeos,
Vergina, and Mythos, as well as Greek wines, such as
retsina. And don’t forget to leave a little space for the homemade baklava from mom Cathy Drosos’s secret recipe.
Constantina Koukios has great respect for these recipes
handed down from grandmothers through the generations,
each adding their own unique touch to a traditional dish.
So, Demetrios’s take on the Plaka Grill in Vienna.
“It's clean, bright, the food comes out pretty quickly,
and the price is right. That's a bargain and a half!”
What more can you ask for? So, kali orexi! Enjoy!
110 Lawyers Rd. NW (Maple Ave.), Vienna, VA 22180
www.plakagrill.com • 703.319.3131
author: Allison Chase Sutherland, a restaurant reviewer/travel writer and
photographer, author of ‘allicucina’ international cookbook, multilingual
voiceover talent, and foreign language instructor. www.allivoice.com.

Meet Dr. Jyotsna Gupta,
Medical Director of Elysee 360.
PURCHASE A GIFT CARD
FOR A MINIMUM
OF $75.00 AND,
WE WILL ADD $25.00
TO YOUR AMOUNT.

Elysee 360 Concierge Med Spa
has been voted the

#1 new Business
for 2012
in the area by the McLean
Chamber of Commerce.

We want to be your favorite Spa, let us show you how!
Free consultation any time.
6858 Old Dominion Drive, McLean, VA 22101
703.281.3000 • elyseemedspa.com

vivatysons.com
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DOGFISH HEAD
Ale House

MAD FOX
BREWING COMPANY

Idylwood Grill
& Wine bar

Comfortable, casual surroundings and
service, tasty and unique wood-grilled food,
and the craft-brewed Dogfish ales. Great
selection of year-round beers plus all the
seasonal and special release beers. For food
selections you’ll find half-pound burgers,
steaks, pizza, and salmon. $$

Mad Fox Brewing Company offers an
upscale, casual dining experience in an
English-style gastro brew pub. Featuring
a seasonal menu and frequent specials
including pizza, paninis, salads, vegetarianfriendly foods and even locally raised lamb,
bison, beef, chicken and game. $$

There is always something special about a
good neighborhood restaurant. Idylwood
Grill's welcoming atmosphere, attentive
staff, and fine cuisine are a welcome
additions to our area's casual dining scene.
It may be hard to choose from their menu
of seafood, pastas, steaks, veal, salads,
and more. $$

AMERICAN

american

american

703.534.3342 | dogfishalehouse.com
6220 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church

703.942.6840 | madfoxbrewing.com
444 West Broad St, Falls Church

703.992.0915 | idylwoodgrill.com
2190 Pimmit Dr, Unit B, Falls Church

LOST DOG CAFE

BAZIN'S ON CHURCH

Clare & Don's

Walking into the Lost Dog Cafe, you’ll
discover a friendly, welcoming atmosphere
that mingles well with the buzz of a busy,
popular restaurant. The menu includes
dozens of sandwiches of all types, specialty
gourmet pizzas with toppings ranging from
the standard to the extraordinary, and
a selection of fresh salads. Takeout and
delivery options are available. $$

Set on historic Church Street in the heart
of Vienna, Bazin's on Church continues
to exceed the expectations of the town's
discriminating diners. Chef Patrick Bazin's
modern American cuisine is simply
extraordinary. Stop in for a drink at the
bar or a delicious meal in their comfortable
and casual dining area. Reservations are
strongly recommended. $$$

A taste of Florida right in the heart of
Falls Church. Live music every weekend,
right next door to the State Theatre, it's
the perfect place to unwind with a happy
hour at the bar or eat a delicious meal
on a sunny restaurant patio. Offering a
wide varied menu featuring fresh seafood,
great fish and chips, creative vegetarian
selections and a little something
for everyone. $$

DELI

dELI

703.356.5678 | lostdogcafe.com
1690 Anderson Rd, McLean

Tysons Bagel
Market

703.448.0080 | tysonsbagelmarket.com
8137 Leesburg Pike, Vienna
Bagels boiled and baked the traditional
way, crusty on the outside, soft and chewy
on the inside. Choose from one of their
many fresh-baked varieties with a schmeer
of several cream cheeses. A full breakfast
menu also awaits you, along with a long list
of deli and grilled sandwiches. $
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703.255.7212 | bazinsonchurch.com
111 Church St, Vienna

bOULEVARD cAFE
& cATERING

703.883.0557 | boulevardcafecatering.com
8180 Greensboro Dr, McLean
Boulevard Cafè & Catering is your corporate
catering service in the Tysons Corner area.
Think of Boulevard when planning office
celebrations, sales and breakfast meetings,
office holiday parties, home celebrations,
and last-minute occasions. Breakfast, cold
luncheon buffets, entrée salads, hot entrées
to hors d’oeuvres and desserts. $

703.532.WAVE | clareanddons.com
130 N Washington St, Falls Church

continental

open kitchen

703.942.8148 | openkitchen-dc.com
7155 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church
Eat, cook, and entertain. Open Kitchen is a
true culinary community. Featuring a bistro
where food and wine lovers gather to enjoy
seasonally-inspired handmade food in our
open kitchen. Diners will savor global and
local wines, worldly cuisine, freshly roasted
coffees, hand-blended teas, made-in-house
desserts, in an environmentally conscious
establishment. $$$

vivatysons.com
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INTERNATIONAL

haandi

DIYA

maple ave

Spices enhance flavor and add that “zing”
to the food. The chefs at Haandi are
masters at controlling the blend of
the spices to prepare for you the most
wonderful and authentic Indian cuisine
you have ever tasted. You can choose from
vegetarian, chicken, seafood and lamb
entrees, plus tandoori charcoal grill, wok
entrees, tandoori bread and more. $$

Diya Restaurant located near Tysons
Corner in Vienna, captures the same
exuberance of a traditional South Asian
celebration and offers connoisseurs a
culinary mosaic of Indian flavors. The
vibrant ambience provides an authentic
dining experience coupled with the warmth
of Indian hospitality. $$

Maple Ave Restaurant serves eclectic
American cuisine in the heart of Vienna,
blending American with Asian, Latin
American, and French flavors and
techniques. Ranging from fresh-grilled
Bronzini to homemade Carnival Funnel
Cake served with vanilla bean ice cream.
Perfect place to enjoy your favorite cocktail
or for a first-time date. $$

703.533.3501 | haandi.com
1222 West Broad St, Falls Church

MEDITERRANEAN

703.970.7500 | diyatysons.com
2070 Chain Bridge Rd, Vienna

MEDITERRANEAN

evo bistro

GREEK GRILL

A wonderful tapas and wine bar where
friends can meet and share small plates,
laughter, and of course, wine. Wine
selections are available by the taste through
their "enomatic" wine system, so you
can choose that perfect bottle from their
fabulous wine list. The Mediterranean
influenced tapas are exquisite. Salads,
seafood, grilled meats, and don't forget
those lamb chops! $$$

Tiny hidden gem in the heart of Vienna.
Offering breakfast, lunch, and dinner—
the only way the Makrigorgos family can
fix. Delicious salads, Greek and Italian
specialities. Their famous pizza and tasty
desserts. Serving traditional breakfast
seven days a week. Omelettes, pancakes,
French toast and eggs any way
you like them. Say "Hi" to Bill. $

703.288.4422 | evobistro.com
1313 Old Chain Bridge Rd, McLean

irish

703.938.8206 | thegreekgrillva.com
312 Maple Ave W, Vienna

italian

703.319.2177 | mapleaverestaurant.com
47 Maple Ave W, Vienna

cHINESE

Peking Express
of Vienna

703.281.2445 | peking-express.com
103 Center Street N #107, Vienna
Love, love, love! Outstanding selections for
lunch and dinner. A neighborhood Chinese
restaurant ready to satisfy your craving.
Combination platters include Egg Roll
and choice of soups, authentic appetizers,
chicken, shrimp, beef and pork selections
and the Fried Rice or Lo Mein is to die for!
Now with seating! $$

ASIAN FUSION/SEAFOOD

OLD BROGUE

CafE oggi

Sea pearl

The Old Brogue warmly welcomes everyone,
young and old. At the bar, you’ll find the
best beverages from all over the world.
From the kitchen, enjoy fresh specialties
as well as traditional Irish fare such as
Guinness Beef Pie, Fish ‘n Chips, or Irish
Bangers. A wide variety of appetizers,
soups, sandwiches, salads, entrees and
desserts are available. $$

For over 19 years Café Oggi has reflected
a pure and newfound combination of
Italy’s old world sophistication with
McLean’s contemporary novelty. Authentic
preparations in an inviting and warm
atmosphere, Café Oggi aims to please.
Pasta, fresh fish, succulent veal, a notable
wine list and more. You’ll think you’re
in Rome. $$$

Combining the inspired creativity of Chef
Sly Liao with the trendsetting design of
Studios Architecture to create Northern
Virginia’s most memorable dining
experience. Focused on seafood, Sea Pearl’s
menus also include salads, pasta, poultry,
steak and more. Treat yourself to a great
brunch on the weekend, or early evening
offerings during the week. $$$

703.759.3309 | oldbrogue.com
760 Walker Rd, #C, Great Falls

vivatysons.com

703.442.7360 | cafeoggi.com
6671 Old Dominion Dr, McLean

703.372.5161 | seapearlrestaurant.com
8191 Strawberry Ln, Falls Church
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The optimal time for friends, food, and wine!
Comfortable Atmosphere • Extensive Wine List
Patio Dining • Meals To-Go
703.433.9050 • www.BrixGreatFalls.com
1025-I Seneca Road | Great Falls
(Located in the Seneca Square Shopping Center at
the Corner of Seneca Road and Georgetown Pike)

Where?

“The Members Only”
Rocky Patel Cigar Bar
at Iris Lounge.

The exclusive “Members Only” Rocky Patel Cigar Bar offers members
a first class experience with couches, plasma TV’s, an expansive
humidor, and top shelf scotch, whiskey, and tequila. And … a full line
of Rocky Patel Cigars and premium brands from around the world.
Interested? www.irisloungeva.com

Rocky Patel Cigar Bar at Iris Lounge
1524 Spring Hill Road |McLean, VA 22102
703.760.9000
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Contemporary
Mexican Cuisine

Get the FREE
Mobile Visitor Guide App!
www.FXVA.com/mobile

Monday - Saturday
4:00pm - 11:00pm

The contemporary
Mexican concept brought
to you by the owners of
Bazin’s on Church.

Come in Today!

Using only the freshest of
ingredients and seasonings Patrick
Bazin and his staff have created a
menu which retains the integrity
of traditional Mexican but expands
on the flavors to create a more
contemporary cuisine.

111 Church Street North
Vienna, VA 22180
703.261.6575

It’s Time to Celebrate...
Now accepting reservations for our private dining room.

“...carefully crafted sauces
and deftly applied spices
made the dishes shine...”
-Joan Horwitt, Washington Post

café oggi
Call 703-442-7360 for reservations
6671 Old Dominion Drive, McLean, VA • www.cafeoggi.com

vivatysons.com
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A Lasting Impression
Dining with Jeannine • by Jeannine Bottorff

M

cLean has a history of seeing
lots of restaurants come in
strong but peter out quickly.
However, there are select few that
have carved out a niche with loyal
followers and stand the test of time.
One of these is Café Taj, whose
longevity is due to its ability to provide
delicious, authentic Indian specialties,
consistently since 1992.
The last time my family dined at Café
Taj, it was a Monday night, and the
place was packed! It was the usual
McLean crowd, a large group sharing
a seemingly endless parade of dishes,
several families with kids, girlfriends
lingering over cocktails, and a few
couples out on date night.
The restaurant itself is small and
welcoming with comfortable seating
and a small bar in the corner. The
pleasant staff ensures you have a good
experience while not overwhelming or
hovering over you, yet happy to answer
any questions about the food you
might have.
While the menu has all the selections
you think of an Indian restaurant
having, there are a large number of
tandoori options – several types of
chicken, salmon, shrimp, and lamb,
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all marinated and barbecued in a
tandoor, a cylindrical clay oven that is
used to impart a delicious smokiness.
There are also a variety of curries,
both mild and a bit on the spicy side,
flavorful biryanis, assorted vegetarian
dishes, and more.
We do as most families and stick
with ordering our favorites! We usually
start with some sort of appetizer. This
last time we started with the Chef’s
Special Platter, a mélange of tender
chicken, shrimp, and seekh kabobs,
a lamb sausage, smothered in sauce.
We scooped up the thickly spiced
tomato sauce on one of the hot baked
Indian breads. Our favorite is the
delicately fragrant onion kulcha, but
if you don’t like kulcha there is also
naan, roti, or many others. Other great
appetizers include pakoras, samosas,
kabob platters, and more.
For my entrée, I almost always
select Chicken Tikka Masala, boneless
tandoori chicken breast that is sautéed
with onions and garam masala, a
blend of spices including peppercorns,
cardamom, cinnamon, and served
in lightly spiced tomato sauce.
My husband always gets Vindaloo
(lamb or chicken), a hot and spicy dish
cooked with potatoes. And, my usually

adventurous ten-year-old, sticks with
basics ordering the tandoori chicken
– a great Indian “starter food” for kids
- served with tons of fragrant rice and,
of course, any of the buttery breads we
order. There is a selection of desserts
but we have never tried them because
we are always too full!
Café Taj has a full bar offering a good
variety of wines and beers – including
Taj Mahal, Flying Horse, Kingfisher,
and Maharaja Indian beers. Also
offered are two lassis; yogurt-based
non-alcoholic beverages served either
sweet (mango) or salty.
So next time you have a hankering
for Indian, it’s great to know that you
won’t have far to go to have a flavorful
meal in a great atmosphere at
Café Taj.
Café Taj
1379 Beverly Road
Mclean, VA 22101
703-827-0444
www.mycafetaj.com
author: Jeannine Bottorff is a native
Washingtonian, growing up in McLean. While
spending most of her life working corporate
jobs, she has worked in the catering industry
and owned a hot sauce business. Her big loves
are her husband, daughter and, of course, food!
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Here’s What’s
Happening at MCC

The American
Diner Experience
is Back!

Jazz Masters with John Eaton

“The Wit & Wisdom
of Cole Porter”
Saturday, Nov. 3, 1 p.m.
Free admission

36th Annual McLean
Antique Show & Sale

Sat.-Sun, Nov. 10-11
Admission : $7, Take $1 of w/ad
Silent Screen Film Series

“Silent Stocking Stuffers”
Wednesday, Nov. 14, 7:30 p.m.
$10/$6 MCC district residents
Hot Club of San Francisco

“Cinema Vivant”

Saturday, Nov. 17, 8 p.m.
$25/$18 MCC district residents
ArtsPower’s production of

“Otherwise Known as
Sheila the Great”

Sunday, Nov. 18, 2 p.m.
$15/$10 MCC district residents

30th Annual
McLean Holiday
Crafts Show

Fri.-Sun., Nov. 30 - Dec. 2
Admission: $2 adults
Take $1 off w/ad
Theatreworks USA’s production of

“Skippyjon Jones”

Saturday, Dec. 8, 2 p.m.
$15/$10 MCC district residents

Ball in the House

Saturday, Dec. 15, 8 p.m.
$20/$15 MCC district residents
The McLean Community Center
www.mcleancenter.org
Home of the Alden Theatre
www.aldentheatre.org
1234 Ingleside Ave.,
McLean, VA 22101
703-790-0123, TTY: 711

vivatysons.com

EVERYONE LOVES A DINER!
Great steaks, chops, salads,
Italian and Greek specialities,
the best breakfast selection
and of course...
some original diner standbys.
Great food, large portions,
affordable prices
and desserts to die for!
Open until 3am Friday & Saturday!

4711 Lee Highway, Arlington, VA
703.528.2464 | www.metro29diner.com
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Our
Home Improvement
Contractor is

FAMILY

When we needed a new
roof and windows, we
asked everyone in town for
some good names, we kept
getting one.. Mark Horner
Home Exteriors Energy
Consultants.
With a busy schedule,
we couldn’t afford the
games, the sales tactics,
the stories.

At Home Exteriors Energy Consultants - you talk right to the top. He prices you out and
he guarantees the work. And he delivers value and quality the big box stores can only dream
about. Company owned crews, no contractors.You talk to the owner - not a salesmen and you
get the peace of mind you get only when you know your contractor is your friend.

Roof? Windows? Doors? Siding? One Name: Mark Horner. Home Grown and Locally Owned.
Home Exteriors
Energy Consultants
28 Years Experience

Call Mark Personally - 703.242.1750
446 Maple Avenue E. • Vienna,VA 22180
www.homexteriorsenergy.com
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Yield: 8 servings
Ingredients:
•1
 0 oz semisweet or bittersweet
chocolate, chopped
• 4 Tbsps unsalted butter
• 5 eggs
• ½ cup sugar
• ¾ cup all-purpose flour
• 1½ tsps baking powder
•
tsp salt
• Caramel sauce
• Coffee ice cream

Directions:
Heat oven to 325º F. Lightly
coat a 12-cup muffin tin with
vegetable cooking spray.
Melt the chocolate and butter
in a large bowl over a saucepan
of simmering water. Remove
from heat. In another large
bowl, beat the eggs and sugar
at medium-high speed until
light and fluffy. Add the flour,
baking powder, salt, and
melted chocolate. Mix with a
spoon until well blended.
Divide the batter evenly into
eight muffin tins and bake
until the cakes have just
cooked through, about 15
minutes. The cakes will still
look a bit moist on top. Remove
from the oven and let cool five
minutes. Serve warm with the
caramel sauce and ice cream.

SUNDAY & MONDAY
“PRIX-FIXE SPECIAL”
3 courses $34
And from 4 to 6pm Tuesday to Saturday dinner.
Choose your favorite appetizer, entrée & dessert
from our regular menu
TUESDAY EVENING
“OSSOBUCO NIGHT”
$19.50 each
WEDNESDAY EVENING
“LOBSTER SPECIAL”
$19.50 each
Mon - Thurs: 11:30AM - 10PM
Friday - Sat.: 11:30AM - 11PM
Sunday: 11:30AM - 10PM
6641 old dominion dr.
mclean, va. 22101
703-918-0080
www.AssaggiOsteria.com

www.MyRecipes.com

vivatysons.com
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Easy drinks and appetizers to please any palate
at your New Year’s event. Simple, with a touch of
sophistication to ring in the New Year.

Brie and Cherry Pastry Cups
Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•

1 sheet frozen puff pastry, thawed
1/3 to ½ cup red cherry preserves
4 oz. Brie cheese, cut into ½ x ½-inch pieces (36 pieces)
¼ cup chopped pecans
2 Tbsp chopped fresh chives

Directions:
Heat oven to 375°. Spray 36 miniature muffin cups with cooking spray. Cut pastry into 36 (1½-inch)
squares. Slightly press each square into muffin cup; press center with finger.
Bake ten minutes. Press center with handle of wooden spoon. Bake six to eight minutes until golden
brown. Immediately press again in center. Fill each with about ½ teaspoon preserves. Top with a cheese
piece, pecans and chives.
Bake three to five minutes or until cheese is melted. Serve warm.

Wasabi Crab on Endive

Apricot Canapes

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•

Ingredients:

16 Belgian endive spears
6 oz. cooked lump crabmeat
4 tsps wasabi mayonnaise
Cilantro sprigs, for garnish
Lemon or lime wedges,
for garnish

•
•
•
•
•

16 dried apricots
8 tsps crumbled blue cheese
2 oz. chopped shelled pistachios
½ tsp honey
Freshly ground pepper

Directions:

Directions:

Top each endive spear with ¼ teaspoon
mayonnaise and 3/8 ounce crabmeat.
Garnish with a sprig of cilantro and a
squeeze of lemon or lime juice.

Top each apricot with ½ teaspoon cheese.
Sprinkle with pistachios and drizzle with
honey; sprinkle with pepper.

The Ninth Night

Winter Mojito

Ruby Slipper

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2 oz. citrus vodka
1 oz. Triple Sec
1 oz. white cranberry juice
Lemon-lime soda
Lime juice

8-10 mint leaves
6-8 cranberries
¼ oz. fresh lime juice
1½ oz. Cane Syrup
1¾ oz. Rum

1¼ oz. citrus vodka
¾ oz. peach liqueur
2 oz. white cranberry juice
1½ oz. extra dry champagne
Pomegranate seeds

Directions:

Directions:

Directions:

Combine citrus vodka, Triple Sec,
and cranberry juice in a cocktail
shaker with ice. Shake vigorously
and strain into tall rocks glass
with fresh ice. Top with soda
and lots of fresh lime juice.
Garnish with blue ribbon
around the glass.

Mix ingredients in a cocktails
shaker with ice and shake.
The cranberries will deliver the
reddish color as they break
open during the shaking. Strain
the contents into a tall highball
glass that contains fresh ice.
Add a few whole cranberries.
Garnish with a mint sprig.

Place spoonful of pomegranate
seeds in a chilled martini glass.
In a cocktail shaker, combine all
but champange with ice. Shake
and strain into glass. Top with
champange and serve.

taste of tysons

Ingredients:
• 1 bag (14 oz) cubed herb stuffing
• 2 cups chicken broth
•2
 stalks celery, diced to about ¼"
(approximately 1 cup)
•½
 medium onion, diced to about
¼" (approximately ½ cup)
•1
 can (10¾ oz) condensed cream
of mushroom soup
• 3 Tbsp unsalted butter, melted
• 2 Tbsp olive oil
• 1 tsp garlic salt
• ½ tsp ground poultry seasoning
• ¼ tsp ground white pepper
Directions:
Heat the olive oil in a medium sauté
pan over medium-high heat. Add
the celery and sauté five minutes.
Add the onion and sauté five
minutes more.
Put the soup, broth, garlic salt,
poultry seasoning and pepper in a
large mixing bowl. Add the sautéed
celery and onion to the bowl and
mix well.
Preheat your oven to 375ºF.

Introducing the new Clyde’s burger, made with grass-fed, hormone-free beef.
Now our produce isn’t the only delicious thing from local farms.

www.clydes.com
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Add the stuffing cubes to the bowl
and mix very well. Let the stuffing
sit in the bowl 20 minutes, stirring
occasionally. Using your hands,
gently form the stuffing into 2½"
balls (about eight) and place them
on a large non-stick or lightly
greased sheet pan. Make sure there
is at least an inch between each
ball. Note: Compress the balls just
enough to hold their shape.
Bake on the middle rack one
hour or until the balls are nicely
browned. Remove the pan from the
oven and lightly brush each ball
with the melted butter.

www.PatioDaddioBBQ.com

vivatysons.com
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Fondue has been known
to make people forget
what it was they
forgot to DVR.

We offer a wide selection of Panini sandwiches,
soups, premium coffee, teas, imported nuts,
artisan fresh baked pastries, and other
mouth watering treats to please your taste buds.
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
1110 N. GLEBE RD., ARLINGTON, VA 22201
(703) 243-4490 MELTINGPOT.COM

Cafe Nemooneh

FAMILY RESTAURANT
“The Taste of Elegance”

try our award winning rotiSSerie ChiCken!

www.cafenemooneh.com

525 Maple Avenue West
Vienna, VA 22180

(703) 242-2233

Complete Catering ServiCeS!
•
•
•
•
•

Festive Award Winning Rotisserie Chicken
Party Platters and Deli Trays
Hot and Cold Buffets
Italian and Greek Specialties
Shrimp Cocktail, Prime Rib, Special Requests

Last Minute? No Problem, call us!

703.938.7777

421 Maple Ave East, Vienna, VA 22180
www.maggiosonline.com

vivatysons.com
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tysons health & beauty

Hair and Facial Treatments | Hair Styling | Body Treatments | Nails
Massage Therapy | Waxing | Make-up | Bridal

703.442.7323 · 6700 Old McLean Village Drive · McLean, VA 22101
www.SalonMichel.com

Hair Services
Waxing

r nnie elias sal n

Facials
Manicures/Pedicures
Special Events
Hair and Makeup
Microdermabrasion
Clinical Acne Treatment

Hair • Skin • Body
Hair Extensions
Thermal Straightening

And More!

ENJOY a $15 SAVINGS
on hair or facial services
on your first visit.

2951-I Chain Bridge Road
Oakton, VA 22124

703.255.1114
www.ronnieeliassalons.com
2070 Chain Bridge Rd Ste 181
Vienna, VA 22182
703.288.3880
www.RodiSalon.com
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7506 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, VA 22043
info@VitaliaMedSpaVA.com

G ilda’ s
Hair

Beauty

703.356.SKIN (7546)

and makeup

Yes, age creeps up on all of us.

services
Hair Cut & Styling
Hair Coloring
Waxing
Perm
Manicure/Pedicure
Massages

Skin Tightening

At Vitalia, we can help you explore your
potential to minimize the aging process.
We help solve problems such as those
pesky wrinkles on your forehead,
or the discoloration on your
face or hands,

Cellulite Reduction

Wrinkle Reduction

Or that relentless cellulite!

Bridal

The possibilities
are endless!

Anti-aging

Hair & Makeup
Bride & Mother
Bride & Maid of Honor
Skin Care

Circumferental Reduction

www.vitaliamedspava.com

Our style is effortless and eclectic,
bohemian and confident. We
believe in quality and the perfect
flattering fit for all women.

Modern, trend-appropriate
clothes that balance casual
and career with a bit of
fashion thrown in.

Specializing in soft, travelfriendly clothing with a funky,
european inspired style.

Special in store
promotion on all
fashion apparel
and handbags
2304 Gallows Rd. Dunn Loring, Va
P: 703-641-8444 | F:703-641-8445
www.gildasbeauty.com

vivatysons.com

Tel. 703-242-0609
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tysons health & beauty

Create a Style that is

UNIQUELY YOURS
Trained in the newest
techniques and using the
BEST products available, our
stylists will give you a hairstyle
that will be envied.

Turn your

Rush Hour
Into your

Happy Hour
8100 Boone Blvd. Suite 115, Vienna, VA 22182

703.848.2000
www.colourbarstudio.com

VivaTysons Magazine
is introducing a
web destination

NEW

for everything
health, beauty,

and wellness.

Why spend time in bumper
to bumper traffic when
you can spend it getting
pampered at Tysons Hair
Design. Spend those
wasted hours saving on
beauty services everyone
wants. You’ll save time,
money and arrive
looking marvelous.

Men’s Hair Cuts

$22

Women’s Haircuts

$35

Hair Color
Men’s Gray Blending

our portal will be offering a new way

to find the health
and beauty services
you need around the area.
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we are seeking out the best
in the business so stay tuned.

tysonshealthandbeauty.com

$22

*Prices good Monday-Friday 4-7 pm with selected
stylists. Open availability-Walk-in’s Welcome.

Tysons
H A I R

TYSONS
HEALTH & BEAUTY

20% Off

D E S I G N

8379 Leesburg Pike | Vienna, VA 22182
703.893.4334
www.tysonshairdesign.com

vivatysons.com

Hinkle10-16-12

10/16/12

4:22 PM

Page 1

tysons health & beauty

Her Smile Says It All. . .
Trust Your Smile to
Dr. Alan Hinkle and
Dr. Andrew Hinkle
703.356.4034
mclean doctors building
www.passionatesmiles.com
A WASHINGTONIAN TOP DENTIST

FLAWLESS

LEGS
CAN NOW

BE YOURS.
•
•
•
•

Minimally invasive
Fast and mild recovery
Covered by insurance
Free screening exams

703.506.VEIN (8346)

Call to set up your free consultation today.

www.VirginiaVeinCare.com
8180 Greensboro Drive, Ste. 1015
McLean, VA 22102
850A E. Main St.
Purcellville, VA 20132

vivatysons.com
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by Colleen Sheehy Orme

I

n a crowded restaurant one man stood out. Amidst the bustling and relaxed crowd, Travis
Hess's soft spoken words shot through me. The first Annual Alumni event for Langley
High School had garnered an interesting mix of current and past students and faculty.

I’m a inspirational junkie. I became a motivational pundit while at my first job after
college. As a manager of sales administration for Western Union Electronic Mail,
motivational speakers were often a luxury of sales conferences.
Though these types of speakers enter from all walks of life, it was the Rick Patino’s and
Lou Holtz’s that captured me. Perhaps it is the athletic aspect that makes them all the
more engaging. That undeniable pre-game energy filtered with the persistence that there
is always another day, another game with which to attack life with passion.
It is this inspiring leadership component of coaching that has long intrigued me. It requires
insight and talent to reach others, grasp their internal talent, and unite them as a team.
All this while spurring them towards victory and an undeniable whole that is created by
these individual strengths.
More people spilled into the restaurant. I don’t know if he ever realized that I somehow
identified with him. That we were motivational siblings so to speak. It had been my own
blabbering that made him casually cast the comment almost unaware of his impact.
While others words moved through me on this crowded evening I suddenly announce,
“My overt dream has always been to be a writer, but my covert dream is to be a
motivational speaker.” I secretly think they will understand me; these teachers
who speak the coaching language.
I wait for either the laughter or bewilderment or the don’t you need qualifications for that
looks from those around me. Hess very casually, confidently and contentedly says,
“My covert dream is to be a high school teacher and basketball coach.”
The words strike me with blunt force which makes me realize I don’t hear them
nearly enough.
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The next afternoon, my eighteen-year old son, plops down
next to me. “I’ve decided to become a doctor,” says Tommy.
I am intrigued enough to stop my feverish typing and swipe
my laptop closed.
I listen intently as Tommy explains that he has arrived at
this decision because he wants to do something good and
help other people.
The unexplainable telepathic wisdom that seems to
accompany parenthood allows me to discern what has
triggered his choice. I keep silent though and ask Tommy to
explain to me what he believes being a doctor entails.

where my son Billy is a part of the program. Therefore,
I have or should I say we have experienced Hess in both
arena’s. True to his own confession he is living his purpose.
I tell Tommy that the world is large and dreams endless at
his age. I also tell him that in this infancy it is difficult to
have the vision of who or what he is meant to be. I repeat
what I have told him before, “that no heart is shaped the
same... it’s where our purpose lies.” I tell him that it is there
in our heart that both our ‘overt’ and ‘covert’ dreams exist.
That it is when we bring them to life that we each give back
to the world in the best possible way.
Tommy pushes the chair back from the table.

Once he has finished I delicately pepper a realistic view
of being a physician. Sadly, he looks somewhat defeated
and announces he’s not sure he wants to be a doctor. His
version of visiting and chatting with interesting patients
in a lab coat is shattered. He doesn’t necessarily like the
whole surgery or on call thing or the other aspects of being a
doctor. I suspect as much.

I detect a spark in his eyes. He realizes that one day his own
uniquely, valuable voice will also break the noisy banter of a
crowded room.

I applaud his noble intentions. I tell him I am very proud
that he has a larger sense of the world and of wanting to give
back to it.

I grab at my laptop. My mind drifts. I think to myself one
day, Tommy’s voice will bellow so loudly that it shatters
the world’s air. I will be there, bustling through the crowd,
hushing the others asking, “Did you just hear that?”

I grab back to the conversation from the night before.
I tell Tommy of the poignant words his teacher, Travis Hess
spoke. Hess is also the Varsity Basketball Coach at Langley,

Me, I am just grateful that my heart was quiet enough to
hear Coach Hess. I may not have had the story to couple
with the wisdom parents sometimes need.

author: Colleen Sheehy Orme, is a freelance journalist and marketing
consultant in Great Falls. ormec686@aol.com.

Patuxent River Waterfront
Calvert County, Maryland

CAROLINA COASTAL HOME with private pier and your very own beach!
Gorgeous views to include sunsets over The Thomas Johnson Bridge. Only
5 minutes to Solomons Island. Fabulous space planning in this 4BR/4BA
home with suites. Watch boats in the channel. Walk the beach, jump on
your jet ski, fish and crab to your heart’s content. Just 90 minutes from the
Metro area, no Bay Bridge and no 95 South. $899,000.

Chris McNelis, Broker
office

vivatysons.com

410.394.0990 | cell 410.610.4045
chris@mcnelisgroup.com
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by Pamela Sosne Kondé,
Coalition Leader, Neighborhood Coalition to Save Tysons' Last Forest

F

airfax County has a plan for a “Green Tysons” – one
that is environmentally sustainable, pedestrian and
bike-friendly, transit-oriented, and that protects stable
residential neighborhoods. Incredibly though, the County
is proposing a four-lane highway ramp through Tysons’ last
forest and stream valley, which would cause irreversible
destruction of a valuable and protected natural resource.
So, a neighborhood coalition of nearly 2000 households is
fighting to ensure that the County sticks to the plan and
honors past commitments.
Tysons Corner’s last forest, 33-acre “Old Courthouse
Spring Branch Stream Valley,” is protected by state law
as a Resource Protection Area (RPA) because its valuable
stream ultimately leads to the Chesapeake Bay. The County
designated it as an “Environmental Quality Corridor” (EQC)
because it has all three necessary elements: a stream valley,
wildlife habitats, and nationally-recorded “wetlands”.
Afforded regulatory protection because of its “100-year
floodplain,” the stream valley provides natural storage for
excess water when the stream overflows during a storm.
This is critical to ensure that Tysons Corner, adjacent
neighborhoods, and Old Courthouse Road don’t flood.
Lastly, the County planned to preserve the stream, part of
“Difficult Run Watershed,” because its critical improvements
will restore water quality for the entire Tysons area.
For these commonsense reasons, since 1977, the Fairfax
County Comprehensive Plan has included explicit
instructions to “protect, preserve, and restore” the
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“Old Courthouse Spring Branch EQC” and prohibit
“hardscape” areas such as highway ramps.
Moreover, the park’s very creation was based upon the
County’s agreement to protect its natural resources.
From 1976 to 1999, six deeds that transferred the land
from private to County ownership include legal covenants
requiring the County protect the land as “open space …”
“parkland” … “substantially in its natural condition”.
This is the “Central Park” of the future Tysons.
Despite all of this, the Fairfax County Department of
Transportation (FCDOT) proposed “Preferred Option 3” -a four-lane highway ramp from the Dulles Toll Road through
the protected stream valley.
In May 2012, in a detailed 3-page memo, the Fairfax County
Park Authority opposed Option 3 because it “would have
the greatest impacts to natural and cultural resources on
parkland and would have an impact on the recreational use
of parkland as well.”
So why are Fairfax County leaders considering this? They
say the federal guidelines require them to “objectively
evaluate all reasonable alternatives.” However, they admit
that “for alternatives which were eliminated from detailed
study,” they must only “briefly discuss the reasons for their
having been eliminated.”
That’s not a reason to continue; it’s quite the opposite.
According to that same law, the County should eliminate
alternatives with “environmental impacts of great

vivatysons.com

magnitude.” Federal law also prohibits the County from
using public parkland for roads unless very stringent
conditions apply (which they do not).
So, Coalition leaders asked again, “Why hasn’t FCDOT
eliminated Option 3 from further study?” The answers
weren’t forthcoming, so the Coalition did what neighbors do
best – they held a block party for the cause. On September
29, fifteen neighborhoods came together and gave park tours
to important County and state leaders.
Board of Supervisors Chairman, Sharon Bulova, walked
from the cul-de-sac party through the forest area to Tysons;
she expressed the value in seeing the forest personally.
Earlier that week, she stated on TV news, “I agree with
the residents. It's not a good option.” Likewise, Fairfax
Supervisor Cathy Hudgins suggested to the crowd that ruling
out Option 3 was a “no-brainer.”

this option. Why are we still using taxpayer dollars to study
a proposal everyone knows is wrong?
We hope County officials will do the right thing.
Our Neighborhood Coalition to Save Tysons Last Forest will
keep up the block parties, social media, word-of-mouth, and
media contacts. To support taking Option 3 off the table -see www.SaveTysonsLastForest.org.
author: Pamela Sosne Kondé, Pamela Kondé serves as the President of the
Greater Tysons Civic Association, One of 15 neighborhood associations
involved in the “Neighborhood Coalition to Save Tysons' Last Forest.”

The block party brought out bi-partisan support for Tysons’
last forest. Delegate Barbara Comstock said that this isn’t
a red or blue issue, but only green. Senator Chap Petersen
and Delegate Mark Keam also spoke about protecting
it. Congressmen Moran, Connolly, and Wolf have shown
significant interest as well.
Over 35 years of County policy support the County’s need to
preserve this forest and stream valley. State law protects the
stream valley. Federal law allows the County to eliminate

Subscribe Today!

$12 for one year (6 issues)
$20 for two years (12 issues)

Sign up to receive VivaTysons Magazine at your door!

Get your favorite local lifestyle
magazine delivered right to your
door. Stop searching and sit
back, assured that you won’t miss
the latest, Tysons news, recipes,
special features and more!

VivaTysons
M A G A Z I N E

vivatysons.com

Visit our website:
www.VivaTysons.com
and click the yellow
subscribe button.
CONTACT US
info@vivatysons.com • 703.448.7323
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Skinner & Ossakow Introduces Dr. Sheri Salartash, DDS
The dental practice of Skinner & Ossakow is pleased
to introduce Dr. Sheri Salartash.

Celebrate
Celebra
C

Tysons
Tysons.com

CelebrateTysons.com presents
“unbelievable neighborhood offers”

to residents of the
Tysons Corner area in
Northern Virginia.

8200 Greensboro Drive, Ste 1002
McLean, VA 22102
703.734.0515
3065-A Centreville Road
Herndon, VA 20171
703.437.0333

D

56551 Stone Road
Centreville, VA 20120
703.830.3092

octor Salartash is passionate about
providing the highest quality
comprehensive dentistry in a
caring and compassionate manner. She
is also certiﬁed in Invisalign and Straight
Wire Orthodontics.
She is an active member of the American
Dental Association, Virginia Dental
Association, Northern Virginia Dental
Society, Cosmetic Dentistry Club, and
the Academy of General Dentistry. She is
also a board member of the Washington
Dental Society. Volunteer work includes
the Northern Virginia Dental Clinic and
Mission of Mercy, to provide dental care
for low-income families.
Dr. Salartash graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Virginia Commonwealth
University (VCU) with a Bachelor of
Science in Biology. She received her
Doctor of Dental Surgery Degree from the
VCU School of Dentistry, also graduating
Magna Cum Laude.
In addition to her hands-on experience at
four dental practices prior to joining Dr.
Skinner & Ossakow, Dr. Salartash brings
a rich background of research from the
Philips Institute of Oral and Craniofacial
Molecular Biology at the VCU School
of Dentistry. She has published and also
taught at VCU’s Monroe Park Campus
in Richmond, VA, and received honor
recognitions from Phi Theta Kappa and
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Societies.

Selected as one of

“America’s Top Dentists”
in 2010 & 2011

by Consumers’ Research
Council of America
HER OTHER AWARDS INCLUDE:
• Senior Incentive Clinical
General Practice Group, Virginia
Commonwealth School of Dentistry
• Recognition for Watts Research
Poster Symposium, Virginia
Commonwealth School of Dentistry
• A.D. WILLIAMS Research
Fellowship, Virginia Commonwealth
School of Dentistry

• OUR SERVICES •
Bonding
Cosmetic Contouring
 Crowns and Bridges
 Cosmetic Fillings
 Implants
 Veneers
 Whitening
 Root Canal Therapy
 Extractions
 Scaling and Root Planing
 Dentures
 Jaw/TMJ
 Cosmetic Dentistry
 Invisalign
 Routine Cleanings



Find us on Facebook.

Restaurants
Salon Services
Home Services
Magazine Subscriptions
Jewelry
Fitness Offers
And
MORE!

Unbelievable
Neighborhood
Offers!

Don’t Miss Out,
Sign Up Today!
www.CelebrateTysons.com

www.CentrevilleDentist.com
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Emergency
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Police, Fire & Ambulance:
(emergency): 911 • tty 911
(non-emergency): (703) 691-2131 • tty
(703) 204-2264
Sewer Line Breaks & Emergencies:
(703) 323-1211
Poison Control: (202) 625-3333
Flooding: (703) 691-2131

Proudly serving the
Great Falls Community for 31 years

Humane Society of Fairfax County:
(703) 385-7387

Great Food & Great Friends

Animal Shelter of Fairfax County:
(703) 830-1100
Power Outage: (888) 667-3000

Live entertaiment

Information
»
»
»

Thursday, Friday and Saturday Nights

General County: (703) 324-3185
General Court: (703) 691-7320
Blackboard (FCPS 24/7) help:
(866) 434-8880 • fcpsinfo@fcps.edu

If you are unable to find a listing for the office
you wish to reach dial (703) 324-3185 between
8am and 4:30pm Monday-Friday. For 24-hour
recorded information , call (703) 324-INFO

www.vivatysons.com

Sunday Brunch 10-3
Children’s Menu

2 Outdoor Patios

19 Beers on Tap

760 Walker Road Great Falls, VA 703-759-3309 www.OldBrogue.com

What’s REALLY going on in our local market?
Sales are up!

Prices are rising!

Inventories are low!

This is the BEST Real Estate Market we’ve seen in the past 5 to 7 years!
SOLD in 4 DAYS !

SOLD in 5 DAYS !

$450,000 - Arlington

Joan Stansfield, Realtor
Client Centric
Realtors Group, LLC
joan@ClientCentricLLC.com
www.therealestatedirt.com
703.919.7761

Follow us!

vivatysons.com

SOLD in 9 DAYS !

$651,000 - Annandale
$495,000 - Fairfax

CALL ME TODAY if you’re ready
to take advantage of the incredible
opportunity in today’s market.
6820 Elm St, McLean, VA
Each office is independently Owned & Operated.
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1313 Old Chain Bridge Road, McLean, VA 22101
703.288.4422 | www.evobistro.com

Come share the holiday
spirit with us!
Complimentary
consultations available

703.242.1415
Donations will be accepted for
the American Cancer Society
this holiday season.

Experience fabulous food and wine in a relaxed atmosphere!
Evo Bistro offers a wine tasting bar paired with French, Italian,
Spanish, and Mediterranean-style tapas and entrées.

Located at the intersection of Route 123 and Old Chain Bridge Road

• Neck Pain •
• Back Pain •
• Carpal Tunnel •
• Bulging Disk •
• Pinched Nerve •
• Foot Pain •
• Knee Pain •
• Shoulder Pain •
And More...
With over 22 years of
experience in Sports Medicine
and Chiropractic Training:
“We’ve Got Your Back!”

Dr. Anthony Avedisian
Metropolitan Chiropractic,
Massage Therapy,
and Acupuncture Center
www.metrochirocenter.com
360 Maple Ave W, Vienna, VA
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by Keryn Dohanich and Carly Rebeiz

ecorating for the holidays? Need some ideas?
We've found a plethora of ways to help you
transform your home into a festive celebration.
Whether you prefer an understated elegance or a more
elaborate display, we'll show you the latest in trends, as
well as new twists on old classics. We've got everything
from home décor, table settings, and tree designs
to great color combos and centerpieces.
Let the inspirations begin!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contemporary Holiday Décor
Traditional Holiday Décor
Table Settings
Centerpieces
Tree Design
Color Combos

Bring Wintertime Nature Indoors.
Incorporate natural elements such as twigs,
pine cones, pine greenery, pumpkins, or gourds
into your holiday décor. These elements will add
a homey yet chic feel to your space. Twigs are a
unique way to bring nature into the home, pair
them with a few well chosen ornaments and you
will have a contemporary holiday decoration.
Photo Credit: www.frenchhousemouse.blogspot.com

Keep it simple.
Contemporary décor is about keeping
it simple and you should continue
this principle when planning your
holiday décor strategy. An open and
clean layout, with splashes of bold
colors will create the modern look you
are reaching for. Choose your pieces
carefully and make sure they are in
sync with each other for a modern
feel for your area. Make sure not to go
overboard, and aim for quality pieces
rather than quantity.
Photo Credit: ext.homedepot.com

play with color.
Red and green is the typical go-to for holiday
décor, but for an updated look try new
and inventive color schemes. Take a visual
survey of the colors in your home and choose
complementing or contrasting colors to create a
contemporary look. Jewel tones have become very
popular during the past couple holidays, and are
definitely different and modern.
Picture Credit: www.twotwenty-one.com
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Metallic Touches.
Just about anything can become a
metallic element in your contemporary
décor, try pairing natural brown pine
cones with ones that you have rolled in
glitter or sprayed with metallic paint.
The natural texture against the sparkling
element will create an interesting and
modern facet to your décor.
Picture Credit: www.ehow.com

skip the tree.
"What?" You may ask. Well maybe
not skip the tree all together but
contemporary décor gives you the
freedom to play around with the
idea of a Christmas tree. Try a pure
white artificial tree accented with colorful
oversized ornaments for a simple yet
creative look. Another non-traditional
take on a tree is a bunch of branches
bundled and decorated with ornaments,
this will create a cheery modern addition.
Picture Credit: dolcememoir.wordpress.com

matchy matchy.
While a traditional home may enjoy an eclectic
array of a variety of colors and décor styles, a
contemporary feel is achieved through a more
organized approach. One way to definitely bring a
modern element to your home is through your tree.
Instead of using the various ornaments you have
collected throughout the years, buy a few different
types of ornaments that match the color scheme
you have chosen for your décor. The matching
ornaments and organized tree will help bring the
rest of your contemporary decorations together.
Picture Credit: www.ciiwa.com

vivatysons.com
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vintage items.
For a traditional feel, incorporate
vintage holiday items in your
décor. Think vintage ornaments
and items with a homemade feel.
Decorations passed down from
older generations can add a feeling
of nostalgia to the holidays.

Holiday Plants.

earth tones.
Although green and red may be
your customary choice for the
holidays, using a toned down
palette of creams, darker greens
and reds will bring a traditional
experience without the somewhat
flashy feel that bright green and
red can bring to your home.

Poinsettas, mistletoe, and pine
boughs are traditional during the
holiday season and will bring back
happy memories of past celebrations.
The striking color of a bright red
poinsettia with its big green leaves is
a customary symbol of the holidays
and when placed strategically around
the house, or mixed in with your tree
or table design, will set up your décor
for the homey feel you are looking
to create.

Picture Credit: www. christmas.lovetoknow.com
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candles.
Traditional décor is all
about mood, you want to
feel comfortable, cozy, and
a bit reminiscent. What's
better than a few well-placed
candles to set the mood for
your holiday décor? Choose
scents like cinnamon,
gingerbread, or pine for an
extra burst of that familiar
holiday feel.

christmas stockings.
Generally, the image of bright red
stockings lined in fluffy white fur
comes to mind when thinking of
traditional Christmas stockings,
however, in order to go traditional but
not cheesy opt for more “real” looking
stockings. Knitted wool stockings in
holiday colors will deviate from the
typical “traditional stocking” while
evoking a classic atmosphere.
Picture Credit: www.babyccinokids.com
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gingerbread.
Gingerbread is a staple of the
holiday season. Add it to your
décor for a twist on its traditional
use, place gingerbread men in the
branches of your tree or a charming
gingerbread house around your
home and your house will transform
into hub of holiday cheer.
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Different serving pieces for each course.
One way to liven up your dinner décor is to use
different types of serving pieces for each part of
the meal. Try a wooden bowl for the soup course,
a clean white plate for the main course and even a
crystal dish for dessert. Try different textures and
colors to highlight all of the hard work that went in
to preparing your fabulous holiday meal.

festive pinecones.
Add a little sparkle by
adding gold or silver
pinecones scattered
around the plates and
silverwear. Or, add
pearls and glitter to
the pinecones and use
them to hold the place
cards or napkins.

blue ornaments.
A little unexpected
color will add a nice
wintry feel. Set any
size ornament (or
ornaments) down
on the napkin or
around the plates
for an unexpected
and fun addition.

jingle bells.
Gold, silver, and
copper bells will add
a festive feel to your
settings. Place them
around the stems of
wine glasses or on the
plates. Try tying a few
together with a bow to
complete the look.
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mini poinsettia plants.
Dress up your place settings with a
cute mini poinsettia plant either on
the napkin or use it to hold a place
card. You can even pop them into
an ornament for a different way to
display them.

vivatysons.com

box it out.
For long dining room tables it's nice
to join the whole table through one
continuous centerpiece. You can
achieve this by using a long wooden
box, fill it with holiday inspired items
and greenery. For a Thanksgiving
table use colorful pumpkins and
gourds of different sizes, add in
candles, pinecones, and pine
boughs to create that early-winter,
late- autumn aesthetic.

bells, bells, bells.
For a contemporary table, keep your
look simple and elegant with white
candles on a white serving platter
surrounded by silver jingle bells. This
often forgotten holiday symbol will bring
a modern look to any festive table.
Picture credit: www.lemonademakinmama.com

Picture credit: anita-faraboverubies.blogspot.com

ornaments.
Water and fire.
Water and candles are always a
romantic mix and are often used in
wedding centerpieces. Make this pair
great for the holidays by filling up
clear glass cylinders with clean water
and float fresh cranberries with a
candle on top for a unique look. Add a
few pine cones around the cylinders to
complete this centerpiece.
Picture Credit: www.sheknows.com

vivatysons.com

For a centerpiece that will last for
a while, stay away from perishable
items and use ones that will stand
the test of the season. Fill a glass
bowl with a variety of ornaments in
your chosen color scheme. Surround
the bowl with some silk poinsettia
flowers or tinsel and match your
placemats in a complementary color
to finish the look.
Picture Credit: www.christmas-light-source.com
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monotone or duotone tree.
A simple way to create an elegant tree is to
use ornaments of the same color or same
two colors. One trick to making this more
interesting is to use ornaments of different
sizes. The differing sizes will create visual
interest to keep the design lively. Pair this with
a single color of lights and you'll have a tree
that is chic and stylish.

Bows.
Looking for a different
idea? Try bows instead of
regular ornaments. You
can use any type of bow,
from traditional ones to
bright metallic ones. Just
attach ornament hangers
to them and pop them on
the tree.

a white christmas (tree).

vintage ornaments.
A great way to bring character to your
tree is to use vintage ornaments or
ornaments that you have collected
over the years. Vintage ornaments
come in all sorts and kinds and can
be mixed together, or you can select
only a couple styles that you prefer
and use them alone. If you have
ornaments that you have collected,
it's always fun to see the eclectic
array of what you have received over
the years. If you have time, a nice way
to honor these ornaments is to write a
journal of each ornament's story and
bring it out each year to reminisce.

With the latest in holiday décor focusing on
blues, silvers, and whites, a nice twist to a
tradition is to have an all white Christmas
tree. White gives you a beautiful canvas to
decorate to your heart's delight. Try purple
or blue bulbs with white lights, or use
all silver bulbs and colored lights. It's a
unique way to change up your style.
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all white christmas.
This may seem a bit bland at first, but it ends
up becoming a striking color palette when
put into your contemporary home. Use all
white decorations, but mix it up with different
textures to create depth in your décor. White
feathers, painted pine cones, and you can even
add some flash with silver ornaments to pull off
this dazzling look.
Picture Credit: www.inspirationforhome.blogspot.com

blue and brown.
Blue is often a color that suggests
winter but we don’t normally pair
it with the holidays. Take a leap
of faith this holiday and opt for a
trendy icy blue and chocolate brown
color scheme. Use natural brown
elements like pine cones paired
with icy blue ornaments in a bowl
as a centerpiece. Metallic chocolate
brown and blue ornaments with a
bit of silver tinsel on your tree will
help tie this color palette into your
overall holiday décor.
Picture Credit: www.loveoffamilyandhome.net

cranberry and jade.
Looking for an update on the old
traditional red and green? Look no
further, cranberry and jade hues
will evoke traditional Christmas
colors while bringing new life into
the holidays. Tall candle holders
filled with cranberries or cranberrycolored tinsel on your mantle
surrounded by jade-colored pine
boughs makes for an exceptional
focal point to your home.
Picture Credit: www.2modern.blogs.com
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purple and gold.
For a colorful holiday with an elegant
twist, choose a purple and gold
color scheme. The mix of the two
colors is a fun take on traditional
holiday colors while maintaining a
sophisticated look. Use your tree as
a focal point for this color scheme,
oversized purple and gold ornaments
of different shapes with a wide gold
ribbon wrapped around the tree
and small gold lights will create a
beautiful focus to your décor.
Picture Credit: www.79ideas.org
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A Reason to Celebrate
by Keryn Dohanich

The start of a new year is a time to celebrate, reflect, and
look forward to what the next year has in store. Traditionally,
Americans know New Years as a time of parties, Times Square
countdowns, champagne, and noise makers at midnight. "Auld
Lang Syne" rings in the New Year, a midnight kiss for your
sweetheart, and setting resolutions are all traditions that we
look forward to every January 1st. Surprisingly, Dick Clark’s
New Year's special is not a tradition all around the world and
while we are watching a giant crystal ball drop in one of our
biggest cities, people around the world are celebrating with their
own unique customs.

Philippines
Like the United States, fireworks are a New Year’s tradition in the
Philippines. However, while most of the fireworks on New Year's
in the states can be seen on TV or at large organized gatherings,
Filipinos often buy their own firecrackers and fireworks at
local markets. Even though there is a ban on firecrackers in
the Philippines due to many accidents, the people still see this
as a tradition to greet the New Year and continue with their
custom. Aerial fireworks are somewhat new to the Philippines
but have quickly become an art form especially during the New
Year celebrations. Children in the Philippines like to join in on
the firecracker tradition as well and enjoy stamping on watsuki,
this is a firecracker that when rubbed against a rough surface
creates sparks for the children to dance in.
The countdown to midnight varies from family to family, but one
thing the Filipinos agree on is at midnight it’s time to make some
noise! The sound at midnight in the Philippines is deafening.
People bang pots and pans, honk car horns, firecrackers,
ambulance sirens, and anything else they can find to make
as much noise as possible. They do this for one full minute
because it is believed to drive evil spirits away and make the new
year bountiful and blessed. Around 12:15 after the noise and
celebration of the New Year quiets down the families sit down to
eat a thanksgiving-like feast called Media Noche. It is the belief
to put as much food on your table so you have food throughout
the upcoming year. People will also be decked out in polka dots
because it symbolizes money and wealth for the New Year.

Brazil
Brazil is known for its vibrant culture, and its celebration of
New Years really plays to their colorful traditions. The biggest
celebration of New Years, known as Réveillon, is in Brazil’s
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largest city, Rio de Janeiro. Réveillon is a pulsating
celebration of the upcoming New Year and the mixed
cultures that created Brazil. Réveillon not only marks
the start of a New Year, it also marks the beginning
of summer and the festivities that last throughout
the season.
Copacabana beach in Rio de Janeiro is the heart of
the celebrations; two million people attend the beach
party annually. Réveillon is known as one of the largest
New Year’s celebrations in the world. The city sets up
extra precautions due to the overcrowding that the
holiday creates. Extra security and medical staff are
brought into the city to help maintain a celebratory but
safe atmosphere. The main events of the Copacabana
beach celebration include concerts and at midnight a
fireworks display from barges that are set up off the
coast. In 2011, international star David Guetta was the
headliner to this huge event and guests were treated
to a 20 minute fireworks show that cycled through ten
pre-determined themes.
Most of the guests will be wearing white because it is
believed to bring luck in the New Year. People may also
wear other colors if they have more specific goals, red
is to attract romance, green is for health, and yellow
is for prosperity. For Brazilians, even the color of your
underwear counts!
It is also traditional to bring offerings to Yemanjá, the
goddess of the water of the Candomblé (Afro-Brazilian)
religion. People bring flowers and candles to honor the
goddess and make wishes that they hope she will grant
in the New Year. Visitors will also jump in the water at
midnight to purify themselves, it is believed if you jump
over seven waves you will have good luck during the
New Year.

Russia
In Russia, the New Year is even more important than
Christmas. This may be because many of the typical
Christmas traditions of western countries are saved for
the New Year in Russia. During the Soviet era, Christmas
was erased from the calendar but the traditions were
too strong and were transplanted to New Years. The
New Year celebrated on December 31st/January 1st is
referred to as the “New” New Year because those dates
were only celebrated when Russia switched from the
Julian calendar to the Gregorian calendar.
The children of Russia are visited by Ded Moroz,
also known as Father Frost and his grandaughter
Sengurochka, the Snow Maiden. Ded Moroz is the
Russian equivalent to Santa in the west; he brings
presents for the children who get to open them up on
New Year’s morning. The Russians also have a Jolocki
which is the equivalent of a Christmas tree; New Year’s
preceeds Russian Christmas so the tree is left up to
celebrate both holidays.
The largest New Year’s celebration takes place in
Red Square in Moscow. Thousands of people crowd
the square to watch concerts, socialize with friends,
and of course fireworks at midnight. Although it was
traditional for revelers to drink Russian vodka in the
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square as well, alcohol has now been outlawed at the
celebration to keep the party controlled. The New Year is
in the middle of a frigid Russian winter and it can take
hours to get out of Red Square so many people prefer to
celebrate at home with friends and family or in smaller
venues. However, all Russians watch the Spassky Tower
on the Kremlin, which for Russians, is the only exact
criteria for the arrival of the New Year.
When the clock strikes midnight, Russians will write
their wishes for the New Year on a piece of paper and
burn the paper over a candle. They then collect the
ashes and put them in their glass of champagne and
drink it down before the clock stops chiming. This is
thought to be a fool proof way to make a wish that will
surely come true in the New Year.

Europe
Generally, western European countries celebrate
New Year’s very similarly to the United States with
parties, fireworks, and champagne, but there are a few
traditions that differ from our normal festivities.
Germany: In Germany “Bleigiessen,” or the telling
of fortunes is an age old New Year’s tradition. Molten
lead is dropped into cold water, whatever shape
the lead forms tells your fortune for the next year.
Interpretations include a ring which means marriage
or a ball means luck will be rolling your way.
The Netherlands: The Dutch have created a rather
chilly New Year’s tradition of jumping into the freezing
North Sea on New Year’s Day. Thousands of Dutch
participants clad in bathing suits and bright orange
pom pom hats and gloves run into the sea. Participants
are greeted with a participation certificate and a
steaming bowl of traditional Dutch pea soup to warm
up after the dive.
Denmark: In Denmark, people save old dishes
throughout the year for their unique New Year’s Eve
tradition, they then hurl the plates at the front doors of
family and friends. This is supposed to bring luck in the
New Year and the more plate shards you have to clean
up the more friends you have.
Scotland: The tradition of Fireball Swinging is popular
in northeast Scotland. The tradition consists of creating
a ball out of chicken wire, tar, and paper and the
lighting it on fire. The ball has about six feet of chicken
wire attached to it which the swingers use to twirl the
ball over their heads as they parade down the streets.
The main attraction is when the flaming balls are
thrown into the harbor. The significance of this tradition
is to represent the power of the sun to purify against
evil spirits.
Spain: In Spain it is traditional for Spaniards to
gobble up 12 grapes as the clock strikes each chime
at midnight. Each grape signifies good luck for each of
the months of the New Year. People will gather in public
spaces to munch on their 12 grapes together and
drink wine.
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B

onne Année! Buon Anno!
Feliz Año Nuevo! Shana Tova!
Gelukkig Nieuwjaar! Happy
New Year! No matter what language
you speak or what calendar you
follow, the New Year is a time for
renewal, festivities, and celebration.
For over 4,000 years, this annual
cycle has been celebrated and
embraced as a time to begin anew
and look forward to the time to
come. Although there are numerous
calendars across the globe and
various cultures celebrate at
different times of the year, one
thing is for sure, new years
is a time to get together
and have fun! Enjoy these
fun facts about New Year's
celebrations. Who knew!?

❉ New Year's celebrations date back
nearly 4,000 years to Mesopotamia
and Babylon. It is the oldest of
all holidays.
❉ The Babylonians' celebration of the New Year lasted
for eleven days.
❉ The tradition of making a New Year's resolution dates back to
the early Babylonians.
❉ Many cultures believe that anything given or taken during the
New Year in the shape of a ring is good luck, because it symbolizes
"coming full circle."
❉T
 he Roman senate declared January 1st as the New Year in 153 BC. Though
this date saw major tampering, it was Julius Caesar who again declared
January 1st on the Julian calendar as the New Year, in 46 BC.
❉ Noisemaking and fireworks on New Year's Eve is believed to have originated in
ancient times, when noise and fire were thought to dispel evil spirits and bring
good luck.
❉ The first use of a Time Square New Year's Eve Ball was the result of New York city
banning fireworks because they were too dangerous.

❉ In 1907, the first New York ball weighed 700 pounds, was five feet in diameter, and was
made from wood and iron.
❉ The modern-day ball weighs over 11,000 pounds, is 12 feet in diameter and is
bedazzled with nearly 3,000 Waterford crystals.
❉ The ball was not lowered in 1942 and 1943 due to wartime restrictions.
❉ It was once believed that the first visitor on New Year's Day would bring either good
luck or bad luck for the rest of the year, depending on who he/she was.
❉ According to statistics from the National Insurance Crime Bureau, more vehicles are
stolen on New Year's Day than on any other holiday throughout the year.
❉ The top three destinations in the United States to ring in the New Year are Las Vegas,
Disney World, and New York City.
❉ The first month of the year i.e. January has been named after the god Janus (Latin
word for door), in the Roman calendar. Janus is the God with two faces, one looking
backwards and one forward, at the same time and marks the ‘spirit of the opening’.
❉ Many parts of the U.S. celebrate the New Year by consuming black-eyed peas and other
legumes, as it has been considered good luck in many cultures.

E

ach year, on every fourth Thursday in
November, marks a day of thanks that has
been celebrated for centuries. The crisp
November air, the scent of the turkey roasting
in the oven, the sound of friendly conversation,
and the anticipation of the biggest meal of the
year. No matter how it is celebrated, Thanksgiving
brings everyone together.
Here are some fun facts about this long
celebrated tradition:
❖L
 ittle is known about the first Thanksgiving dinner in the
Plymouth Colony in October 1621, attended by some 50 English
colonists and about 90 Wampanoag American Indian men in
what is now Massachusetts.
❖T
 he Wampanoag killed five deer for the feast, and the colonists
shot wild fowl, possibly geese, ducks, or turkey. The feasters most
likely supplemented their venison and birds with fish, lobster,
clams, nuts, and wheat flour, as well as vegetables such as
pumpkin, squash, carrots, and peas.
❖ The pilgrims didn't use forks; they ate with spoons, knives, and their fingers.
❖ Abraham Lincoln issued a 'Thanksgiving Proclamation' on third October 1863 and officially
set aside the last Thursday of November as the national day for Thanksgiving.
❖C
 ongress passed a law on December 26, 1941, ensuring that all Americans would celebrate a
unified Thanksgiving on the fourth Thursday of November every year.
❖ The annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade tradition began in the 1920's.
❖S
 ince 1947, the National Turkey Federation has presented a live turkey and two dressed turkeys to
the President. The President does not eat the live turkey. He "pardons" it and allows it to live out its
days on a historical farm.
❖ In the US, about 280 million turkeys are sold for the Thanksgiving celebrations.
❖ Californians are the largest consumers of turkey in the United States.
❖C
 ontrary to myth, the amount of the organic amino acid tryptophan in most turkeys isn't
responsible for drowsiness. Instead, scientists blame booze, the sheer caloric size of an average
feast, or just plain-old relaxing after stressful work schedules.
❖ The heaviest turkey ever raised was 86 pounds, about the size of a large dog.

in style

by Lauren Simmons

Kate Spade City Sparkler Collar Necklace
www.NeimanMarcus.com

Rhinestoned Pyramid Bracelet
www.Forever21.com

Cool pyrite hues and gleaming gold plate—offset by
hundreds of light-catching facets—give this Kate
Spade New York collar necklace statement status.

You can never have enough bracelets on your wrist.
This stretchy bracelet featuring rhinestoned pyramid
pieces will truly be a standout.

Pendant Necklace with Smoky
Gemstones and Neon Ribbon
www.Zara.com

LuLu Frost Resin and Marcasite Earrings
www.JCrew.com

Add a bit of color with your bling. This smoky
gemstone pendant features a bright red ribbon –
bound to spice up any black dress.
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Inspired by estate jewelry, these Art Deco-style
earrings, with their sparkling marcasite stones, are
a simple yet sophisticated way to add a touch of
heirloom glam to any ensemble.
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in style

by Lauren Simmons

Broksonic Humidifier
www.BroksonicStore.com
Eliminate dryness, and do so with style!
Low humidity levels can be the source of dry skin,
chapped lips, and sinuses. Increasing the humidity
in your home prevents cracking furniture and paint,
and wilting plants. Broksonic, together with top
Japanese designers, have set out to produce visually
appealing humidifiers.

5-In-1 Multitask Card
www.Zelco.com
This .25" thin, credit-card-sized card performs five tasks that will prove
most useful when least expected. Jammed into its compact size is a 2x
magnifier, an ultra-bright flexible gooseneck LED light, a ballpoint pen, a
PDF stylus and a ruler. Battery included and replaceable.
Perfect for dimly lit restaurants where you can barely read the menu.
Great to have in a backpack, pocket, purse, attaché case, glove
compartment, and more. This product has been manufactured in
an environmentally responsible manner and contains no hazardous
substances or byproducts. It is also 100% recyclable.

Moso Natural
www.MosoNatural.com
Eco-friendly air purifying bag that naturally absorbs odors,
bacteria, harmful pollutants, and allergens. It also dehumidifies
to help prevent mold, mildew, and excess moisture. Fragrance
free, non-toxic, and made with 100% bamboo charcoal. Easy to
rejuvenate in sunlight - can be reused for 2 years.
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FREE

whitening
*
for life!

Trust your smile to
Mira Dental Care
Free consultations for braces,
implants, and smile makeover.
Dr. Mogharbel, DDS
Dr. Eyad Albarg, DDS
Dr. Al-Lababaidi, DDS
Dr. Moctar, DDS
Dr. Park Sun ,DDS
Dr. Samra Christina,DDS
* New patients receive a complimentary whitening kit and custom trays
on the completion of exam, cleaning, and x-rays. Keep your semi-annual
recare visits and receive additional gel FREE for the rest of your life!

Tysons Corner
8201 Greensboro Dr. #710
McLean,VA 22102
571.633.9455

Falls Church
5671 Columbia Pk #101
Falls Church,VA 22041
703.845.9090

Rosslyn
1901 N. Moore St #501
Rosslyn,VA 22209
703.807.0808

Washington, DC
1712 I Street NW #812
Washington, DC 20006
202.223.3536

by Johnny Hanna

F

or McLean residents Jeanette Sterbutzel and Patsy
Norton, the love and desire to be part of Helping
Haitian Angels (HHA) began with an invitation to
attend a reception hosted by Debbie and Bill Harvey at
Evo Bistro in McLean. The Harvey’s founded the
organization Helping Haitian Angels in 2008 to bring some
relief and help to the Haitian people.
Bill had visited Haiti several times to install wells for the
Haitian people and convinced Debbie to join him for a visit.
That was it. She couldn’t ignore the cries of the children.
With a big heart and unwillingness to live without helping,
Debbie began sending out invitations to everyone she knew
to a dinner and told them to bring their checkbooks. She
raised $16,000 the first night (We are told Debbie doesn’t
take no for an answer).
As I listen to Jeanette and Pasty describe their new
purpose, I get a sense that these children have become a
big part of their lives, “our kids” as she describes them.
With a Christian philosophy at the core of Helping Haitian
Angels mission, the organization has brought a small team
of professionals and dedicated directors into the mission.
This is a group with a big heart for the small country, one
of the most under developed in the western world and was
devastated by an earthquake in 2010.
Upon arrival, they stay in a hotel and invite “the mommas”
to dinner at the hotel restaurant. HHA employs nine Haitian
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Mommas who care for the orphans on a daily basis,
along with two security guards.
Jeanette and Patsy do not strike you as ladies who travel
light, but personal items are limited to a small backpack
and a 50-pound suitcase of supplies needed to take to
Haiti. “Shoes save lives in Haiti” commented Pasty. Cholera
is rampant with the poor and unsanitary living conditions
and walking the streets barefoot spreads the disease.
HHA ensures that the children in the orphanage attend
school, are provided with tuition, and clothing, and also
educate the girls, not only the boys, to avoid the traps that
so many fall victim to. In truth, HHA wants to change the
economy and have a lasting impact on the country–making
future leaders. Plans include acquiring land in Haiti where
they plan to build a village complete with school, church,
and residences for the children. Fundraising activities
include an Annual Wine Festival at Barrel Oak Winery in
Delaplane, VA, and weekly meetings to strategize
continuing donations.
This is a heart lifting story of 42 children and the care made
possible by so many volunteers, like Patsy and Jeanette.
About 200 volunteers a year take a trip to Haiti with HHA,
with no special skills needed to volunteer, just a love of
children and a desire to help. HHA is a 501©(3) non-profit.
For more information please visit helpinghaitianangels.org
or write to Debbie@hhangels.org.
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Seniors, Elders, and First Time Home Buyers

T

by Gary Hughes

he Virginia Housing Development Authority (VHDA) has a really interesting
program to help first time homebuyers. They offer a very low-interest, 30-year
fixed rate loan. In order to participate in the program, one must first take the
VHDA homeowner class which can be done in person or online. It is a great way for
young people, immigrants, and new Americans to buy their first home. It may also
be available to someone who has not owned a home for at least three years (longer if
there is a short sale or foreclosure in the past).
So why talk about first time homebuyers in the Senior Section? Well, there are two
reasons. First and foremost is that the knowledge transfer and ability to help guide
our young are at the core of growing old. Humans live longer than any other species
after we lose the ability to reproduce. It seems that one of the things that make us
valuable in the post reproductive phase of our lives is to pass on knowledge and if we
are lucky, to share wisdom.
One of the things that most of us can agree on is that most individuals,
neighborhoods, communities, towns, cities, and counties are better off when the
percentage of homeownership is high. Families are more stable, children do better
in school, and crime rates are lower in areas where home ownership is high. It is an
individual investment that benefits both the investor and the community.
Throughout our lives we have adjusted our housing to meet the intersection of need
and circumstance at a particular point in time. It is only natural that we would
want to help our children both have and exercise that same option. It has given us
great flexibility in merging our largest investment with meeting one of our most basic
human needs - shelter.
To take on the role of Elder, it may not be enough to provide information but to
help the children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren put it in some context.
Dr. Danny Felty, a physician with Chippenham Family Medicine, addressed a Fairfax
County Economic Development Authority Symposium: America’s Aging Workforce,
on September 28th. In his presentation, Dr. Felty, included a message on the
value of the older worker’s experience and how sharing that experience can make
an organization function more smoothly and efficiently. Doug Turner, Senior VP
for Human Resources of Balfour Construction, also spoke of the importance of the
marriage of up-to-date knowledge and experience. Being able to speak in two part
harmony, up-to-date knowledge and experience, will make the voice of young and old
seniors a joy to hear.
The second reason is of greatest importance to older seniors because being able to
engage in relevant conversation is one way to avoid what Dr. William Thomas refers
to as the three plagues of old age: loneliness, helplessness, and boredom. He was
making reference to patients in nursing homes, but the plague can occur to those
“aging in place” as well. Staying engaged in a way that makes one an Elder is a great
proactive way to avoid the “three plagues.”
By the way, VHDA is not a state agency and is not funded with tax revenue. It is a
nonprofit organization that is self supporting. Loans are funded with the proceeds
of mortgage backed securities and VHDA services their own loans. For more
information about VHDA and their programs, please visit VHDA.com.
author: Gary Hughes, MAgS is a realtor® with Weichert, Realtors® in McLean and is Managing Partner
of Hansen-Hughes, LLC which specializes in older adult transitions.
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A Crafty Individual
by Rick Mundy

H

er mother used to tell her,“There’s
no sense worrying about things
if you can’t do anything about
them. Otherwise, do something.” Vienna
resident Irene Coyne says she has
followed that advice by helping others
where she can.
Among her many roles, Irene is a
volunteer at Our Lady of Good Counsel
Church for the senior luncheon, and
serves on the funeral
luncheon committee. She is
in her third term as the local
president of the AARP Local
Chapter 754. Additionally,
she is a delegate for both
AARP and Shepherd’s
Center of Vienna (SCOV)
to the Fairfax County
Senior Council.
Perhaps the most noteworthy
of Irene’s many activities is her craft
work. She is a volunteer with SCOV and
every other Wednesday for the past year,
she has traveled to Sunrise of Hunter
Mill in Oakton to work with some of the
residents there, teaching craft classes.
“I enjoy being with people and sharing
my abilities where I can,” she admits.
“I am amazed by what folks can do,
some of whom may not have full use
of their hands due to a stroke or other
challenge. I put out the materials and
show them an idea and the creativity
they demonstrate is tremendous.”
Irene’s crafting skills have been honed
over many years, as she is one of six
women in a neighborhood craft group.
Every Tuesday for the past thirty years,
these women have gathered to create
masterpieces from a few bits of material
and their imaginations. “None of us plans
anything else on Tuesdays - no doctor
appointments or other obligations.”
They remain faithful to that rule and to
each other. “We call it our therapy group
because we’ve been together so long.
We go to each other’s family weddings
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and funerals and support each other
in times of need, like surgeries. And we
trade recipes, because naturally there
has to be a dessert every Tuesday.”
They even take vacations together.
What do they do with the thousands of
crafts (30 x 52 x 6 = 9360!) made over all
those years? “We mostly give them away,”
Irene says, “plus each of our children
has a number of Christmas ornaments.
You know it started out that
we were asked to create
bookmarks for the school and
we just kept going after that.”
Irene married Martin Coyne in
1961 shortly after graduating
from Duquesne University.
She taught first grade for a
few years, then worked at
Parkwood, a private nursery
school, when they moved
to Vienna. Later, she worked for the
US Postal Service as a rural carrier,
driving her own Jeep until the post office
procured vehicles for the carriers. Martin
taught at Thoreau Intermediate School
in Vienna. He passed away in 2010. They
have four children and six grandchildren,
now aged 11 to 22.
When Irene is not busy with her many
volunteer activities, she might be
found visiting or checking on family.
Two children are local, one is in North
Carolina, and one lives in Hawaii, so
she maintains the busy travel schedule
that she and her husband enjoyed for so
many years.
However, her craft time remains a major
focus. “I’ve always said that my brains
are in my hands. The ability to make
things with my hands and then sharing
that with others makes me happy.”
Continuing to remember her mother’s
advice, Irene vows, “As long as I am able,
I will do what I can.” Just don’t ask her
to do it on a Tuesday.
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Making the Most of Retirement
by Rick Mundy

C

harlie Balch claims to love
retirement because “you can get
involved in the things you want, to
the degree that you want.” One quickly
discovers that with Charlie, that usually
means total involvement. He approaches
each opportunity with great enthusiasm
and a goal of achieving a high
quality outcome.
Want to learn some history of the area?
Check with Charlie. This Oakton resident
participates in the Bull Run Civil War
Roundtable (executive committee,
newsletter contributor, ad coordinator,
project lead for the Fairfax Civil War
Day-by-Day Chronology project) as
well as Friends of Fairfax
Archaeology as treasurer
and overseer of the
membership database.
Some of his most visible
contributions have been
on behalf of the Hunter
Mill Defense League
(HMDL) where he serves
on the history committee.
HMDL is “a non-profit civic
association that promotes
the welfare of residents in one of Fairfax
County’s most livable communities.”
Charlie worked as researcher and writer
on a mammoth project creating a DVD in
2007, “Danger Between the Lines,” about
the individuals who lived along Hunter
Mill Road during the Civil War, an area
that changed sides 12 times during the
war. Their documentary was selected to
be aired on WETA.
In 2005, Charlie wrote “The Civil War
Story of Hunter Mill” and two years
ago he co-authored a booklet on the
“Forgotten Roads of the Hunter Mill Road
Corridor,” a fascinating account of how
the corridor’s roads have been altered
over 250 years. Many of the original roads
are still there.
Still another project that Charlie pursues
with HMDL are the historic markers
that can be found along Hunter Mill
Road. “The signs will be here forever and
ever,” he commented, when some were
dedicated in July of this year, indicating
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their role in teaching history and
preserving important landmarks in
the area.
His volunteer work extends beyond
history, however, as he is the tour
coordinator for the Shepherd’s Center of
Vienna, directing ten tours over the past
three years of 20-25 seniors each. He also
serves on their fundraising committee.
He handles publication sales for the
Potomac Appalachian Trail Club and
also volunteers with the Friends of
Oakton Library.
This year Balch celebrated the 50th
Reunion of the Class of 1962 at
Dartmouth College. As a student
in a five-year program there,
he earned his undergraduate
degree in Economics and his
MBA from Tuck School with
an emphasis in Accounting.
Thus the organizations he joins
usually find a willing treasurer
and fundraiser (including the
50th Reunion committee!)
He and his wife, Ann,
just celebrated their 44th
anniversary. They met in Chicago calling
on a joint client, she for IBM, he for
Arthur Andersen Consulting. They have
three sons. He retired from Accenture
(formerly Arthur Andersen Consulting) in
2001 to be with the three grandchildren,
but he also discovered he could pursue
all these other interests as well, in
addition to playing bridge and traveling
often with friends.
A friend at Andersen once told Charlie
that when he retired, he should not
commit himself to any projects for six
months so that he could find those
projects which interest him, challenge
him and in which he could take pride.
Once those six months ended, it seems
that Charlie Balch has never stopped
finding new projects.
When asked what gives him the greatest
joy, he responds without a moment’s
hesitation, “being with the grandkids.
They are so enthusiastic.”
Just like Charlie.
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by Charles S. Donnavan

T

he Library of Congress has always relied on the
kindness of U.S. citizens to help amass the documents
and photos that has made it the quintessential and
definitive collection of U.S. history.

Last year, that collection beefed up its Civil War section
thanks to McLean’s own Tom Liljenquist and his family,
who donated more than 1,000 Civil War photographs to
the library.
According to the Library of Congress, the bequest is the
largest trove of Civil War material donated to the institution
in at least 50 years.
The 59-year-old owner of the Liljenquist & Beckstead
jewelry store chain had collected Civil War ambrotypes and
tintypes over the past 15 years, sharing the hobby with his
sons Jason, Brandon, and Christian.
It all started, Liljenquist says, when his son Brandon found
a Civil War bullet in Arlington and interest in the historic
period was piqued in all of them.
“Right about then, Ken Burns’ PBS series on The Civil War
aired and it was an experience I didn’t get out of my high
school history class,” Liljenquist says. “Those two events,
coupled with the fact that I grew up in Virginia and lived
here all my life, to suddenly discover and fully understand
the magnitude of 620,000 young men dying was really an
eye opening experience to us.”
Liljenquist and his sons began attending memorabilia
shows, bidding in online auctions, and rummaging through
antique shops, often paying thousands of dollars for Civil
War memorabilia.
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“When we bought our first photograph of a young union
soldier, that seemed so much more meaningful than
collecting the other objects, so we just started collecting
photographs,” he says. “After a while, the collection grew
and grew and with no real intent other than just enjoying
going to the different towns, we built it up to what
it became.”
The Library of Congress first exhibited the collection last
April as part of its commemoration of the 150th anniversary
of the start of the war. On November 12, the Library will
open The Civil War in America to commemorate the Civil
War sesquicentennial—displaying more than 200 unique
items from its unmatched Civil War collections.
The photos that Liljenquist donated will help the exhibition
reveal the complex story of the war through those who
experienced it first-hand.
“I guess because I had three young boys, we collected the
images of the young enlisted men, because that’s what they
were interested in,” he says. “As it turned out, years later
when we approached the library about doing the exhibit,
they told us this was the one category they were lacking in.
They only had about 30 images of enlisted men.”
That was enough for the Liljenquist boys to decide to donate
the collection, knowing that they would forever be preserved
digitally so anyone who wanted to could download them
from the library and use them.
Library of Congress curator, Carol M. Johnson, said that
most of the photographs that were given to them were likely
taken in the hometowns of the soldiers before they
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left for service, or by itinierant tintypists who set up near
army encampments.
“It worked out to be a really wonderful thing. We’ve had
over 10,000 visitors per month on the site with up to
80,000 page turns,” Liljenquist says. “The new Ric Burns
series that just came out on the Civil War, there were 22 of
our images included.”
One of the photos made the cover of “National Geographic,”
the first time in 31 years that the Library of Congress had
a photo featured on front. “That was from one that my son
bought on ebay for $200,” Liljenquist says. “Others have
been featured in books devoted to the Civil War.”
Liljenquist admits that when he was in high school, he had
no interest in history because he never related to the old
bearded generals or politicians so the discovery that the
Civil War was mostly fought by kids really opened his eyes.
“As we collected these photos, we became attached to them
and developed a real affinity and camaraderie with these
young men and felt for them what they went through,”
he says. “By putting these out there, we feel we are
giving these young heroes of the Civil War their due and
introducing them to the American public.”
The response to the exhibit has been overwhelming,
with over 303,000 people coming to see the old photos
on display.
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“When we owned the collection, it was just stored in boxes
all over the place, and the Library made it so we enjoy it
more today,” he says. “Two of my sons are in college in
California and they can enjoy the collection while they are
out there.”
One of the things they enjoy about the collection is
discovering who the soldiers in the photos are. Many Civil
War regiments had their own uniforms, and the uniqueness
of them gave them clues as to identifying them.
“If we had any names, we pulled the records from the
National Archives and got their full military records and
recorded every bit of information about them,” he says.
“I endowed an internship for a Stanford student to come
every year and work with the Library on the collection. This
past year, the girl who was selected wrote biographies on 16
of the soldiers.”
His son Christian, a ninth grader at Georgetown Prep, is
working on a calendar where each month ten soldiers are
featured and people can guess which side each is on and
you go to the website to find the answers.
“History has become almost a dead art in our schools and
its hard to get kids interested,” Liljenquist says. “By doing
things like this and showing kids their own age making
history, it can help.”
author: Charles S. Donnavan is a freelance writer who writes regularly about
sports, business, entertainment, and the arts. When he's not writing, the
Oakton work-at-home dad can be found playing with his daughters Jordan
and Cassidy.
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by Keith Loria

C

oming from what he calls, “a family of pseudohippies,” Scott Nash was the kid in the school
cafeteria who had the sandwich made with sprouts
and Roman Meal whole wheat bread that everyone stared at
and pointed to.
Back then, he had no idea that years later healthy
food like this would be his future and he would be the
owner of Mom’s Organic Market, a
successful chain of Washington D.C.area stores which offer the best in 100
percent organic produce, natural and
organic grocery items, and a full line of
supplements and beauty products in its
eight locations.
“I always knew I wanted to be a
businessman, but wasn’t sure in what
capacity. I had many jobs when I was
young and was always looking for
something that interested me,” Nash
says. “In 1987, I worked at an organic
produce wholesale warehouse and started
doing home deliveries out of my mom’s
garage in Beltsville, Maryland. That’s how it all started.”
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to surround myself with the right people, branding and
marketing, and strategic vision. My leadership team does
everything else.”
Eventually, as the retail aspect of the business increased,
the delivery/mail order was phased out. In 1996, after being
closed for six months to prepare for expansion, Organic
Foods Express reopened as Mom’s in a 6,000-square-foot
location in Rockville, Md., within a half-mile
of the previous location.
In 1998, after annual revenue increased by
more than 50 percent, Mom's doubled its
size by expanding into the adjacent vacant
space. In August of 2000, Mom’s opened in its
second location, in College Park. Then came
a new location in Alexandria in 2003 and just
like the Energizer Bunny, it kept going and
going and going.
Nash says he didn’t plan for the rapid growth
but is happy that it’s happening.

He was only 22 then and had an initial investment of $100.
In the beginning, Mom’s was called Organic Foods Express
and operated as a home-delivery/mail order company only.
In 1987, Nash rented a 900-square-foot warehouse, growing
to more than 2,000-square-feet two years later.

“I don’t like to do a lot of planning and
budgeting. I don’t see much point in trying to predict the
future. I’d rather be good at adapting. However, given our
strong purpose to protect and restore the environment, we
do think that the bigger Mom’s becomes, the better off the
world will be,” he says. “So, we just keep plugging away
and growing as fast as we are comfortable. We believe that
quality trumps quantity.”

“I gradually learned the importance of good, rhythmic
meetings with accountability (lots of meaningful metrics),
candor, and conflict, and the importance of a purpose and
mission,” Nash says. “At this point, my responsibility is

The mission of Mom’s is simple: “We believe that the
destruction of our environment and climate change are the
biggest problems facing humankind today. We believe that
through leading by example we can have the biggest impact
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to protect and restore the environment. By instituting
best practices to reduce our impact on the environment,
and by educating staff and customers, we are influencing
customers, employees, and many other businesses.”
Mom’s has continued to grow with the opening of the
Jessup location in October 2006; the Frederick store in
April of 2007; Bowie in February of 2010; Mom’s Timonium
in 2011 and Herndon in 2011.
Located just minutes from the Dulles Greenway, Mom’s
eighth location in Herndon offers residents of Herndon,
Reston, and surrounding communities a source for high
quality, 100 percent organic fruits and vegetables, plus
an incredible selection of organic grocery and wellness
products at everyday low prices.

Having been in business for more than 25 years, Nash says
he loves being around great food and the people who work
and shop at Mom’s.
“There are so many reasons to purchase organic foods.
So many,” Nash says. “Organic foods lack harmful
chemicals, prevent chemicals from polluting our watershed
and disrupting entire ecosystems, are higher quality, are
GMO-free, are humanely raised, etc.”
Still, Nash isn’t about to go championing the organic
market to those who find the word to be of a negative
connotation. If one doesn’t want to give it a try, he’s not
about to force you to.

A new store in Merrifield is opening at the end of 2012.
All stores include gourmet cheese, gluten free food, locally
raised organic meat, sustainably sourced seafood, and
environmentally-friendly household products. The Herndon
store also features local and craft beers, as well as wine
from organic, sustainable, and local producers.
“We look forward to serving more communities in the
Washington-Baltimore region in coming years. As Mom’s
grows, we remain committed to our purpose, our mission,
and our reason for existing—to protect and restore the
environment,” Nash says. “I think by the end of 2014 we’ll
probably have about 16 stores and will be in the process of
testing markets outside of the DC/Baltimore region.”

“I’m not in the business of convincing people to buy organic
foods,” he says. “I’m in the business of providing a fantastic
shopping experience for those who already know the value
of organic products.”
As he looks around the small empire he has created,
Nash smiles and is happy to have found a home in the
organic community.
“Personally, being an entrepreneur saved me,” he says.
“I failed out of college, hated authority, and was generally
unemployable. I think this is the only job that would
have me.”
author: Keith Loria is a freelance writer who writes regularly about sports,
business, entertainment, and the arts. When he's not writing, the Oakton
work-at-home dad can be found playing with his daughters Jordan
and Cassidy.
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Interior Design with Spirit
by Colleen Sheehy Orme

W

hen sitting with interior designer Janice Harvey
it is easy to tell why she is able to find the core
spirituality of a home. She herself exudes not just
an outward beauty, but a lovely and emerging spark within.
Her warmth and attention are so present that you are
certain she is hanging on each spoken word. A significant
asset as a designer who is digging deep into her clients to
see beyond surface style and into their true story.
Harvey’s distinctive ideology focuses on the inner beauty of
an otherwise tradtionally outward beauty based profession.
Harvey blends the usual suspects such as superb design
and function. However, she also captures the elusive and
intangible spirit of a home.
A long time Virginia resident, Harvey is married to four time
pro-bowler, Redskin Ring of Fame, Ken Harvey. Her design
firm Janice Harvey Designs (www.JaniceHarveyDesigns.
com) is diverse, ranging from interior and holiday design to
event planning. Harvey was mentored by award-winning
event designer, Preston Bailey.
In her own words, “I am looking for the depth and the
evolution of the beauty of a home. I am trying to hit on the
‘inner’ beauty.”
Just how does Harvey achieve this? “It’s not about the
building. It’s about the people. If you hear the people then
the building will come,” says Harvey. “I can sit down and
talk to someone and they can say one thing out of their
mouth and I hear another thing out of their heart. When
they start talking, I get the one little thread and I pull it.
It then starts to unravel and it creates a whole other
journey than what one originally saw.”
Harvey explains that it is about digging. It is not what you
see on the surface and she feels that it is her responsibility
to go beyond that. She herself is richly deep in her own
purpose. Perhaps that is why she is so accomplished at
discovering it in her clients.
Harvey will quickly point out that this is a calling that
she didn’t necessarily go looking for, but rather found her
instead. She was drawn to this creative life despite the fact
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that while growing up many would tell her she may not be
able to make a living pursuing it. Nonetheless, her ‘heart
led to it.’
Harvey began by exploring and experimenting with her
own home and before long others noticed and she found
herself in their homes. “It was really like a flower started to
unfold,” says Harvey. “The more I went down that road and
discovered the beauty of it the more I knew this is it. I am
not turning back or going in any other direction.”
Harvey makes her vantage point easily visualized by
using the analogy of a potter putting clay on the wheel.
It is simply a lump of clay until it is touched by a hand
and it begins to take shape. “As it continues to go, that
starts to define a signature,” says Harvey. “That’s when
you have mastered and totally embraced who you are.”
This philosophy is two-fold for Harvey. On one hand, it
expresses how she herself has evolved into her own true
being as a designer. On the other hand, it also explains her
evolutionary approach with her clients.
“When you’re dressing a home it’s not just about the bones,
the walls, the floor, and the ceiling. It’s about the content,”
says Harvey. “It’s not the outside and the inside of a home.
It’s not just the outside of the client. It’s the inside. You
have to have a genuine relationship with someone so that
you know to a certain degree how to read or identify the
signals that allow you to see where this relationship falls.”
Harvey beckons back to the example of the potters wheel.
This time not just to the signature shape taking form, but
interestingly, towards the movement of the wheel. “It’s
about design evolution,” says Harvey. “It is a continuum, a
spiritual journey of the home and person. It’s about the life
of the house.”
A fascinating take on home design as many designers focus
on function and placement and a one time design. Harvey’s
evolving concept makes one refresh their perspective on
how long their home has remained the same and whether
it has become stagnant. “It’s about design going out of
style and it’s about the life of the house. Things are more
complex,” says Harvey.
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For this reason Harvey does not feel that she provides
a one time service for either interior design nor holiday
decorations. She does not design as a service, but rather
with a purpose.

her team came in to decorate, my home was transformed
into a Holiday fantasyland. Janice's flare for the holidays
is picture perfect; yet full of heart and love for the holiday
season and all that we celebrate.”

“Janice has an ability to take a client’s vision and turn it
into a reality,” says client Jordanna Taffel. “I wanted my
home to be a reflection of me and my family. She is truly
an exceptional woman.”

Harvey could be called a decorator or designer of life.
Her trademark potters wheel continually spins while
her hands reach for the emotional, spiritual, and fluid
growth of what a home’s beauty is truly all about.

Taffel also elaborates on Harvey’s holiday design. “I always
enjoyed celebrating Christmas and decorating my home to
reflect my love for the season. However, when Janice and

author: Colleen Sheehy Orme, is a freelance journalist and marketing
consultant in Great Falls.
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Everyone Loves a Parade
by Johnny Hanna

F

or years, we have woken up to our TV blaring with
The Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade, often shortened
to Macy's Day Parade, presented by the U.S. chain
store Macy's. The tradition started in 1924, tying for the
second-oldest Thanksgiving parade in the United States
along with America's Thanksgiving Parade in Detroit, with
both parades four years younger than the Dunkin' Donuts
Thanksgiving Day Parade in Philadelphia. The three-hour
Macy’s Day event is held in New York City starting at 9:00
a.m. EST on Thanksgiving Day.
In the 1920s, many of Macy's department store employees
were first-generation immigrants. Proud of their new
American heritage, they wanted to celebrate the United
States holiday of Thanksgiving with the type of festival their
parents had loved in Europe.
In 1924, the parade (originally known as the Macy's
Christmas Parade and later the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Parade) was staged by the store. Employees and
professional entertainers marched from 145th Street in
Harlem, to Macy's flagship store on 34th Street, dressed in
vibrant costumes. There were floats, professional bands,
and live animals borrowed from the Central Park Zoo.
At the end of that first parade, as has been the case with
every parade since, Santa Claus was welcomed into
Herald Square.
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At this first parade, however, the Jolly Old Elf was
enthroned on the Macy's balcony at the 34th Street store
entrance, where he was then crowned, "King of the Kiddies."
With an audience of over a quarter of a million people,
the parade was such a success that Macy's declared it an
annual event.
Large animal-shaped balloons, produced by the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company in Akron, Ohio, replaced the live
animals in 1927, when the Felix the Cat balloon made its
debut. Felix was filled with air, but by the next year, helium
was used to fill the expanding cast of balloons.
At the finale of the 1928 parade, the balloons were released
into the sky where they unexpectedly burst. The following
year they were redesigned with safety valves to allow them
to float for a few days. Address labels were sewn into them,
so that whoever found and mailed back the discarded
balloon received a gift from Macy's.
Through the 1930s, the parade continued to grow, with
crowds of over one million lining the parade route in 1933.
The first Mickey Mouse balloon entered the parade in 1934.
The annual festivities were broadcast on local New York
radio stations from 1932 through 1941, and resumed in
1945 through 1951.
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The parade was suspended 1942–1944 during World
War II, because of the need for rubber and helium in the
war effort. The parade resumed in 1945 using the route
that it followed until 2008. The parade became a permanent
part of American culture after being prominently featured
in the 1947 film, Miracle on 34th Street, which shows actual
footage of the 1946 festivities. The event was first broadcast
on network television in 1948. By this point, the event and
Macy's sponsorship of it, were sufficiently well-known to
give rise to the colloquialism "Macy's Day Parade."
Since 1984, the balloons have been made by Raven
Industries of Sioux Falls, SD.
Macy's also sponsors the smaller “Celebrate the Season
Parade” in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, held two days after
the main event.
Other cities in the U.S. also celebrate with parades on
Thanksgiving. The nation's oldest Thanksgiving parade (the
Gimbels parade, now known as 6abc-IKEA) was first held in
Philadelphia in 1920. Other cities include the McDonald's
Thanksgiving Parade of Chicago, Illinois, and parades in
Plymouth, Massachusetts; Seattle, Washington; Houston,
Texas; Detroit, Michigan; and Fountain Hills, Arizona.
A parade is also held at the two U.S. Disney theme parks.
There is even a second Thanksgiving balloon parade within
the New York metropolitan area, the UBS balloon parade
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in Stamford, CT, 30 miles away. This parade is held the
Sunday before Thanksgiving to not compete with the
New York parade and usually does not duplicate any
balloon characters.
New safety measures were incorporated in 2006 to prevent
accidents and balloon related injuries. One measure taken
was installation of wind measurement devices to alert
parade organizers to any unsafe conditions that could
cause the balloons to behave erratically. Also, parade
officials implemented a measure to keep the balloons closer
to the ground during windy conditions. If wind speeds are
forecast to be higher than 34 miles per hour, all balloons
are removed from the parade.
The balloons in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade come
in three varieties. The first and oldest is the novelty balloon
class, consisting of smaller balloons, some of which fit on
the heads of the performers. The second, and most famous,
is the full-size balloon class, primarily consisting of licensed
pop-culture characters. The third and most recent is the
"Blue Sky Gallery," in which the works of contemporary
artists are transformed into full-size balloons.
For more information about this year’s parade visit http://
social.macys.com/parade2012_kaws/#/home
Information from Wikipedia.
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by Richard Gazala

T

he world is full of famous sock puppets. Shari Lewis introduced us to
Lamb Chop. Ed the Sock was so huge in Canada that he had his own
late night talk show. Mick Foley is a professional wrestler who's never
far from his biggest fan, Mr. Socko. And who can forget the savage throwdown between Pets.com's canine spokespuppet and his sock puppet nemesis,
Triumph the Insult Comic Dog? The turmoil between those two hosiery-based
hounds resulted in a nasty trademark lawsuit that was ultimately resolved only
by Pets.com's bankruptcy. That Triumph celebrated his victory by committing
unspeakable acts of heinous vulgarity on his humiliated adversary in a public
restroom remains a blight on the entire sock puppet community, still spoken
about solely in whispers behind closed doors.
Unquestionably, these sock puppets are gifted entertainers. Yet not one of them
can truthfully assert to be the author of ten novels that have collectively sold
over a million copies while sweeping up esteemed literary awards. Only one sock
puppet can make that claim. Over the past decade or so this sock puppet has gone
by several names, including Jelly Bean, and Nicodemous Jones. Thriller readers may
know him better though by his real name, R.J. Ellory.
In Internet terms, a "sockpuppet" is someone who invents one or more fictitious
online identities for purposes of posting laudatory reviews of his work, or disparaging
competitors' efforts. Ellory's significant achievements in this regard came to light recently,
when one of his fellow British authors discovered Ellory's shady behavior and outed him.
Ellory now admits to pseudonymously ladling his own books with five-star Amazon reviews
and praising them with glowing terms such as "modern masterpiece," while simultaneously
cowering behind fake names to belittle the writing of his colleagues, including Jeremy Duns,
Mark Billingham, and Stuart MacBride.
Ellory has struck a nerve. A group of 49 British authors signed a letter to the English
newspaper The Daily Telegraph, castigating Ellory for his "abuse." Several celebrated American
authors, including Anne Rice, Michael Connelly, and Karin Slaughter, have publicly joined their
British literary brethren in chastising Ellory. All of this outrage has forced Ellory to issue an
apology for his "lapse of judgment," on the immediate heels of which his literary agent proclaimed
that Ellory "has no further comment."
In the wake of Ellory's confession, The Crime Writers Association, a British literary organization
to which Ellory belongs and is a former board member, felt sufficiently disturbed to issue
a statement labeling Ellory's actions "unfair" to authors and readers alike. The CWA also
announced that while it doesn't know how pervasive sockpupetting is, the association "...will
be taking steps to set up a membership code of ethics, and considering if other steps may be
necessary from us as an authors' organisation."
Besides perhaps a tinge of sociopathy, what explains Ellory's sockpuppetry? After all, this is
an author whose career has won acclaim from his professional peers, and has pleased readers
'round the world to the tune of a million books sold. Countless authors would give their eyeteeth
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for the literary success Ellory enjoys. Now, I don't know
the man and likely never will, but if I had to guess I'd
say his misguided behavior sprouts at least in part from
a gnawing sense of panic at the way the "traditional"
model of book publishing is splintering more and more
with each passing day. The book publishing industry
a decade ago when Ellory's first book was published
was a very different, and simpler, thing than it is today.
The ranks of brick-and-mortar bookstores dwindle
ceaselessly, along with opportunities for authors to
appear at them for promotional events.
The entire industry is moving inexorably onto the
same Internet that permitted Ellory to secretly pump
his own books while dumping on his purported rivals',
and that has empowered untold thousands of new
authors to publish their own books without negotiating
traditional publishing's narrow, outmoded gateways.
Accordingly, the competition for readers' notice has
reached unprecedented levels of cacophony with no
signs of slowing down. With all the new books and the
free books daily and increasingly overflowing the virtual
shelves of Amazon and its ilk, how does an author
stand out and draw attention to his work? This question
alarms all but the most perennially bestselling authors
currently breathing.

veils easily available via the Internet, only the foolish
could possibly believe Ellory is the only author (or
agent, or publisher, or public relations firm) directly
or indirectly guilty of sockpuppeting.
It's one thing for an author to recognize and pursue
legitimately invaluable word-of-mouth Internet buzz
about his books. There's nothing wrong with that, and
there's no substitute for it in today's democratized book
publishing world. It's altogether another to "ellorize" an
author's own work, or the hard work of other authors
stupidly considered competitors for readers' time,
affections and lucre. The latter is worthy of nothing but
wretched infamy, and Ellory deserves all of it we can
pile onto him.
For readers contemplating Amazon reviews
while looking for their next great reads, sadly
there's one overriding takeaway from Ellory's
deceit -- caveat emptor.
author: Richard Gazala "Sock It To You" originally
appeared in Richard Gazala’s author blog,
"GAZALAPALOOZA," and is reprinted here with
permission. Visit Gazala’s blog at www.rgazala.
blogspot.com. Gazala is the author of the awardwinning thriller, Blood of the Moon, and his
E-Book anthology of short scary stories, Trust
and Other Nightmares, is available at E-Book
sellers everywhere, including www.amazon.com.
Find out more about Gazala and his work at www.
richardgazala.com.

Ellory's answer was donning electronic masks behind
which he glorified his writing, and mocked the work of
authors not named R.J. Ellory. Given the plethora of
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Shopping,  dining,  entertaining    —    
  
all  just  minutes  away!
Spec  Suites  Now  Under  Construction  
800  SE  -  125,000SF

Tysons Corporate Center
8229  &  8245  Boone  Boulevard

Westpark Business Campus
1521  &  1517  Westbranch  Drive
7915-7927  Jones  Branch  Drive

Holiday Celebrations | Office Holiday Parties | Fundraisers | Birthdays | Retirement | Weddings and Rehearsals

Packages for Five to Five Hundred!
703.760.9000 Celebrations
See the venue and learn more at
1524 Spring Hill Rd
McLean, VA 22102

www.TasteofTysons.com/irislounge

Celebrate
Celebra
C

Tysons
Tysons.com
CelebrateTysons.com presents
“unbelievable neighborhood offers” to residents of the
Tysons Corner area in Northern Virginia.

Prosperity Business Campus
2700-2751  Prosperity  Avenue

S
P

PSBUSINESSPARKS.

Unbelievable Neighborhood Offers!
Don’t Miss Out, Sign Up Today!

www.CelebrateTysons.com

www.psbusinessparks.com
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Original artwork by local artists
Museum quality custom framing
Shadowboxes, needlework &
oversized pieces
Photo restoration and custom digital
photo-to-art
Bouquet preservation & frame repair

CloCkS of QUAlITy
at Competitive priCes
Chelsea • Howard Miller
Hermle • Seiko • Lindow
Comitti • Rhythm • Coo Coo’s
and more...
ANTIQUE CloCk RESToRATIoN
FREE “IN-SToRE” ESTIMATES

THE CLOCK SHOP
Since ‘73

of Vienna

703.281.1364
www.ApplegateFraming.com
101 Church Street NW Suite C (above the Pet Spaw) Vienna, VA 22180

109 Church Street, NW
(703) 938-3990
clockshopofvienna.com

TUE-FRI 10-6
THURS 10-8
SAT 10-5

Hours:
Sun - Tues
10-8
Wed/Thurs/Sat 9-9
Fri
9-10

SAleS ● SerVice ● repAirS
• Folding Bikes
• Recumbents

703.938.8188
SweetCityDesserts.co • scd@sweetcitydesserts.co

131-A Maple Ave West, Vienna, VA 22108

REfind
A Home and Accessory
Consignment Shop

• Trikes
• Tandems
• Adaptive
128A C hurCh S t , NW V ieNNA
703-938-8900 | www.BikesAtVienna.com
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101 Church Street (2nd Floor)
Vienna, VA 22180
703-938-FIND (3463)
refindconsignment.blogspot.com

vivatysons.com

Church Street in Vienna is home to some of Vienna’s most
historic sites and often considered the traditional “Main Street” of town.
Pedestrian-friendly and eccentric, look to these merchants and
service providers for rewarding dining experiences, unique gifts,
historic artifacts, and a unique shopping adventures.

PEKING
EXPRESS
Quality, Community, Sustainability

A Tysons Favorite!
Mon - Sun 11:00am - 9:30pm
Lunch - 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Dinner - 4:00 pm - 9:30 pm

703-281-2445
www.peking-express.com

“Where Coffee Meets Community”
The best coffee you’ve ever tasted- Guaranteed
Artisan Roasted Specialty Coffees and Teas, Italian Sodas,
Belgian Hot Chocolate, Fresh Fruit Smoothies And More!

107 Church St NE Vienna, VA 22180
703-938-1623 | caffeamouri.com

DON’T WAIT! Call or Stop By TODAY!
24 Hour Access
All Classes and Yoga INCLUDED
Personal Training* INCLUDED
State-Of-The-Art Strength Equipment
Free Weights
Full Service Shower Rooms
Over 1,500 Locations Nationwide

(703) 255-5035
www.viennafitness24.com • viennava@anytimefitness.com
111 Church Street • Suite 204A • Vienna, VA 22180
Above Bazin’s

Antique, vintage
and new elements for
home, garden & gift
*Ranked one of the best
boutiques in the DC region
- Washingtonian Magazine,
2010, 2011, 2012

Since 1986

YAS BAKERY
Supermarket

Exceptional Service. Modern Atmosphere.

Open 7 Days a Week!

M-T Closed • W-S 10-5 • Sun 12-4

www.ThePearTreeCottage.com
130 Maple Avenue, East
Vienna, VA • 703-938-1331

vivatysons.com

(703) 242-2800
137 Church ST NW
Vienna, VA
yasbakery.com
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TYSONS MEDIA GROUP
on heating costs this winter.
Tysons Media Group
offers high quality graphic design, promotion,
printing and mailing services to businesses
throughout the Tysons area.
Design:
We will illuminate your business with creative
graphic design for brochures, branding pieces,
advertisements and online needs.
Printing:
We provide full-service offset and digital printing of
stationery, marketing materials, bound publications
such as booklets, directories and manuals, and black
and white or color copying.
Mail Services:
Our capabilities include mailing list acquisition and
processing, personalized letters and forms, mail
assembly and processing including low-cost EDDM.
Video:
We are experts in videography, script writing,
and editing.
Advertising:
Let us bring your products and services to
your prospects with our strong design concepts and
creative copywriting as well as ad placement service.

Located in Tysons Corner

703.599.0210
dave@tysonsmediagroup.com
In Association with VivaTysons Magazine
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•M
 any thermostats have a
function that allows you to
set the temperature of your
home differently during the
day automatically. Set this
function to keep your house
cooler when you are at work
during the day and when you
are sleeping at night.
•C
 ontinue your winter wear
indoors. If you wear shorts
and t-shirts inside you will
have to keep your house
warm enough to support your
clothing choice comfortably.
Opt for sweatshirts and comfy
sweat pants indoors and
you will be able to keep your
thermostat turned down and
your wallet fuller.
• Check

all your windows
and doors. Cool air can creep
in through poorly caulked
openings and warm air
can escape.
• If you have rooms that are
seldom used, like a guest
room, close the heating vents
so that you are not heating
an extra room in vain.
• If you have a smaller home
or apartment, a space heater
used in the room you are
using can save lots of
heating costs.
•A
 fter using your oven during
the winter don’t let all that
warm oven air go to waste.
Crack open the door to the
oven as it cools and it will
warm up your space nicely.

vivatysons.com
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A Full-Service Remodeler Helps Seniors Explore Options... And There Are Usually A Lot Of Them.
What Works, Depends On Needs, Personal Choices, Informed Decisions.
by John Byrd

S

“Still, since I’ve decided to stay-put, I’m making changes
that will make it easier for me to sustain myself happily for
years to come,” she says affirmatively.

Certainly, longer life spans and practical outlooks have
something to do with the wide-ranging Aging-In-Place home
adaptations one sees all over FFX Co.

Along these lines, the retired economist has been working
with Mindy Mitchell, the certified Aging-in-Place Specialist
(CAPS) at Sun Design Remodeling, planning out the future
of a home she’s occupied for over thirty years. Earlier in
decade, the full-service design-build firm remodeled several
rooms in Sorrentino’s four bedroom ranch; she was pleased
with the outcome, and so gratified to learn that firm’s
expertise includes re-designing homes to meet Aging-inPlace requirements.

hakespeare (in “As You Like it”) famously
describes the span of a human life as consisting
of “Seven Ages”. When it comes to 21st century
lifestyles, though, it’s clear that there can be as many
“ages” to modern mature living as there are people with the
resources and confidence to think through all the options.

Far from following any one-size fits-all later-life shelter
accommodation, local seniors are vigorously embracing
the process, evaluating contingency plans and decisively
creating environments that work for both current and
foreseeable needs.
Along the way, there is a great deal of planning, honest
self-assessment and, of course, mature thinking.
Active And Prepared
“My mother spent the last two years of her life in a nursing
home,” says northern Virginia native Connie Sorrentino,
who recently turned 70. “You never know what’s ahead.
I spent a couple of years looking at retirement homes, then
decided that the immediate problem was adapting
my current house so it’s easier to use.”
Sorrentino, who practices yoga, and observes a strict
vegetarian and fish diet, says she has “no stiffness”
and is quite active in local church and civic groups.

“We’re seeing many more seniors exploring ideas that will
help them continue to live independently in their own
homes,” observes Mitchell. “Sometimes we’re called in when
mobility issues have become inescapable. But it’s always
easier when you plan ahead.”
Mitchell notes that an Aging-In-Place design is far more
economical and practical when it’s rolled into an already
planned remodeling project-- which is the course Sorrentino
is following in the current makeover of her kitchen, several
bathrooms and other parts of the circa-1950s rambler.
“I’m remodeling several high-use spaces; it’s a plan that
makes it easier for me to do everything I need with minimal
challenge”, says Sorrentino.
Mitchell notes that the changes can seem discrete to
outsiders, but they “make all the difference in reducing the
ergonomic exertions of daily life.”

Connie Sorrentino, 70, (center) reviews plans for Aging-InPlace upgrades to her kitchen and several bathrooms with
Sun Design Remodeling’s Mindy Mitchell (CAPS) (left) and
designer Kim Kruskamp.
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In place of overhead kitchen shelves, for instance, Mitchell is
recommending counter-high pull-out drawers for regularlyused items, reducing the need for out-of-reach overhead
cabinetry. Small, hard to grasp knobs will be replaced with
cabinet “pulls.” Sharper, more concentrated lighting in key
locations provides the visual support needed to move
about confidently.

The Warrens new bedroom is both private and elegantly
finished. A three-course window brings in views and natural
light. Cubbies under the window seat offer easy access to
everyday items.

In two bathrooms, plans call for precisely located vertical
and horizontal grab bars. The shower will have a lower curve
for easier access. Traditional and hand-held shower faucets
simplify bathing. The faucets themselves feature adjustable
levers rather than knobs. The floor will be surfaced in
non-slip tile.
“Working out the details is fascinating,” Sorrentino says.
“The best part, though, is interior design that perfectly
integrates all these new features. I don’t want the house to
look “senior-friendly”—just pretty.”
A Multi-Generational Household
In south Alexandria (near Mt. Vernon), seniors Mary and
Harry Warren came up with an entirely different senior
housing solution: converting their 1,500 square foot splitlevel into a multi-generational environment that incorporates
daughter Meg and three grandchildren.
“It was an economical and a personal decision,” Mary Warren,
76, explains. “Harry and I can live more comfortably as part
of an extended family, and this arrangement provides the
children with a home long into the future.”

A soaking tub, walk-in shower and double vanities are among
custom-features of the Warren’s new master bathroom.
Granite countertops and porcelain tile add warmth.

The plan called for converting the 3-bedroom home the
Warrens have occupied since 1994 into a five bedroom
one-level structure that assures comfort and privacy for
all three generations.
The elder Warrens gain a 650 square foot in-law wing adjacent
to a newly formed rear courtyard. The perfectly-integrated
addition features two large bedrooms, a master bath and
large reach-in closets. A former family room now serves as the
couple’s sitting room.
Meg and the children have their sleeping quarters in the
existing bedroom wing—which affords convenience, needed
space and privacy. Both families share the kitchen.
The new addition also allowed the Warrens to introduce a
number of Universal Design features. Hallways in the new
wing are 44” wide; doors are 34” in width-- fully compliant
with American Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements. The rear
entrance has, likewise, been designed to accommodate a
ramp, should a wheelchair be required in the future.
“We’re just thinking ahead,” Mary Warren acknowledges.

To accommodate the extended family, Sun Design
Remodeling created a 450 sq ft 2 bedroom in-law wing for the
senior Warrens. The courtyard formed by the new addition is
now a favored outdoor space. The couple’s new sitting room
is accessible through the double French doors.
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More recently, Mitchell and colleagues have followed Universal
Design principals in renovating the original circa 1960’s
kitchen-- removing unneeded walls, widening doors and
hallways, introducing roll-out cabinets with drawer pulls.

vivatysons.com

There’s also task lighting, easily maneuvered faucets, and a
multi-level island suitable for standing or sitting.
“The new kitchen feels significantly expanded, yet very
efficiently designed—a great solution for a family like ours,”
says Warren. “The changes have made life easier
for everyone.”
Wheelchair Friendly
For Kipp and Ginger Gray, both in the their early sixties,
the foreseeable future entailed introducing aesthetic
improvements to their 2,300 square foot Leesburg ranch
that would simultaneously support a sweeping Aging-InPlace solution.

The Universal Design scheme introducced into the Gray’s
Leesburg home offers a wide wheelchair friendly foyer and
47” wide hallways throughout the house. The couple plans
to occupy the house indefinitely.

“Our two daughters—who were raised in this house-- had
been on their own for about 10 years,” Ginger explains,
“so we’d been thinking about ways to create a more open
floor plan that would also serve us in old age.”
“The funny circumstantial prelude to this step is that we
had decided to take care of two old friends in their 90s, one
of whom needed a wheelchair—so the new interior initially
evolved from a need to substantially widen hallways for
wheelchair access.”
As it happened, the elderly couple died within a few months
of each other before occupying the home, but the “thinking
ahead” process continued to preoccupy the Grays, even as
Ginger’s mother Charlotte, 78, joined the household.
“We wanted to reconfigure the space so that it would work
for all of us in the present, yet also potentially serve our
children into the next generation,” Kipp adds. “This meant
giving lots of privacy options to everyone in the house, and
assuring easily accessible family gathering areas.”
With broader intentions suitably outlined, Gray turned to
Craig Durosko at Sun Design Remodeling to work out a
solution for a multi-generational household. Among other
features, the new scheme provides a spacious master
bedroom suite, wide (47” wide) hallways throughout the
house, and many Aging-In-Place considerations.
To satisfy the Gray's personal privacy requirements,
Durosko and team proposed converting the existing garage
into a 450 square foot master bedroom wing complete with
bedside woodland views, walk-in closets and a master bath
fitted out with well-reinforced grab bars.
For Charlotte’s needs, the designers created a back-facing
master suite that includes a spacious bath with
a wheelchair accessible “roll-in” shower.
Known as a “wet room”, the space plan calls for framing
below the shower positioned to assure water will always
run into the drain rather than spilling into the room. The
rough-finish porcelain tile flooring (in addition to its lovely
texture) is also appropriate for preventing wheelchair skids.

The master bathroom designed for Ginger Grays’s 78 year
old mother includes a roll-in shower. The framing below the
shower pan is engineered to assure that water will always
run into the drain rather than spilling into the room.

“One of our daughters will eventually move into the
master suite we’re now occupying, and we’ll rotate into an
apartment above the garage that’s now being designed.”
While acknowleding that it’s unusual in today’s hyperactive
world to perpetuate an extended family estate, Gray is
pleased that the plan is coming together so well:
“It’s such a beautiful place, and its thrilling to think of
future generations carrying on what we’ve started.”
Sun Design Remodeling frequently sponsors tours of
recently remodeled homes as well as workshops on home
remodeling topics. Headquartered in Burke, the firm opened
a McLean office in September.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
703.425.5588 or www.SunDesignInc.com.
author: John Byrd has been writing about residential architecture, building
and remodeling for 30 years. His work has appeared in House Beautiful,
Architectural Digest, Southern Living and many national and regional
publications. He has also written and produced segments for HGTV and
other cable outlets. He can be reached byrdmatx@comcast.net.

Looking ahead, the Gray's see a “bigger picture” succession
plan already taking shape:
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Bringing Yin and Yang Together Under One Roof
Live Stylish • Decor by Denise
by Denise Willard

W

hen the weather turns cold many couples find
themselves spending more time hibernating inside
their homes—staying warm by the fire, sharing a
cup of hot chocolate, and planning for holiday guests. All this
time inside and the anticipation of guests often forces couples
to take a hard look at the interior of their homes, leading them
to the decision that it is time to redecorate. Well, this is easier
said than done. Having worked with many couples through
the years, husbands and wives rarely agree on several fronts
when it comes to their home’s interior.

They disagree primarily on styles and budget, but often get
bogged down with the process as women frequently want to
consider every option where men get overwhelmed quickly
when presented with too many alternatives.
If you are one half of a couple that is ready for a change
in your home, here are few of my tips to ensure your
redecorating effort is a success. You and your hubby will
avoid analysis paralysis and you will end up with results that
make you both happy (avoiding divorce court).

compromise in king.

When embarking on making changes to your home’s décor, compromise is always called for as men and women rarely agree
on decorating decisions. Making both parties part of the process gives each person a sense of ownership of the final product,
which helps ensure everyone is happy in the end. I always recommend that each person decide what is most important
to him or her at the start of the project. I ask each party to make a list of must-haves and nice to haves, loves, likes, and
strong dislikes. I also have them go through home decorating magazines and mark pages they like/dislike with post-it notes,
indicating the items each person prefers on each page. This is something that any couple can do together. When they review
their lists and the pages they have marked in magazines, they start to notice areas where they have common likes/dislikes
and ideas that easily complement each other. These are the areas to build upon when working through home
decorating decisions.
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keep it neutral.

If your hubby and you are having difficulty finding common
ground and making compromises, try going neutral with the core
elements—upholstery items, wall colors, and larger elements in
your home—and add pops of color in accessories (rugs, pillows,
artwork) that you both can agree on or make compromises over.

Source: bhg.com

use the "kiss" principle.

Because men and women process information differently,
it is advantageous for women to present ideas to their
husbands in small doses versus overloading them with
lots of options. Leveraging the principle coined by Kelly
Johnson, “Keep it Simple Stupid” is highly recommended
here. Start with one room and narrow down the options,
showing your husband the wall color and fabrics you prefer

together—versus showing him several wall colors and
several fabric options all at once. Layer on other design
elements in phases versus showing him all elements at
once. Start with the wall color and fabrics, and then show
him the furniture pieces, and lastly the rugs, artwork
and other accessories you want to incorporate into the
design. Remember to consider and incorporate some of his
preferences as you go—this will make it easier for you to
“sell” your hubby on your ideas.

Give him a room to
call his own

We have all heard of the proverbial
man-cave. Well, it really is a great idea.
If you give your husband one room
that is all his to design—he will feel
that his voice has been heard. A more
satisfied husband means that he will be
more accommodating when addressing
decorating decisions in other areas of
your home.
Whether your husband and you are
considering updating one small area or
several rooms in your house, use these
simple steps to keep you both happy
throughout the process and ecstatic at
the end when you can enjoy your home’s
new look.
Happy decorating!

Source: missourireview.com
author: Denise Willard is the founder of Décor by Denise, a full service interior decorating firm. Denise was named one of Home & Design’s 2011 Top 100
Designers and was selected to participate in the 2011 DC Design House show house. Her work has been showcased on local TV talk show, Let's Talk Live,
and in Home & Design, Washington Home & Garden, The Washingtonian, Elan and The Washington Post. To learn more about Denise and her team, visit
DecorbyDenise.com.
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by Mike Caplin

C

hange. Change. Exciting change is everywhere in
Tysons, new buildings, new roads, and the dazzling
new Silver Line Metro that arches over and dives below
this edge city on the way to becoming "The New Downtown."
The skyline is full of construction cranes signaling the
advent of soaring new buildings – high-density, mixed use
developments that features innovative architectural design,
sustainable building practices, and a rich mix of apartments,
offices, and retail services. There will be public spaces filled
with gardens, fountains and art, sports fields, bike paths,
and an array of public amenities. Activities and street-level
events will vitalize a community that is fast becoming THE
place to live, work and play.
The look and feel is fresh and crisp. Developers have
conceived a wonderful kaleidoscope of outstanding
structures, spaces and roadways, and neighborhoods that
together will create a dynamic, humane, sustainable urban
center. The street signs, trashcans, and public benches will
be branded with the new “Tysons” logo that itself is sleek and
vital. Street lights will be uniform and graceful. Bus shelters
will be stylish. The Metro stations will feature dramatic
works of art. Tysons is getting a complete makeover.
This vast, 35-year enterprise is guided by the language of
the Fairfax County Comprehensive Plan. This document was
painstakingly crafted over a 5-year period by dedicated public
servants and industry experts. The urban design concepts
and principles in The Plan reflect a deep commitment to
environmental responsibility and a high quality of life.
Designers are encouraged to dream big and stretch. Builders
are encouraged to use best practices. The final products will
enrich regional identity; enhance a sense of place; improve
connectivity; be energy and environmentally responsible;
respect surrounding neighborhoods; and emerge as a new
destination for the Arts. Before your eyes, an office and retail
park will evolve into a beautiful, walkable city.
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#1 Seller of Luxury Homes.

1.

2.

First, you’ll need a
free app for your
phone or tablet.
Just go to your app
store and search
for the Inquirer AR
app. Look for the red
and blue Inquirer
emblem. Download
the app.

Start your Inquirer
AR app and hold
your phone or tablet
over the picture
above. When you see
the whirling circles,
you’ll know it’s
starting.

Make this picture come alive
to find out why Long & Foster is #1
in providing global exposure!

3.
Enjoy our
informative luxury
video as Inquirer
AR makes this ad
come alive through
augmented virtual
reality.

4.
Double tap
the screen to
walk away and
continue to view
your video.

In Partnership with the
Philadelphia Inquirer

Your #1 choice when buying or selling a luxury home.
Long & Foster sells more luxury properties throughout the Mid-Atlantic than our closest
competitors, by far. Our exclusive affiliation with Christie’s International Real Estate
provides global exposure second to none.
Extraordinary Agents • Extraordinary Commitment
Extraordinary Reputation • Extraordinary Results

10900 Patowmack Drive
$1,599,000

3848 Dittmar Road
$1,250,000

650
Tazewell
Street
$710,000

307 Shadow Walk
$1,150,000

Meg Edwards, J.D.
Vice President, Managing Broker
Tysons Corner Office
8227 Old Courthouse Road
Tysons Corner, VA 22182
Direct: 703.206.8100 | Edwards@LNF.com
Office: 703.556.8600

Follow us on:

Tysons Premier
Selected Area Listings

New Versailles Home Ready For Delivery!

Casey Margenau
www.margenau.com
Direct: 703.827.5777
Office: 703.442.8600

great falls, VA
$4,498,988

On this close-in 5ac lot in Great Falls you will find an
extraordinary new home finely crafted of stone and
brick by Versailles Custom Homes. As you come down
the long driveway towards the circular court, with a
fountain, you arrive at the motor court of a fine lined
four car garage. As you enter through the main iron
and wood door it becomes immediately evident that the
builder poured his heart and soul into the craftsmanship
of this French country home. A two story marble foyer
highlights the circular staircase with rod iron railings.
To the left of the foyer is the dining room, with a crystal
chandelier and detailed molding. To the right you will
find the formal living room with a fireplace, off of which
you find the two story wood paneled library with walls
of glass. Next to the library is the main level’s formal
powder room with a unique design. From there you
will find the family room which offers a stone mantled
fireplace and a coffered ceiling with genuine plaster
moldings; custom painted with a remarkable eye for
detail. The “to die for” kitchen stands out with upgraded
cabinetry, Sub-Zero and Wolf appliances, a wine fridge

and elegant granite of a quality that you just don’t see
very often. From the kitchen you can head upstairs
using the rear staircase or head through the corridor
to the au-pair suite above the detached garage. Either
way, you are in for a treat! The upper level has 5
bedrooms, all featuring walk-in closets and en suite
bathroom access. The magnificent master retreat is
where you will enjoy the fireplace, torrent style sitting
room, exercise area, morning kitchen, trey ceiling,
custom closest, and the “ultra” master bath, with the
finest of amenities. Also on the upper level, you will
find the mini-master, great for a princess suite or in-law
suite. The lower level begins with the grand landing
area with a decorative medallion. From there, you
can enjoy the multitude of luxurious and entertaining
amenities this floor has to offer. Entertain in the lounge
with a full wet bar. Watch a movie in the remarkably
detailed media room with tiered seating. Enjoy your
favorite indoor activity in the rec and game rooms, or
just grab your favorite bottle of wine from the cellar. The
lower level walks out to the lower patio, from where you
can walk to the private pond; the perfect capstone on
this Versailles masterpiece. Viewing by appointment.

Tysons Premier
Selected Area Listings

River Creek’s Flagship House on the Lake

Lilian Jorgenson
www.Lilian.com
Cell: 703.407.0766
Office: 703.790.1990

leesburg, VA
$1,265,000

Designed by one of DC’s best architects. Constructed by an award winning builder,
and featured on a magazine cover as the showcase house for the “master-class-gated
community” known as River Creek. It overlooks the fountain spray on the fifth-hole-lake
with views sweeping across the golf course. Every dream list amenity has been built
right in; and every Country Club privilege is right outside, awaiting your membership.

Greenbrier Village - 3 Homes Remain!

Florann Audia

florann.audia@lnf.com
Direct: 703.402.9127

arlington, VA
$1,329,000

Greenbrier Village is an enclave of 11 custom homes located in the Yorktown High
School district. Featuring unique floor plans, 3 finished levels, solid hardwood floors
sanded and stained in place, granite counter tops throughout, designer lighting,
screened porch, deck, 2 car garage. Convenient to restaurants, shops, metro, Ballston,
and 66. Open Saturday & Sunday every weekend, 1-4pm.
www.GreenbrierVillage-ArlingtonVA.com

Tysons Premier
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Breathtaking Colonial Home in Oakton Plantation!

Amal Lafhal

www.wlpre.com
Office: 703.639.0665
Direct: 703.473.7100

vienna, VA

Offered at $899,000
Sensational 5 Bedrooms, 5 Full Baths and 1 Half Bath Colonial Home
located in the heart of Vienna. Gourmet Kitchen with Butler’s Pantry. An
aupair suite with a full bath on the main floor. Beautiful Crown Moldings,
Pillars, Plantation Shutters, Oak Hardwood. Top floor features a Lavish
Owner’s Suite with walk-in closets and a Luxurious Master Bath. A large
Recreation Room with Wet Bar, Gym, & Separate Crafts' Room. Exterior
features include a Deck w/gazebo.

GORGEOUS CUSTOM HOME ... "INSIDE THE BELTWAY!"

Joan Stansfield

www.TheRealEstateDirt.com

Direct: 703.919.7761

falls church, VA
Offered at $1,825,000

This custom home is a private retreat inside the beltway! Featuring an "Oval
Office" library and a "Ritz Carlton" master bedroom suite. Over 9000 square
feet of luxury living on 1+ acre lot! All five bedrooms are "en-suite," gourmet
kitchen with custom cherry cabinets, Viking and Dacor SS appliances.
Spacious screened-in porch, In-law suite with sitting room and fireplace,
media room, custom built-ins and more make this home a rare find!

Tysons Premier
Selected Area Listings

IN-TOWN LIVING PLUS EVERY AMENITY!

The Belt Team

www.TheBeltTeam.com

TheresNoPlaceLikeVienna.com

Office: 703.242.3975

vienna, VA

Offered at $1,195,000
Have you always dreamed of living in the heart of Vienna? Don’t miss this opportunity for a new home in central
“downtown Vienna”. Enjoy a new design from Dominion Associates Inc. - one of Vienna's oldest & most respected
builders. This charming Craftsman style elevation features stone, Hardiplank siding, and a fabulous porch feature.
Inside, you’ll appreciate the upgraded finishes and quality throughout. Five bedrooms & four baths (including a first floor
guest bedroom/den with full bath). Winter delivery.

stunning colonial on two private acres

Vivian Lyons
& Debbie McGuire

www.TeamGreatFalls.com

Office: 703.406.9009

great falls, VA
$1,399,000

Expanded Colonial on 2 private acres features over 7000 sq ft on 3 levels incl. walkout lower level. Fabulous addition w/full bath and separate entrance over 3-car garage
offers flexible space easily converted to an in-law or au pair suite, or home office.

Tysons Premier
Selected Area Listings

MINUTES TO TYSONS and FUTURE SILVER LINE METRO

Deb Frank

www.DebFrank.com
Cell: 703.915.3644
Direct: 703.758.1089

oak hill, VA

Offered at $934,900
GORGEOUS Colonial on Beautifully Landscaped Lot on a Cul-de-Sac with
over $200K in recent UPGRADES such as a Stunning Gourmet Kitchen with
Brazilian Granite, High-end Appliances and More. Located in Haverhill West.
Oakton HS Pyramid. See www.DebFrank.com for the FULL Virtual Tour.

A VERY SPECIAL HOME AND PRICE!

Vivian Lyons
& Debbie McGuire

www.TeamGreatFalls.com

Office: 703.406.9009

great falls, VA
Offered at $875,000

Nestled in a quiet Langley High neighborhood of classic colonials is this incredible jewel
with a big front porch, rear screened porch, huge pool, & level 3/4 acre fenced yard.
Thousands in updates including some incredible bathrooms, kitchen with granite, & all new
Thompson Creek windows. This beautiful colonial trumps the competition!

real estate

As the real estate market recovers, a look at what tight
inventories can mean for buyers and sellers.
by Jeffrey S. Detwiler

A

fter what was easily the longest
economic downturn in recent
times, momentum is building and
national headlines are trumpeting news
of economic gains. In the residential
housing sector, these swiftly-changing
market dynamics certainly offer more
opportunity for buyers and sellers
than what we’ve experienced in recent
years—but the recovery-driven changes
in real estate have also left some
consumers’ heads spinning. In some
areas of the Mid-Atlantic region, those
who want to buy houses aren’t always
finding options that meet their needs
at the price point they were expecting
and sellers are sometimes surprised to
find that their homes are on the market
weeks or even just days before they
receive offers. As the recovery from the
rockiest housing market in generations
continues to gain traction and solidify,
the fundamentals of supply and demand
will not only help us understand the
current relationship between buyers and
sellers, but also the relative bargaining
power of each.
Inventory of homes for sale, in
particular, can tell an interesting
story about the dynamics of a local
housing market. Across the country,
shrinking inventories are putting sellers
in the driver’s seat as the number of
appropriately-priced homes is falling
short—in some cases, far short—of
the demand by would-be buyers who
are in the market for a new home. The
National Association of REALTORS
(NAR) reports that inventory was nearly
25 percent tighter in June compared
to the same month last year and 25
percent lower, year-over-year in July.
This continues a multi-year tightening
in many markets throughout the region.
Being aware of how inventory impacts
local residential real estate conditions is
valuable to both buyers and sellers, and
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because the environment is changing
quickly and varies considerably by
market, consumers who arm themselves
with local market data and a wellinformed Realtor are likely to find
historic opportunities to reach their
homeownership and/or investing goals.
SELLERS: POSITIONING
FOR SUCCESS
Given the downturn and the
years of headlines of depreciating
home values and underwater mortgages,
it’s not surprising that many would-be
sellers may be wary about jumping
into the housing market. But many
markets across the Mid-Atlantic region
and the country have seen a turn
of the tide, presenting sellers with
considerable opportunity.
In Washington, D.C., for example,
homes are selling in less than 43 days,
on average (as of July 2012). Inventory
in the metro area has tightened
significantly and the Long & Foster
agents, assisting buyers, and sellers
in this area report that competitivelypriced homes are selling very quickly—
many times with multiple offers.
Because buyer demand is outpacing
seller supply in Washington, D.C., sales
prices are climbing and sellers are
receiving a higher percentage of
their list price.
Similar conditions exist in marketplaces
throughout the Mid-Atlantic region,
including Baltimore, Philadelphia,
and Richmond, which have also seen
inventory tighten 27 percent, 18
percent, and 27 percent respectively,
compared to the same time a year ago.
Although these markets are in a slightly
different phase of recovery, we’re likely
to see them follow the D.C. trajectory
into the future.

Given these market dynamics, now
could be an ideal time to list a home
and perhaps move up to the dream
home that suits your lifestyle
preferences. Here are a few things to
keep in mind if you’re looking to make
a housing-related change:
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Learn the Market
We’ve all heard the adage that real
estate is local—but never before has
this statement been truer than it is
today. The economic downturn affected
different areas of the country in different
ways, and real estate varies significantly
by market. What national headlines
share about the health of the residential
housing market is unlikely to be a direct
reflection of what’s happening in your
own backyard.
To keep consumers well informed
about current market conditions, Long
& Foster offers local housing market
reports (www.LongandFoster.com) that
include data about active inventory
levels, median sale price, and how long
homes remain on the market before
selling, in addition to other information.
Evaluating this up-to-date data may
indicate to you if there is opportunity in
your local marketplace, and could be a
reason to consult with a Realtor about
listing your property.
Price it Right
It’s important to select a Realtor with
extensive experience selling in your
area. Market conditions are changing
fast and you’ll need the assistance of
a professional who can assess your
property in the context of recent sales
and available inventory. In a limited
inventory situation, comparable sales
and pricing data from six months
ago may not be as relevant, so taking
the time to research current market
conditions is an investment of time and
energy that is likely to pay off.
Pricing your home competitively will
attract more interest and will strengthen
your negotiating position as offers come
your way for consideration. In some
cases, this may translate to a higher
purchase price, but it can also mean
more favorable terms in the contract—
giving you more flexibility as you
transition to your next home.
Resist the urge to over-price your home
as you only have one shot to be new to
the market. It’s a delicate balance to get
pricing right, which is why you’ll need
an experienced Realtor to work with you
on a strategy that fits your property
and goals.
Be Ready
In areas with limited inventory, buyers
are keeping a close eye on new listings
coming on the market, according to our
sales professionals. You’ll want to make
sure that your home or property is in
“showing worthy” condition as soon
as you list it. Depending on market
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conditions in your area, you
may have showings right away,
and you’ll want to be prepared
to put your best foot forward to
focused and interested buyers.
Look at your home through potential
buyers’ eyes—the total value proposition
is a combination of pricing and the
condition of the property. Work
with a professional who can tell you
which investments will make your
property stand out among the current
competition on the market.
BUYERS: BE EDUCATED, PREPARED
With moderated prices and historicallyand impressively-low mortgage rates,
today’s real estate market presents
some once-in-a-generation opportunities
for well-qualified home buyers and
investors. But as many markets are
shifting from the buyers’ market of
the last few years to a more balanced
environment, it is advantageous to be
prepared and educated about the local
housing market as it exists today.
Adjust Expectations
Just as sellers should reference
current, local market information
when determining competitive listing
prices for their homes, buyers should
also be educated about the market
in which they’re hoping to conduct a
transaction. Just because a friend or
co-worker benefitted from a short sale
or foreclosure transaction last year to
receive a discount on an investment
property does not mean that a
similar opportunity or price discount
would be available today. Having
clear expectations will help buyers
understand what they’re likely to
pay in today’s market, and adjust
their investment tolerance
threshold accordingly.
The good news is that historically-low
mortgage rates help buyers stretch their
buying power with lower total cost of
ownership and lower monthly payments.
Be Competitive
Contracts with competitive offers and
fewer conditions are likely the ones that
will stick in many of today’s housing
markets. Buyers with financing already
in place are likely to be a safer bet for
sellers than buyers who have yet to
secure the financial side of their offer.
Our sales professionals also point
out that money is not the only way to
stand apart from a crowd of competing
buyers. Sometimes bringing flexibility
to sellers—like a later move-in date

or a faster closing date— will be more
valuable than a slightly higher sale
price offer.
Prioritize
It’s easy to understand why some wellqualified buyers are finding themselves
frustrated in some home search
situations—the financing scenario
is ideal, prices have moderated from
historic highs, and the perception of
distressed/underwater sellers certainly
suggest a potential bargain and easy
transaction to be had. The lack of
quality inventory—which is significant
in some areas—has left many buyers
to discover that they’re working
harder to find a home that meets their
expectations. With the support of a
real estate professional, however,
many buyers are finding options
worth evaluating.
Today’s buyers can still take
advantage of historic homeownership
opportunities, especially if they are
equipped to prioritize and focus on
the “must haves” of the ideal home or
investment property. These priorities
coupled with a knowledgeable Realtor
who has a solid understanding of
current market conditions in the local
area can provide buyers and investors
with a strategy for knowing when to
jump in with an offer and at what price.
Buyers should keep in mind that while
pricing has moderated, many experts
believe prices will rise—making this still
a good time for many to consider buying
or moving up to their dream homes.
CHOOSE YOUR PARTNER WISELY
With swiftly-moving housing market
dynamics, it’s more important than ever
to partner with the right team of real
estate professionals. Working with the
right real estate company is no longer
about simply placing a yard sign in
front of a house or driving around a
neighborhood to see what’s available
in the market. Today, partnering for
success will not only help you overcome
any market condition challenges that
may exist, but it will also bring to the
table the experience and expertise you
need to help you reach your long-term
homeownership and investment goals.
author: Jeffrey S. Detwiler, is president and
chief operating officer of The Long & Foster
Companies, the parent company of the largest
independent residential real estate company in
the United States, Long & Foster® Real Estate,
Inc. The group of companies is the Mid-Atlantic
region’s leading provider of homeownership
services. Visit longandfoster.com for more
information and complimentary industry-leading
market data.
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Some of Dulles Transit Partner’s Aerial Group on the day they placed
the last segment in the last span of the aerial guideway.

Most of Dulles Transit Partner’s Tunnel Group
on the day they “holed” through the tunnel.

M

uch has been said about the long term economic
impact the Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project will have
on the Washington Metropolitan Region once the first
trains begin to run between West Falls Church and Reston
starting at the end of 2013. Not as much has been said about
benefits the region has already realized from the construction
process that has been underway for four years.
Camouflaged within an evolving landscape of cranes, aerial
guideways, tunnels, and stations are the thousands of jobs
the project has created, and the millions of dollars the project
has invested in materials, goods, and services purchased
within the region.
Dulles Transit Partners, LLC, a team led by Bechtel, is the
design-build contractor for Phase 1 of the Dulles Corridor
Metrorail Project, working on behalf of the Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority.
The contractor’s team came together in 2008 with a staff of
approximately 280 engineers and other professionals focused
on finalizing the preliminary engineering and preparing for the
start of active construction. In 2009, some 300 construction
workers joined the team and by April of 2011, employment
had peaked at over 1,800 jobs, the majority of which were
filled from the local labor market. As the project enters its
final year of construction, employment, although still robust,
has begun to taper off to approximately 1,500 employees, all
working hard to bring the project home.
In addition to the financial benefits, working on a major
transportation infrastructure project of this size and
complexity has been a resumé builder both for the seasoned
veterans who are honing their skills, and for the entry level
workers who are taking advantage of the formal and on-thejob training provided to them to jump start their careers in
engineering, procurement, and construction.
“We know our strength lies in our people,” said Larry
Melton, Bechtel’s project director for Dulles Transit Partners.
“By investing in them, we are able to return a finished project
built safely and with the highest level of quality.”
The same applies to the more than 160 Disadvantaged
Business Enterprises (DBEs) based in Virginia, Maryland,
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by Leslie Pereira
Dulles Transit Partners, LLC
and the District of Columbia that have benefited from working
on the Dulles Metrorail Project. The project has provided
them with valuable experience and the opportunity to grow
their businesses on-the-job. To date, more than $220 million
in contracts have been awarded to DBEs overall, already far
exceeding the project goal of $180 million.
Finally, Dulles Transit Partners has purchased over $600
million in equipment, materials, and services in the region.
“Approximately 60 percent of our procurements have been
with subcontractors and suppliers from this region,” said
Scott Harrison, Bechtel’s procurement manager. “The project
has benefited from the region’s diverse and robust base of
subcontractors and suppliers by obtaining quality services
and equipment at highly competitive prices,” he noted.
These statistics apply to the men and women who have
worked directly with Dulles Transit Partners, as well as the
money spent in the direct procurement of the equipment and
materials necessary for building the project. However, they do
not reflect what economists refer to as the “induced impact”
that takes place when those employees spend their earnings.
Each purchase of groceries, clothing, cars, housing, etc., has
played a part, however large or small, in creating or sustaining
jobs in other sectors of the region’s economy.
“We take great deal of pride knowing that when the project
is complete, our workers will leave behind a rail system that
will benefit generations to come,” said Melton. “We take equal
pride in knowing that we’ve been a part of developing the
region’s work force and have provided a leg up to the smaller
businesses that help fuel this economy.”
Today, Dulles Transit Partners is focused on finishing up the
majority of the heavy civil work. Once the pedestrian bridges
have been installed at all of the stations, the project will
become less visible, but will continue to remain very busy.
There is significant interior work to be done as the stations
and other facilities are fitted-out and finished, as well as the
completion of the critical task of bringing the rail systems
on line in preparation for turning the Silver Line over to the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) in
the Fall of 2013 for final testing and training.
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PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES FOR GREENSBORO/TYSONS CENTRAL 7:
Fabricated segments for crossing over Route 7 westbound have been
assembled and await the installation of conduits and metal decking.
Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project photo by Stephen Barna.

RISING IN THE ROADWAY-- The structure of the canopy at the
Greensboro Station (formerly Tysons Central) in the median of Route
7 near SAIC and Marshall's is clearly visible. Dulles Corridor Metrorail
Project Photo by Chuck Samuelson.

Pedestrian bridges going up all over Tysons

C

onstruction of the Silver Line, the extension of
Metro’s existing service, adding 23-miles of tracks
between East Falls Church and Reston, has
surpassed the 82 percent mark, according to rail
project officials.
With the construction of pedestrian bridges the main focus
of construction this fall, residents can start to see how they
will get into and out of the four stations in Tysons Corner
and the Wiehle-Reston East Station.
The first pedestrian bridge to rise is at the McLean Station,
formerly known as Tysons East, at the corner of Route 123
and Scotts Crossing/Colshire Drive near Capital One.
The bridge was assembled in sections along Colshire Drive.
The sections were lifted and secured on jacks mounted on a
self-propelled trailer system and transported onto Colshire
Drive to Route 123 and moved very slowly (at a walking
pace) to the bridge location. It took overnight closings of
busy Route 123 and intermittent closings of Colshire Drive
to deliver the sections into place.
The first transport was 43 feet tall and 144 feet long,
was 24 to 34 feet wide and weighed 182,000 pounds
and the second had similar impressive stats.
Once this bridge was in place, crews moved to the WiehleReston East Station to begin lifting bridge segments for
similar bridges. Work there requires two overnight closings
of the Dulles Toll Road and the Dulles International Airport
Access Highway.
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by Marcia McAllister

Specific dates for bridge installations at the two stations on
Route 7, Greensboro (formerly Tysons Central 7), and Spring
Hill (formerly Tysons West), were not known at press time.
Meanwhile, there is significant construction progress all
along the alignment, especially in Tysons Corner where:
• Track work is complete.
• A traction power substation is visible along Route 7 east
near the Sheraton Hotel. It is one of many all along the
alignment. These facilities ensure the continuous flow of
electricity to the rail line but they do not actually
generate electricity.
•C
 lean-up efforts continue beneath the aerial guide way
(bridges) in the median of Route 7 in preparation of future
road work that will include shifts in the alignment.
In other areas:
•T
 he Wiehle-Reston East Metrorail Station is the furthest
along. Because this station is the prototype for all stations
west of Tysons Corner except for the Dulles Airport
station, this station gives residents of western Fairfax and
Loudoun communities that will be served by Phase 2 of
the rail project a vision of what the Reston Town Center,
Herndon, Innovation, Route 606, and Route 772 stations
will look like.
•R
 ail crews continue to build a large sound cover box in
the West Falls Church Rail Yard. It is designed to help
minimize noise in the neighborhoods immediately adjacent
to the yard.
•W
 ork continues on the critical tie-in for the Silver Line
near the junction of I-66 and the Dulles Connector Road.
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Spring Hill Metrorail Station at Spring Hill
and Leesburg Pike. Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project
Photo by Chuck Samuelson.

BUILDING THE SOUND COVER BOX: Drilling on Oct. 5 for the
installation of support of excavation H-pile takes place along the inner
loop track for the sound cover box foundations at the West Falls Church
rail yard. Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project photo by Stephen Barna

by Marcia McAllister

M

etro has unveiled a new full-scale mock-up of its
next generation railcars. The new cars, known as
the 7000-series, represent the largest investment in
Metro’s fleet in the system’s history and are part of Metro’s
investments to improve safety.
The Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project has ordered 80 of
these cars.
“These new 7000-series cars are the next generation of safer
cars to ride the rails of Washington’s Metro,” said Maryland
Sen. Barbara Mikulski who with Senator Ben Cardin has
fought for $1.5 billion in dedicated federal funding over
ten years for Metro safety. “I have fought every year to
deliver dedicated funding for Metro’s capital improvements,
keeping safety on track on America’s Subway. I will not rest
until Metro is safe for those who work on it and those who
ride on it.”
“We are pleased that these cars meet stricter safety
standards than the cars they will replace,” said
Congressman Frank Wolf. "We look forward to Metro
offering these new trains on the Silver Line.”
Production of the cars is expected to begin this winter in
Lincoln, Nebraska and is being credited with the creation
of about 1,000 new jobs nationwide.
“This is an important achievement on our path to improving
safety, reliability and customer service,” said Metro Board
Chair Catherine Hudgins. “These new railcars represent the
next generation of a Metro that will continue to expand and
grow with the region in the decades ahead.”
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The new fleet of railcars will include:
• Stainless steel car body for increased durability.
• Closed circuit television cameras for added safety
and security.
• LCD map displays to allow customers to easily track
their location.
• LED screens that provide current and upcoming
station information.
• Improved seats that provide more knee room and better
lumbar support.
• Wider aisles to facilitate movement within the car.
• Additional space near the doors for standees
and wheelchairs.
• Resilient nonslip flooring, rather than carpet.
•D
 igital public address systems for improved
announcement clarity.
• More reliable door systems using proven technology.
The hard mock-up will remain on Metro property this
month to allow Metro railcar engineers, mechanical teams,
and train operators to review the design in detail. Following
that, the car will be moved to Lincoln, Nebraska to facilitate
the production of revenue-service cars.
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Photo by Trevor Wrayton, VDOT

For more information on traveling
on the Express Lanes, go to:
VAMegaprojects.com
495expresslanes.com
95expresslanes.com
Ezpassva.com
To learn more about the new bus services,
visit www.FairfaxConnector.com/Express.
by Mike Salmon, Virginia Megaprojects

T

he last beam erected over I-495 in July marked a
milestone in the 495 Express Lanes Project, the most
significant highway project in Northern Virginia. This
December, motorists will have new options when travelling
to and from Tysons Corner, one of the largest commercial
centers in the mid-Atlantic.

From the Springfield Interchange to just north of the
Dulles Toll Road, bridges and overpasses were rebuilt to
accommodate the new Express Lanes. At most interchanges,
there are Express Lanes exits and entrances where motorists
will be able to enter the Express Lanes heading north or
south, or both directions, as in the case at Westpark Drive
over Chain Bridge Road (Route 123) in McLean and Jones
Branch Drive, the new connections between the Beltway
and Tysons.
All vehicles must have E-ZPass® or E-ZPass® Flex™ to use the
Express Lanes. Vehicles with three or more people on board
will ride for free on the Express Lanes using an E-ZPass Flex
transponder, and car or van pools along with buses also ride
free. Vehicles with one or two people on board will be charged
a toll. The amount of the toll will vary depending on the time
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of day and number of cars currently using the toll lanes.
This is called “dynamic tolling,” and will keep the traffic
moving on the Express Lanes at a minimum of 45 miles
per hour. There are no toll booths on the Express Lanes so
toll gantries up and down the Express Lanes corridor read
the E-ZPass® or E-ZPass® Flex™ and automatically charge
the correct toll for each vehicle. Traffic flow on the Express
Lanes will be monitored at the 495 Express Lanes operation
center located off Edsall Road in Alexandria.
When the 495 Express Lanes open, commuters will have new
transportation options such as bus lines that will use the
Express Lanes to provide a reliable and stress-free commute.
In January 2013, the first of two Fairfax Connector Express
buses to Tysons will be launched from the Virginia Railway
Express parking lot in Burke. In March, the Fairfax
Connector will add buses from Lorton and Springfield. Once
in Tysons Corner, travelers will be able to use three new local
bus routes locally, stopping at employment centers within
Tysons Corner. Buses will run every 15 minutes during
peak times on weekdays, and there will also be two midday
departures from Tysons Corner to Burke.
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Ultra-thin batteries coming,
probably next year
An ultra-thin, flexible battery has been
in the works at Japan-based NEC for
over a decade. The organic radical
battery is one hundredth of an inch
thick, can refresh a tiny screen 2,000
times and can be recharged in less
than a minute. In 2013, it will begin to
appear in enhanced credit and debit
cards that display balances, in hotel
keys, in subway and train passes, and
in much slimmer, lighter smartphones.
It also paves the way in the future
for slender, flat-screen displays
and e-readers that feel like paper,
according to The Kiplinger Letter.
Keyboard shortcuts for iPhone
and iPad
•T
 o get back to the top of a page, tap
once on the status bar at the top
edge of the iPhone or iPad screen,
and you'll jump to the top. It works
for websites, email, contacts, and
many other apps.
•T
 ap and hold the "Compose new
message" button in Mail to bring
up all your saved email drafts,
says Katherine Boehret of
The Wall Street Journal.
•R
 ather than switching to the number
keyboard and then switching back to
the letter keyboard, tap and hold the
"123" key, then drag it to a number
you select. When you lift your finger
from the number, the letter keyboard
will appear again.
•W
 hen entering an email address,
hold down the period key to see other
address endings. Add emoticons to
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your keyboard by choosing: Settings,
General, Keyboard, International
Keyboards, Add New Keyboard, Emoji.
•Y
 ou can split the iPad's on-screen
keyboard in two so you can grasp
the iPad with two hands and type
with your thumbs. This is on by
default, though you might not know
it. To check, go to Settings, General,
Keyboard, and Split Keyboard.
•T
 o see the split keyboard anytime,
spread your two thumbs from the
center of the keyboard or tap and hold
the keyboard icon and select Split.
For a holiday get-together you can
set up a free video chat with up to
15 people.
There are several ways to set up free
video chats. The best-known service
is by Skype, but there are also Apple's
FaceTime, a service called Tango, and
others. But what if you want to set
up a group video call with multiple
people in various places who are
using different types of devices? These
conferences are great for families
with members across the country, for
committees in organizations, or groups
of friends. A new independent service
called zoom.us offers free, highdefinition, group video calls for up to
15 people simultaneously.
It allows any member of the group
to join the others on the computer
screen, and it allows group video
chatting and texting. The Wall Street
Journal's Web expert Walter Mossberg
says here's how it works. Zoom works
over wired and Wi-Fi Internet or
cellular 3G and 4G networks. The app
comes from a new company, Zoom
Video Communications in Silicon

Valley. It works on Macs, Windows,
PCs, iPhones and iPads. An Android
version is coming soon.
•T
 o use Zoom, you must have the free
Zoom app, which can be downloaded
and installed on PCs and Macs from
zoom.us. Or for iPhones and iPads,
it can be obtained at the Apple app
store. When you go to the site, you
click "start," or join a video meeting
to download the app.
•T
 o initiate a call, you have to log in
with a Facebook or Gmail account.
But people you invite to join the call
don't have to have these credentials
or even log in. You just send an
invitation with a link via email,
instant message or text message.
Or you can phone them to provide a
link and an ID number for the call.
• I f they already have Zoom, the ID
number takes them right into the
call. If they don't have it, the app
downloads and installs it so they
can join the meeting.
New password program has
great features
Experts say it's hard to remember all
those passwords, but you know there's
really no way. You can come up with
those you use all the time, but when it
comes to the dozen you use less often,
they have to be recorded somewhere.
Your smartphone or tablet can now be
turned into a secure vault with keys to
all your password-protected sites.
A popular option called 1Password
stores them and lists corresponding
websites alphabetically. You can either
look up the password for a site you
want to visit or automatically connect
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to the site using the in-app mobile
browser. You can enter passwords by
typing them into the app, but there's
an easier way. You can sync the app
to your computer, so whenever you
log into a new password-protected
site, your mobile password list will be
automatically updated. The app, from
AgileBits, costs $14.99 for a version
that works with both the iPhone and
iPad. It's free for Android devices, but
for now you have to manually add
passwords. The app can hold other
information as well, such as PINs
for bank cards, credit-card account
numbers or Social Security numbers.
They are all safely hidden in a protected
file in the app that, of course, is
guarded by a password.
Games' advanced virtual technology
helps doctors, soldiers and architects
When designing the Dallas Cowboys
Stadium, architects at HKS created
a 3-D virtual stadium using Unreal
Engine, the software used in making hit
games such as Mass Effect.
As the team sold seats prior to the
stadium's opening, they could literally
place a prospective buyer in the seat and
let him or her see what the view looks
like, says Jay Wilbur of Epic Games.
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At Cary, N.C., Epic's game studio
developed Unreal Engine for its Gears
of War games and licenses it to other
game developers as well as the military.
Non-commercial use is free. For-profit
applications cost $99.
Also in Cary, N.C., the tech firm Virtual
Heroes has created several medical
training simulators for hospitals, the
U.S. Army and health care company
Kaiser Permanente. They collaborated
with NASA on an educational game
called Moonbase Alpha. Its work
on America's Army games has led
to collaborations with law
enforcement agencies.
The U.S. Army has commissioned the
CryEngine 3, created by Crytek for its
Crysis games. The software is used
for the head mounted, display-based
Dismounted Soldier Training System,
a 3-D surround-sound environment for
combat testing scenarios.
Crytek's Unity engine, used for such
games as Temple Run: Brave, has
been the platform for several projects,
including NASA's virtual Mars rover site.
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Nice Shoes • No Drama by Leigh Macdonald

N

ow and again, I feel almost overcome with
gratitude. You see ... I know that I’m really
very blessed. With love. With kindness.
And with goodness of the purest pedigree.

But what’s breathtaking is the realization that goodness
is all around us. Upon reflection, I realize that goodness
is in every crevice of my life. And if you look closely,
I bet you’ll find that it’s all around you, too.
Indeed, I find goodness at my corner drug store, where
they’ve hired persons with special needs as cashiers.
Those cashiers kindly and discreetly remind me that
it’s good to slow down just a bit sometimes.
I find goodness at my dry cleaner, where in the past,
I experienced a major language barrier. But now,
because the clerk and I took time to exchange first
names, it’s somehow easier to communicate with her.
In Mary, I’m reminded that language is such a small
part of what defines us and that we all matter.
I find goodness in girlfriends who are busy, but never
too busy to ask, “How are you?” and then listen. In
them, I find an exhilarating peace and a reminder that
we can always make time.
I find goodness in the eyes and smiles of my children
and their friends. They’re so alive, so excited. About
things that might otherwise seem small. Through them,
I’m reminded to marvel at the many wonders
around me.
I find goodness in my husband, the love of my life, and
father of my children. In him, I find so many reminders.
Including the fact that it’s easier to aim high when
you have someone on your team.
I find goodness in long-ago friends. Friends from
kindergarten who I haven’t seen in decades. In them,
I find an anchor of sorts ... something that reminds me
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of where I come from. Our history is part and parcel
to each of us, and through my childhood friends, I’m
able to fondly conjure my past.
I find goodness in my forever friends. Those women who
know my history as I know theirs. They are my chosen
family, and in them, I am reminded to appreciate
relationships that transcend time
and circumstances.
I find goodness in my newest friends, those I’ve only
known for a short while. In them, I find hope and
excitement about the fun that awaits. And I’m reminded
that relationships don’t just happen. They only
flourish when you try.
I find goodness in my parents. They’re an endless
source of love, support, and encouragement. And
because of them, I’m reminded that I can accomplish
anything that I put my mind to.
I find goodness in sunrises, in sunsets, and in nature
that surrounds us. It’s a constant reminder that while
I’m just a speck in the big scheme of things, every
speck is important.
I could go on and on. But instead, I challenge you to
find and focus on the goodness that abounds in your
life, too. So today—even right now, in fact—why not take
a few minutes and ponder it? I’m guessing you’ll gather
your goodness list more quickly than you’d anticipated.
After all, the goodness is there ... you just have to look
for it.
author: Leigh Macdonald, is an attorney, former law professor, and the
founder of NiceShoesNoDrama.com. She is working on her first book series
and appears regularly as a Style Guru on local network news stations,
including Fox 5 DC, NBC Washington, and WJLA's News Channel 8. She
contributes written content to all 53 of WUSA9's hyper-local websites and
speaks regularly at events in Northern Virginia and the District. Leigh lives
in Leesburg with her husband and two children, and she has an affinity for
beautiful shoes, white chocolate, authentic smiles, and smart girlfriends.
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we see food
differently.
the place • the atmosphere • the food • the wine • the attire • the people
Calamity Media sees things differently. Our success with The Taste of Tysons has our area residents applauding our
efforts to illuminate the dining choices in our marketplace. Our short, 2 minute videos allows our readers and area
“foodies” to see the dishes, the spaces, the neighborhoods and meet the owners and chefs.
A quick and high energy video brings your concepts, personalities and dining experiences front and center. Visit our
Tysons Corner web portal at www.tasteoftysons.com and experience the difference a video can make.
Reservations now being taken for Bethesda, Arlington and Georgetown.

T

aste

YSONS
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Contact: Johnny Hanna
703.448.7323
Calamitymedia@aol.com

www.tasteoftysons.com
vivatysons.com

Dear Coach Amy,
Here we go again! The holidays are among us and I am
still single. Yet, here is another Thanksgiving holiday and
Christmas that I will spend with my family as a solo.
I dread the question from my Mom, “Have you met
anyone?” or the judgmental comment from Aunt Millie,
“Perhaps you are too picky.” My siblings are all married
with families. I am thinking of staying here in Arlington
and not going home this year. What do you suggest?
By the way, I am a professional woman in my late thirties.
-Alone in Arlington

Dear alone,

Alone for the holidays.
by Amy Schoen

How will you feel if you don’t go home for the holidays? What would you
be missing out on and who would miss you for not being able to spend
this time with you? It sounds like you have nieces and nephews to
connect with, as well as your other family members.
Yes, our family can be hard on us. They don’t really see it as
so and they really mean well. You have two choices – to either
stand up to them and tell them that they are not helping you
and solicit their support or just agree with them and say,
“Perhaps you are right” and just leave it at that. Or ask
them if they know anyone who they can introduce you to.
Are there any friends back home to reconnect with?
Perhaps you can look up some old friends on Facebook and
find out if they will be home for the holidays- that would
give you a great excuse to escape the family when you need
to. Think about your siblings who can’t do just that.
I have a client who reconnected with someone she knew
in high school that she had a crush on and now they are
dating after she went home for a family get-together.
The other suggestion is that you may just want to pick one
holiday to go home to such as Thanksgiving. Then, you can
spend Christmas with either friends or go away on vacation
that week. I know that there are all sorts of singles cruises,
tours, and ski trips the week between Christmas and
New Years. (You can find travel resources at
www.heartmindconnection.com/resources.html)
I always suggest to my clients to create what they want for
themselves. How about having a Christmas dinner and
invite your friend who would also be in DC, away from their
families? I did just that for my friends- and it became a
yearly event. You can encourage your friends to invite their
single, available male friends to join you.
You don’t have to be alone if you don’t want to be if you plan
ahead. I suggest you see your family for Thanksgiving or
Christmas and prepare yourself for what may happen (or not!).
My husband’s family stopped prying when he was in his
early to mid 40’s – for they gave up hope for him meeting
someone and marrying. Just leave your gremlins at home
alone in Arlington as you travel to see your family!
Happy Holidays!
Warmly,
Coach Amy

vivatysons.com

author: Amy Schoen is a certified professional life
coach and dating/relationship expert based in the DC
area and is the author of “Get It Right This Time-How
to Find and Keep Your Ideal Romantic Relationship."
She helps personal growth-oriented individuals to
have fulfilling relationships and greater life balance.
www.heartmindconnection.com.
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At Walmart stores, Christmas shopping started in August.
Though the company charges a $5 open account fee and
requires either $10 or a payment of ten percent of the $50 or
more purchase, customers will get $5 back in the form of a
Walmart gift card after making the final payment and pickup
by December 14.

Layaway programs have become popular since the economic
downturn in 2008. Customers want to make choices early,
but don't want to charge to their credit cards.
Kmart, Sears, and Toys "R" Us have abolished all fees for
layaway purchases.

Customers have told Walmart they need two extra paychecks
to buy what they want for Christmas and starting the service
in August helped them buy what they wanted.

Apparently, youth isn't the only thing wasted on the young.
So, too, are tax breaks.

Their parents face a less secure retirement world with stock
market turmoils and mounting health care costs.

Recent studies say the majority of young workers are failing
to sign up for tax-advantaged accounts, potentially leaving
hundreds, if not thousands of dollars of benefits on the table.

Only 16 percent of parents say they expect to provide an
inheritance. Many are scaling back on bequests, but that
doesn't mean they won't provide an inheritance at all.

Though the vast majority of eligible baby boomers participate
in a 401(k), less than a third of workers 25 and under are
contributing to these employer sponsored retirement plans.
Only four percent of young workers are maxing out their
workplace retirement plans, according to a recent survey by
the tax information service CCH.

Still, among adults with at least $100,000 in investable
assets, 58 percent say an inheritance is not their primary
concern, according to a PNC survey. Instead, 42 percent say
saving for retirement is their primary financial goal. Passing
on money is far down the list. Only two percent say it is a
primary financial goal.

Many think retirement planning isn't important because they
will have an inheritance. In fact, experts at TD Ameritrade
say the odds are slim that young adults will inherit much.

Low interest rates are making it hard for parents to live on
interest and keep the rest of their savings for the kids. Their
big concern is the cost of health care. If they live to be 95,
they'll need enough money to keep themselves afloat.

The 2010 health care law requires health insurers to spend
at least 80 percent of consumer premiums on health care,
not administrative costs such as overhead and salaries.

but the amount differed by states. In Vermont, it was $807;
in Alaska, $622. The lowest was in North Dakota for $5.

If they don't, they must issue their customers a rebate.
The check may go to the consumer or to his or her employer,
depending on how a person purchased health insurance.
More than 12 million insurance customers received rebates
on their premiums. The average rebate per family was $151,
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Blue Cross and other large insurers have new programs that
concentrate on paying for effective care, rather than by the
number of tests or procedures a patient receives.
However, the Congressional Budget Office recently estimated
that more than 6 million people will pay up to $1,200 extra
for insurance in 2016.
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When your vision is otherwise OK but it's getting difficult to read
the newspaper or fine print, a pair of drugstore glasses will work
for you. They cost about $10.
For other types of glasses, analysts reporting in CNNMoney say
special features add significantly to your costs, so decide which
ones you need.
Unless you're frequently moving from indoors to outdoors, you
don't need photochromic lenses that darken in the sun and
lighten indoors. They add about $90 to your costs.
High-index lenses add $30 to $300. They reduce the thickness
of glasses and are a cosmetic function, but also weigh less.
A glare-reducing anti-reflective coating costs $50 to $115,
but it's helpful if you wear glasses all day or if you drive a lot
at night.
Good quality frames cost from $100 to $200. If they cost more
than that, chances are you're just paying for the name.

At the close of stock market trading on August 20, Apple's
stock valuation was greater than Microsoft's closing high of
$616.34 billion. Apple's closing high was $623.52 billion,
a 64 percent rally in its stock this year.
It was higher than some of the most powerful companies in
the United States, such as General Motors and IBM. It was
$200 billion higher than ExxonMobil. The valuations were in
market terms, though not in inflation-adjusted terms.
Given its sheer size, Apple now accounts for roughly 4.7
percent of the Standard & Poor's 500 index and 23 percent
of the value of all the tech companies in the S&P 500.

"strong buy" or "buy." There was not a single "sell" rating in
the survey.
Still, companies often struggle to remain on top. Of the ten
most valuable companies as of the end of 1999, only two,
ExxonMobil and IBM, are worth more than they were then
or they have merged into a larger company.
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pets

by Sanford Christmus

Dear Doctor Christmus:
I’ve heard dogs and cats often
develop thyroid problems. Please tell
me what to watch for in my pets so I
can catch the problem early.
~ Maria N., Vienna, VA
You’ve heard correctly, Maria. Dogs and cats do commonly
develop thyroid diseases, although they each have diseases
that are more common in their species. In this article, I’ll
discuss the most common diseases of both, what to watch
for, and how to treat their respective conditions. First a
quick Latin lesson: hypo- means low, and hypermeans high.
Dogs most commonly develop primary hypothyroidism,
or low thyroid levels, the result of damage to the thyroid
gland, which forms an H in the center of the front of
the neck. In people, this condition is called Hashimoto’s
thyroiditis. We don’t have such a fancy name in veterinary
medicine, but the cause is the same—the patient’s
immune system attacks the thyroid gland and slowly
destroys it, reducing the blood level of thyroid hormone,
also called T4. Thyroid hormone is essential for many
cellular processes that occur throughout the body. Every
one of our cells needs T4 to function properly.
It’s extremely rare for cats to develop primary
hypothyroidism, but they get their own thyroid problems,
which I’ll discuss later.
The most common clinical signs we see in hypothyroid
dogs is obesity, a dull coat, and lethargy. Because
most affected dogs have such vague and non-specific
symptoms, the disease has often been present for
months or even years before it is diagnosed. There are
some other, more specific, symptoms we occasionally
see, such as “tragic facies” (thickening of the skin on
the head leading to a “tragic” expression) or one-sided
facial paralysis leading to eyelid and lip drooping, but
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often clinicians see a combination of symptoms that may
indicate hypothyroidism which then stimulates us to talk
about testing for the disease. One of the most common
complaints veterinarians hear from clients who have
hypothyroid dogs is that they seem older than they should
or they’re tired on walks and don’t play as much as they
used to. Hypothyroidism is most common in middle-aged
and older dogs, with some breeds being predisposed,
such as Doberman pinchers, golden retrievers, boxers,
dachshunds, Irish setters and Great Danes. As you can
imagine, it can be difficult to know whether an overweight
dog is lethargic because she’s older or because she’s
overweight and out of shape or whether she
has hypothyroidism.
A study of dogs confirmed to have hypothyroidism showed
that 88 percent had some sort of skin condition, 40
percent had hair loss, 22 percent had a skin infection and
about 48 percent were obese and lethargic. Veterinarians
must always keep hypothyroidism in our minds when we
see dogs with these vague symptoms, skin conditions, or
chronic ear infections.
If veterinarians see a pattern in a dog’s history that may
indicate hypothyroidism, we recommend testing for the
condition. Unfortunately, hypothyroidism isn’t always
easy to diagnose with standard blood tests. Classically,
hypothyroid dogs will have a low T4, a low free T4 (the
form that can get into cells) and a high thyroid stimulating
hormone (TSH), because the pituitary gland is trying to
tell the thyroid gland to make more and more T4. Some
dogs require more involved testing to definitively diagnose
the disease, however. In some situations we’ll recommend
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rechecking the values at some point in the future, if we
can’t be sure of the diagnosis but all the signs fit.
The treatment for hypothyroidism is supplementation
with the appropriate dose of thyroid hormone in the form
of a pill, usually given twice daily. Most dogs tolerate
the medication well and the major signs of the disease
abate over several months, with weight loss and improved
energy being the first to be seen. Over time the coat will
improve, and if there’s no underlying allergy or other
issue, the other symptoms resolve as well. Once dogs are
started on thyroid supplementation, their T4 levels must
be monitored to ensure the correct dose is being given. If
the T4 level is too high, hyperthyroidism occurs, which
causes many other problems, which we’ll discuss later.
If the level is too low, the dog isn’t getting the full benefit
from our treatment plan. At Oakton-Vienna Veterinary
Hospital, we check the T4 about three weeks after starting
the medication, and if the level is appropriate, every six
months after that. Because the thyroid gland doesn’t grow
back after being destroyed, the medication is given to the
dog for life.
Cats with thyroid issues more often develop the opposite
condition, which is called hyperthyroidism. In people,
it’s called Graves’ Disease, although the cause is very
different. In cats, hyperthyroidism is caused by benign
tumor(s) within the gland that overproduce T4 without
regulation by the rest of the thyroid hormone system. The
classic sign of hyperthyroidism is a cat that loses weight
despite eating well. In fact, these cats tend to be ravenous
and eat more than normal. In some cases, hyperthyroid
cats seem agitated, vocalize more, don’t sleep well, drink
and urinate more and vomit more often. Because the cats
are eating so well, they are often assumed to be normal
by their owners, and if the weight loss is detected, it’s
assumed to be because the cat is older. The average age
when we diagnose hyperthyroidism is 13 years of age, but
about five percent of hyperthyroid cats are less than ten
years old when the disease is found.
Hyperthyroidism is a much more dangerous disease to
cats than hypothyroidism is to dogs. Complications such
as high blood pressure, emaciation, blindness because of
detached retinas, kidney disease, and heart disease greatly
affect the quality of life of hyperthyroid cats. The earlier
the disease is found and treated, the better the long-term
prognosis for these kitties. Many progressive veterinary
hospitals recommend annual blood tests checking for agerelated diseases, especially hyperthyroidism, at seven to
nine years of age.
Hyperthyroidism can sometimes be very easy to diagnose
by finding an elevated T4 level in the cat’s blood. In other
cases or early in the process, the T4 may be normal, and
your veterinarian will discuss other tests, such as a free
T4 level or a T3 suppression test that may be needed to
help prove the diagnosis.
There are several treatment options for hyperthyroid
cats. The medical treatment for cats and people is a drug
called methimazole (Tapazole®), which is usually given
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two times daily. It blocks the production of T4 from the
hyperactive gland. The dose is adjusted and the T4 is
monitored to keep the thyroid level within the appropriate
range. Unfortunately, in less than five percent of cats,
methimazole can cause liver damage, low white blood cell
(WBC) counts and, very rarely, severe facial itching, so we
often monitor liver values and WBC levels along with the
T4. While these side effects are relatively rare, they can be
severe, so we don’t take them lightly.
Because kidney disease is common in older cats, too, and
the blood values can look falsely normal when the T4 level
is high, we monitor kidney values on the blood work, also.
Around 10 to 15 percent of cats will vomit when starting
methimazole, but usually the medication can be stopped
and then restarted at a lower dose, slowly ramping up to
the appropriate dose, and the animal will tolerate it well.
If medical therapy is used for long-term control, then the
medication is given lifelong and can never be stopped.
A much better long-term solution for most hyperthyroid
cats is radioactive iodine treatment. The cat stays at a
treatment facility for about three to five days, where he’s
given a single injection of radioactive iodine (I131) on the
first day. The iodine concentrates in the overactive areas of
the thyroid gland and kills those cells, sparing the normal
gland. Less than five percent of cats treated with I131 will
develop hyperthyroidism again, but even then, it won’t
happen for several years. Radioactive iodine treatment
costs about the same as two years of medical therapy
(drug costs, rechecks, and lab tests), so it’s especially
recommended for younger patients, although all patients
without significant kidney disease are candidates. It’s also
great for cats that are difficult to medicate twice daily or
those that can’t tolerate the medication. For your safety, a
cat treated with I131 is released when the radiation level
is no more than background levels, although their urine,
feces, and saliva will have higher levels for a few days.
While veterinarians do still sometimes perform surgery to
remove the affected gland(s), they are doing it much less
often than in days gone by, because of the risks and costs
involved, the potential complications post-operatively and
the relative advantages of I131.
Dogs rarely develop hyperthyroidism, but if they do, the
cause is a tumor, typically a malignant thyroid carcinoma.
The treatment for these patients is surgery, radiation
therapy and sometimes I131.
In summary, to detect thyroid problems in your dogs,
watch out for these symptoms, usually in combination:
obesity, dull coat, lethargy, thickening of the skin on the
head or eyelid, and lip drooping. In cats, watch out for
weight loss despite eating well, agitation, more vocalization
than usual, sleeplessness, excessive thirst and urination,
and more vomiting than usual.
author: Sanford Christmus, DVM practices veterinary medicine
at Oakton-Vienna Veterinary Hospital in Vienna, Virginia.
To learn more about Dr. Christmus and the hospital, visit
OVVHpets.com. Please e-mail questions
to askthevet@ovvhpets.com.
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Pets need extra special attention
during the cold winter months.
by Keryn Dohanich

A

s the temperature goes from warm
summer months to cold harsh winter
weather it is important to keep in
mind how the upcoming cold will affect your
pet. Just as you should prepare for warm
weather dangers and issues, you should also
be proactive in keeping your pet healthy and
happy in the cold.

Is your pet ready for their close up? Send photos to articles@vivatysons.com.

Brady

Owners: Jim & Stephanie

Bailey & Rylee

Owner: Ariana Schibi

Fred

Owner: Ben Feidler
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Hope

Kelsey

Owner: Tom Saldvetti

Owners: Suzanne and Dave

Jackson

Owner: Michelle Doherty

Ginger

Owner: Carly Rebeiz
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Visit the Vet
After enduring the extreme heat of the summer and going into a shifting
climate it is best to bring your pet to the vet for a check-up to make sure
that your pet is healthy going into this ruthless season. This can also let
you know if your pet has any medical ailments that may make them more
vulnerable to the cold. Seeing your vet at the beginning of the season will
give you the opportunity to ask any questions or voice any concerns you
may have about the upcoming weather.

Baby it's Cold Outside
When the temperature finally does drop for good, is it very important to
keep an eye on how your pet reacts to the colder weather. Keep in mind
that although your pet may have a nice furry coat they will still get cold
and uncomfortable when left out in the elements. If you are outside long
enough to become cold, they probably are cold too. Try to keep your pet
safe indoors during this time of the year. If left outside in the cold for too
long your pet could develop frostbite or hypothermia.

Protect the Paws
In the winter months, we protect our feet with nice warm winter boots
but your pup’s paws are still exposed to the cold. To keep snow from
accumulating between your pet’s toes use a product called Musher's Wax.
This will allow the snow to slip off and keep your pet comfortable. You can
also use Vaseline to help keep the snow from accumulating. The Vaseline
will also moisturize the pads of your pup’s feet which can become dry and
irritated from the salt used on the roads and sidewalks. Always rinse and
dry your pet’s feet after walking so the salt won’t irritate their sensitive foot
pads. Keep the hair between your pet’s toes trimmed to further limit snow
build up.

Stay Warm
While some pups are prepared for winter with thick winter coats and long
legs, some of our smaller friends are poorly equipped to deal with the cold
climate. Smaller dogs like Chihuahuas and toy breeds have almost no
protection against the cold and it is extra important to keep an eye on their
body temperature and how they are reacting. A sweater for extra warmth
is important for your pet and can be beneficial for larger dogs as well. This
extra layer of protection guards against winter elements and keeps your pet
safe and healthy.

Car Safety
We all know to not keep our dogs in a hot car in the summer, but it is also
important to realize that when the temperature drops the inside of your
car will be too cold to leave your pet in for long. A car offers little protection
against the cold and your pet will succumb to the elements. Hypothermia is
the biggest danger of leaving your pet in a cold car.

Heat Sources
Be careful with supplemental heat sources like fireplaces, space heaters,
and other sources. Your pet will do anything it can to stay warm and cozy,
including cuddling up a little too close to that warm heater. Your pet is in
danger of burning itself or knocking over a heat source and endangering
the house and other inhabitants. To avoid this turn off all supplemental
heat sources when not at home. Make sure that heaters are on a stable
base and out of reach of your pet. Heaters that don’t get hot are a good
investment in making sure your pet is safe as well.
If you take precautions to protect your pet during the cold winter months
you both can enjoy this time of year and even some time playing in the
snow. Keep your eyes open for symptoms of discomfort for your pet and
keep in mind the tips above for a safe and fun wintertime.
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oakTon-vienna
veTeRinaRy hosPiTal

In the heart of Vienna, across from
Outback Steakhouse, we provide a
complete list of services to include:
Thorough physical exams
The safest vaccines available
Parasite exams and prevention
Routine bloodwork for older pets
Client education

Meet the Doctors!

ReCeived
CheCkboo
k
Magazine'
s
ToP RaTing
foR
qualiTy!

only locally-owned &
operated veterinary hospital
in vienna/Tysons!
for your convenience we are open
evenings and weekends.

Monday-fRiday
7:30am -8pm
saTuRday
9am - 2pm
sunday
10am - 2pm

703.938.2800

www.ovvhpets.com
320 Maple ave east
vienna, va 22180
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Introducing your new pet to their
new home.
by Gaby Oser

B

ig or small, furry, or scaly; bringing home a
new pet is an exciting time for everyone; even
more so for your new critter. To ensure your
new pet will love your home as much as you do the
key thing to remember is not to overwhelm them.
Regardless of who you are bringing home, whether
a puppy or kitten; a hamster or even a goldfish,
advance planning and preparedness is necessary
for a happy and well-adjusted pet and family. Every
pet will need the basics, food, water, and a place
of their own. Make sure everything is set up before
introducing your pet to their new home.
When bringing home a dog or cat, a designated bed
or crate is important for your pet to make their safe
spot. Put an old t-shirt, blanket or towel, something
that has your scent on it, to make your pet feel secure
and begin the bonding process.
Choose one room for your pet to remain in for the
first few weeks or so. Pick a room where your family
tends to spend most of their time, the kitchen is a
good choice since it’s easy clean up as well.
To keep the mess at bay, plan your pet's schedule
or routine in advance. Assign convenient and
easy to remember times for daily activities such
as feeding, walks, and bathroom duty. Make sure
everyone in your household is comfortable with their
responsibilities and it won’t seem like a chore.
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If you already have a pet at home, be sensitive to your
original pet. This new pet will seem like an “intruder”
and even if your current pet has never expressed
possessive or territorial behavior, remove anything
that might cause any rivalry. Also remember that
while your new pet may be new and exciting and you
will want to give it lots of attention, don't neglect your
resident pal. Try and give both pets equal attention,
petting them at the same time if possible. This will let
both pets know that you accept both of them and they
are both part of the family now.
The first thing you will want to do when your pet
arrives home is show them their designated spot to
relieve themselves, whether it be the litter box for a
cat, a specific spot in the yard for a puppy, or the
cage for your new small mammal or reptile. As your
new pet arrives home, the excitement will normally
amp up their need to go. After introducing your pet
to their new home and family members, give your pet
some time to rest and probably take a much needed
nap. Remember this experience is just as exciting and
overwhelming for them as it is for you.
Plan to take your new pet to a veterinarian as soon
as possible, regardless of where your pet came from.
Bring any records and documents you have about
your pet’s health and history no matter their age.
A healthy pet is a happy pet!
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COMMONWEALTH FAMILY HEALTH CARE
Dr. Mary Jo Palmer Pediatric Chiropractor

Custom
Hand-Painted
Wall Murals

Beautiful, hand-painted
murals tailored to fit your
home or business.
Natural Pain Relief and Health Care
for the Whole Family
5216 Rolling Road • Burke, VA 22015
(703) 323-8500 • Fax (703) 323-4176
www.commonwealthfamilyhealthcare.com

Please call or email for
more information or a quote.

Kathryn Rebeiz

Artist/Designer
703.376.8108 • krebeiz@cox.net

Bring
VivaTysons
Anywhere!
Get our new
smartphone app today!
All your VivaTysons favorites
in one place, and right at
your fingertips!

Deborah ForD Larson
Long and Foster reaLtors

Specializing in northern Virginia propertieS Since 1975
nVar, Life Member top Producer
nVar, Life Member Million dollar sales Club
NAR, Certified International Property Specialist
nar, second Home and resort specialist

VivaTysons Magazine
Celebrate Tysons
Facebook
Twitter
Taste of Tysons

Scan and sign up TODAY!

Visit my website: www.Debbiehouses.com
It will make you smile!

Call or email Today!
703.966.9474
sales@debbiehouses.com

vivatysons.com
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talk of tysons

We love hearing from our readers about
what's happening in the Tysons area.
Send us your tid-bits of information to
comments@vivatysons.com. Let us decide
if it's too trivial, it rarely is.

It’s BGR The Burger Joint - not fast food but a “joint,” stay awhile, enjoy the food. Locally made buns
delivered fresh daily, fresh tomatoes and burgers grilled over an open flame, at Tysons Corner.

The Falls Church Farmer’s Market earned three awards recently on the local and national levels.The market
picked up third place of the medium-size category of the 2012 America’s Favorite Farmers Market sponsored
by the American Farmland Trust. The farmer’s market also picked up third place amongst all Virginia markets.
The market also picked up Best Farmers Market in the Northern Virginia Magazine’s 2012 Best of NoVA and
the same recognition in the Virginia Living Magazine’s Best of Virginia 2012 issue.
A GRAFF diamond boutique has just opened in Saks Fifth Avenue at
Tysons Galleria. Their grand opening was on October 11th and was a
fabulous event. Stop by to see their stunning jewelry collection.
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Lou Lou is open! Located
at 2910 District Ave, in the
Mosaic District, Lou Lou
offers jewelry, bags, and
accessories, very popular,
and fun too. For more info visit
www.loulouboutiques.com

Tysons Galleria will be adding one
more high-end retailer to the mix.
Henri Bendel, a luxury New Yorkbased department store known for
its iconic brown and white striped
packaging, will throw open its doors
in Virginia on November 8.

Spanx - Coming soon.
Sara Blakely was getting
ready for a party when she
realized she didn't have
the right undergarment to
provide a blemish-free look
under white pants. So she
cut the feet off her control
top pantyhose and presto…
SPANKS!

Vino Volo - Coming to
Tysons Galleria – The airport
wine lovers destination is
coming to our town, opening
sometime late winter, early
spring. Vino Volo will have
a full menu and seating
for around 100- with wines
available for purchase by the
case and bottle.
For more information visit
www.vinovolo.com.

It’s open! The new fitness club
(24 Hour Fitness) opened in Falls
Church on September 21. And it’s
some club, 48,000 square-feet, a
full size basketball court, indoor
pool, and state of art gym and
training equipment. The 24 Falls
Church Fitness is located at 1000
E. Broad Street, Falls Church. For
more info www.24hourfitness.com.

Achikian Goldsmiths is
moving, just a stone’s throw
away. The jewelry store
on Church Street for the
last 20 years is moving to
a larger space to serve its
growing customer base.
Until then, they will continue
serving you at 131 Church
Street, NW in Vienna.
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Washington Nationals Team
Store - Need more “Natitude?”
You’ll soon be able to show your
pride with Nationals apparel, caps,
and novelties at Tysons Corner.

Also heard around town,
Le Pain Quotidien will be
joining the eateries at the
new Mosaic District in Fairfax
(Merrifield). So many choices.

MULBERRY is Open in Galleria!
With strong ties to British craft
and design, here you can
find women’s wear that fuses
traditional craftsmanship and
functional design with a creative
flair and imagination.

So we have a new Business Association in Vienna. Since the
VTRCC decided to change it's name and move closer to Tysons,
a few of our area businesses decided to form a new association
with a more "Vienna" feel and purpose. The "Vienna Business
Association" is making plans to promote and foster a closer tie
with the community and the independent businesses in the area.
Some 25-30 businesses have expressed interest and meetings are
underway to keep moving it forward. For more information contact
Kathy@gsacpa.com.

PAUL Bakery, The “ Maison De Qualite” with bakeries and cafés
in more than 20 countries has set its sights on our town, famous for
“ Viennoiserie” breakfast and snacks, and their “Patisserie” of tarts,
desserts and small cakes-we can’t wait.

KRAZE Burger is on its way to
Galleria! Famous for their custom
Burgers, they hope to be open for
the holidays.

Hair Cuttery is coming
to Danor Plaza, next
to The Fresh Market

and Maplewood Grill,
and the exciting, soon to

open Pazzo Pomodoro

Tysons Corner-based dog
daycare company Dogtopia
will expand to hundreds of
locations as part of a partnership
with investment firm Thomas
Franchise Solutions Ltd.

The Retina Group of
Washington recently opened
an office in Tysons Corner
(8219 Leesburg Pike, Suite 120,
Vienna), the practice’s sixth
location in Virginia, as it continues
to provide the most complete
retinal and macular health care in
the area.
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Hickory Farms - Opening soonBaskets of sausage and cheese,
crackers, sweets, and gourmet items.

Pizzeria and Cantina,
stay tuned for more details.

Novel Smiles, is now open at 8180 Greensboro Drive,
in McLean-Stop in and say hi.

Sign Up Today!

CelebrateTysons.com
offers “Unbelievable
Neighborhood Offers” to
residents in the Tysons
Corner area of Northern
Virginia. In partnership with
VivaTysons magazine, CelebrateTysons.com works to “illuminate
and celebrate” local merchants and service providers by offering
consumers introductory and special offers.
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Dee Septor, the famous magician, claimed to be able to throw a ping-pong
ball so that it would go a short distance, come to a complete stop, and then
reverse itself. He also added that he would not bounce the ball off any object,
or tie anything to it. How could he perform this trick?
He threw the ball straight up into the air.

Historical Happenings
Nov 10 1775- The birth of the
United States Marine Corps.
Nov 22 1995- Toy Story is released
as the first feature-length film
created completely using computergenerated imagery.
Dec 14 1903 - The Wright Brothers
make their first attempt to fly with
the Wright Flyer at Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina.
Dec 29 1989 - Canada is the
first country in the world to ban
smoking on domestic airlines.

Three closed boxes have
either white marbles, black
marbles or both, and they
are labeled white, black and
both. However, you’re told
that each of the labels are
wrong. You may reach into
one of the boxes and pull
out only one marble. Which
box should you remove a
marble from to determine the
contents of all three boxes?

Once again, we come to the Holiday Season,
a deeply religious time that each of us observes,
in his own way, by going to the mall of his choice.
- Dave Barry

Tom’s mother has
three children. One is
named April, one is
named May. What is
the third one named?

Bizarre Holidays
Nov 15th
Nov 29th
Dec 5th
Dec 5th
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National Clean Your Refrigerator Day
Square Dance Day
	Bathtub Party Day
National Chocolate Covered 		
Anything Day
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Trivia Teaser • Cat-echism
1. Who played the hapless police detective, Inspector Clouseau, in the “Pink Panther” movies?
A. Leslie Nielsen B. Peter Sellers C. Peter Falk D. George C. Scott
2. In the Bible, who was put into the lion’s den by King Darius?
A. Daniel B. Job C. Moses D. Methuselah.
3. What snack food is promoted by Chester Cheetah?
A. Snickers B. Lays Potato Chips C. Bugles D. Cheetos
4. W
 hat actress was left with a lifelong fear of cats after she was mauled by a lion
while making the 1972 Disney movie “Napoleon and Samantha?”
A. Annette Funicello B. Kim Richards C. Hayley Mills D. Jodie Foster
5. W
 hat baseball manager won 863 games in nine years with the Cincinnati Reds
and 1,331 games in 17 seasons with the Detroit Tigers?
A. Tommy Lasorda B. Tony La Russa C. Sparky Anderson D. Joe Torre
6. Who played pool hall owner Sam the Lion in “The Last Picture Show?”
A. Wilford Brimley B. James Garner C. Jack Lemmon D. Ben Johnson
7. Who played mob kingpin Tony “The Tiger” Russo in “Married to the Mob?”
A. James Caan B. Dean Stockwell C. Robert De Niro D. Alec Baldwin
8. W
 hich member of the cat family lacks climbing abilities and is placed in its
own genus, Acinonyx?
A. Mountain lion B. Ocelot C. Cheetah D. Tiger
9. Who played the title character in the comic film western “Cat Ballou?”
A. Jane Fonda B. Lee Marvin C. Michael Crawford D. Terence Hill
10. W
 hat was the name of the talking cat who was a member of the household on
“Sabrina the Teenage Witch?”
A. Sheila B. Salem C. Squeaky D. Simon

If you go as far as you can see,
you will then see enough to go even farther.
- John Wooden, revered basketball coach

What is special about the following sequence
of numbers?
8 5 4 9 1 7 6 10 3 2 0

Strange Laws

vivatysons.com

In Virginia, the
Code of 1930
has a statute
which prohibits
corrupt practices
or bribery by
any person other
than political
candidates.

The phrase “rule
of thumb” is
derived from an
old English law
which stated that
you couldn’t beat
your wife with
anything wider
than your thumb.

In Virginia,
chickens cannot
lay eggs before
8:00 a.m., and
must be done
before 4:00 p.m.

It is against
the law to
mispronounce the
name of the State
of Arkansas in
that State.

In Kentucky, it’s
the law that a
person must take
a bath once
a year.

In Utah, birds
have the right
of way on any
public highway.
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When you're looking for that toasty cup of
coffee, or a hand-warming latte, here are
a few of our local coffee shops ready to
warm you up this winter.
Natalia’s Elegant Creations
703.241.8040
230 West Broad Street
Falls Church, VA
Homemade desserts,
coffee, lunch items.

Katie’s Coffee House
703.759.2759
760 Walker Road
Great Falls, VA
Coffee and specialty coffees, breakfast
until 11, and light lunch items.

Jammin' Java
703.255.1566
227 Maple Avenue E
Vienna, VA
Café by day music venue by night.

Plush Gelato and Coffee
703.938.2655
175 Maple Avenue E
Vienna, VA
Gelato, sorbet, and coffee.

Café NHO
703.237.1121
6757 Wilson Boulevard
Falls Church, VA 22044 - Eden Center
Coffee, Vietnamese coffee,
smoothies, and juices.

Caffe Amouri
703.938.1623
107 Church Street NE
Vienna, VA
Coffee, tea, and pastries.
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• Tom
• The numbers are in
alphabetical order.
(eight, five, four, nine,
one, seven, six, ten,
three, two, zero)

• The one labeled both.
Since you know it’s
labeled incorrectly, it
must have all black
marbles or all white
marbles. After you
determine what it
contains, you can
identify the other two
boxes by the process
of elimination.

PastryXPO
571.282.4970
8190 Strawberry Lane
Falls Church, VA
Espresso bar, coffee, pastries,
cakes, and lunch items.
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Sweetleaf
703.281.0111
262 Maple Avenue E
Vienna, VA
Coffee, lunch items, ice cream,
baked goods.
Greenberry’s Coffee Co.
703.821.9500
6839 Redmond Drive
McLean, VA
Specialty coffee, tea, smoothies,
and milkshakes.

Answer to
‘Cat-echism’
1-b, Peter Sellers
2-a, Daniel
3-d, Cheetos
4-d, Jodie Foster
5-c, Sparky Anderson
6-d, Ben Johnson
7-b, Dean Stockwell
8-c, Cheetah
9-a, Jane Fonda
10-b, Salem

Café Nemooneh
703.242.2233
525 Maple Avenue W
Vienna, VA
Coffee, Persian pastries,
sandwiches, and soups.
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december

ARIES: November is a prime time for learning new
things and acquiring knowledge in fields that have
always interested you. Self-study will help target
your true strengths.

ARIES: Work pressure in December is being balanced
by a strong sense of motivation, but that could be more
about raising the bar and making sure you're not asleep
at the wheel.

TAURUS: Your innate social talent will be called upon
at a large family gathering. As you smooth over family
differences, your peacemaking skill will save the day.

TAURUS: Since you are gifted with compassion,
people gravitate to you. Take care of yourself, even
pamper yourself, so you have enough to offer when
others need you.

GEMINI: There will soon be a time when you have an
opportunity for self-aggrandizement. Don't be tempted.
Show the real you, knowing that you are already grand.
CANCER: November is a good month for both
status and profit. You will be able to benefit from
some advantageous circumstances, so be sure to
identify them.
LEO: Your optimistic and playful mood shows up this
month as you deal creatively with co-workers and come
up with new ideas. Set up a lunch with friends.
VIRGO: If you can make it to a family Thanksgiving
dinner, you will enjoy it. If not, dine with friends or
make it a day to pamper yourself and relax.
You'll enjoy that too.

GEMINI: Your energy may start on the low side,
but once you realize how important your contributions
are to family, friends and others, your energy reserve
will kick in.
CANCER: The necessity to let go and not look back starts
at the end of December. Eliminate clutter, plans, people,
and behavior that don't contribute to your well-being.
LEO: Your visions of the future only hold success, but
also plan how you will handle an occasional failure. Look
at each money-related opportunity with a critical eye.
VIRGO: Christmas break and family festivities can be
revitalizing. Finish up at work, have your shopping done
and be ready to help the host. Then relax and have fun.

LIBRA: Options surround you and you feel that you
have to make a choice. Don't do it in haste. Consider
the pros and cons, and think about what will happen
in the future.

LIBRA: Try spicing up the holidays by adding some new
elements to the festivities. But another important factor
emphasizes friendliness, cooperation, and sharing.

SCORPIO: Though it's difficult to imagine anyone's way
being better than your own right now, you can overcome
the difficulty by remaining flexible. Analyze the benefits.

SCORPIO: With much holiday bustle around you, you
might start to feel exhausted. Relax in an easy chair,
meditate, then start again, this time in a relaxed
frame of mind.

SAGITTARIUS: Your internal weather is gorgeous.
Even if you are busy at work, part of you is off sailing
a ship across a quiet sea. Take a break and come
back to reality.

SAGITTARIUS: The stars say December is a time of
deliberate action. Successful projects undertaken during
this month will be calculated and pursued with energy.

CAPRICORN: Leadership is your role this month both at
work and at home. Don't be afraid to be spontaneous;
your instincts are right on and you'll attract followers.

CAPRICORN: Health and fitness will likely be foremost
in your mind in December. For some, it's a season for
putting on weight. For you, it's a time to focus on fitness.

AQUARIUS: Analyze where you went wrong in your
finances and move forward with a more logical plan.
You can be well-off in the future if you plan now.

AQUARIUS: Having a winning attitude might mean saying
you feel great when you don't. Look for the good in life by
pasting a smile on your face. The world will smile back.

PISCES: A winning attitude might mean saying you're
feeling fabulous even when you're not. Look for the
good in life and work. Smile first and you'll want
to smile later.

PISCES: Professionally, you can look forward to full
support from your colleagues and bosses in the coming
year. Financially, you'll do well in balancing income
and expenses.
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Join
us for
wine club
6:00 - 8:30pm
The last Wednesday of
every month.
A wine tasting unlike any
other; 12 wines, cheese
and fruit display, and
passed hors d’oeuvres.

greek authentic dishes
fresh fish
mezedes -small platessignature cocktails
romantic dinners
after work drinks
business meetings
private events

8100 boone blvd.
vienna, VA 22182
tel.: (703) 760 0690
www.nostosrestaurant.com

Voted 100 Very Best Restaurants
2012
join us in celebrating
the opening of Nostos
~ Washingtonian
present this advertisement and receive
food check
Editors' Pick20% off entire
maximum $30.00 discount
not~
valid
on
Saturday
nights
or
with
any other offers.
Washington Post
offer expires 11/30/11

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Live Jazz
$25 per person.

Limited attendance
Make your reservations early.
Robert@irisloungeva.com
William@irisloungeva.com

703.760.9000

www.irisloungeva.com

Discerning | Distinctive | Delivered

An Exciting New Online Shopping Destination
Showcasing a Diverse Assortment of Distinctive Finds
in Accessories & Home Décor

Carefully Curated for the Discerning E-Shopper
Luxury quality, without luxury pricing – Delivered to you

Launching Fall 2012
703.760.9000
1524 Spring Hill Rd
McLean, VA 22102
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www.Trouvillon.com • Info@Trouvillon.com
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